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Far Full
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a

tion.
Address all communications to

Portland, Mr.

Abbott Family School for Boys,
AT LITTLE BLUB, Fnrmiagt.a Mr.
Autumn session will open August tgtli. All
the comforts of Hobie are here combined with a
superior school. Boj s are prepared for college or business.
Graduation and diplomas are confered upon
all who fiuiBh the requited course of
study. Send
for an illustrated circular, or address the
Principal
julld3m
ALLIEN J. BLETHKN, A. M.

THE

A Good

TOPSHAM, ME.
Established in 1857 by Hon. Warren Johnson,
State Superintendent, of Common Schools.

BUSINESS CARDS.

JAMES F. PICKERING,
WILLIAM HOBSON,
AT LA

W,

35 OLD STATE HOUSE.

Expenses for the entire School year $350
Four

BOSTON.

MACHINEWORKS
(FORMERLY C. MAPLES & 80S,)
Marine, Stationary and Portable

.STEAM

ENGINES,

Steam Boilers, Bleach Boiler* and Tauks, Shafting,
Mill Gearing aud General Machinery. Cartings of
Iron, brass, and composition. Repairing promptly
attended to.
t®'“New and Second-hand Engines lor sale.
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.
315 Commercial Street,
V. H. FESSENDEN.
Portland, Meaprlttf

GEO. E. COLI INS,

photographic

artist,

SIS CONGRESS STREET,
make all tbe various styles of Card
Pictam, Rembrant, Medallion, Arc., from
It* prepared to

Retouched Negative*.
By this process we
Gel rid of Freckle*. Role* aud other imFor all of which no
perfection* of the Mkin.
extra charge will be made.
All work warranted to
please. Call and examine for voureelves.
mcbisdtf

SCRIBNER & JORDAN,

PATENT AGENTS,
74 MIDDLE, COR., EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO REJECTED CASES'.eodtf
anr5_

WM.

M.

Book, Card

Teachers

a

aid

of

numbei*

to

disturbing influences.
4. Thorough drill in Elementary studies.—especially In Reading, Spelling, Penmanship and Arithmetic.
5. Number of pupils so small as to sucure personal
attention from the Principal.
6. Faithful religious influence without sectarian
bias.
7. Abundant
ervision.

physical exercise under proper

sup-

LINSLEY, Principal.

Navigation

School»

NAVIGATION SCHOOL will be opened at No.
15J Exchange street, March 3d, to be under
the
charge of Capt. Edward Breen and C. H. Farley.
Instruction will be given every aiternoou by Cant.

A

Breen, and Monday and Friday evenings by C. H.
Farley. The course will begin with decmal arithmetic, and well comprise Plane, Traverse. Parallel Middle Latitude sailing; the use of Logarithms; tbeii6e
and adjustment of Nautical Instruments; Latitude
by Sun and Stars, and Longitude by Chronometer.
Lnnar observations will not be included in the course
but will be taught if desired.
The evening instruction will be riven before the
whole class, when the various problems involved in
navigation will be worked out upon the black-board
and illustrated by suitable diagrams and apparatus,
and the use and adjustment of Instruments explained. Subjects collateral to navigation such as Meteorolgy, Ocean Currents, &c., will also be introduced
at the evening sessions. For terms, apply to C. H.
febl9tf
Farley, No. 4 Exchange street.

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
Every Description of work promptly and carefully
xecuted, and at the lowest prices.

ap22 to
Job Printing.—Every description of Jos
Printing executed promptly, aud at the lowee.
nriceB, at the Daily Press'Printing House, If
Wm. M.Marks.
Exchange St.

FRESCO

w

July7-tsepl-73

Eaton Family School for Boys,
AT

NORRIDGEWOCK,

134 MIDDLE

STREET,

The Poll Term will

ini. I Nth.

t

Medical

NO. 346 CONGRESS ST.
Ewr.9A.IB.to 5P.M.

jnlvIGlm*

L.

W.

KELLER,

NO. 888 CONGRESS STREET,
MAY

6

Portland
Jyt"

W. N. DYER, No. 279 middle Hi. All
kind* of machines for sale and to let.

I,.

J. PERKINS manafactnrer of plain
and fancy CandieK, 3S7 Congress St,

has

posite

Park.

Dentists.
JOHNSON, oyer

DR. W. R.

LAW,

removed to

feMO_
j. H. HOOPER,

UPHO LSTERER
Nos. 31 and 33 Free St.,

E^-All kind, of repairing neatly

En-

may 20

CLARK,

Bair Goods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. SBEBBY, Wo. 9 Clapp’s Block
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

u
the bent pomible manner by So
YOUNG Ac CO.. No. lOO Fore St.

Bond

-*

Manufacturers of Trunks, Yalises and
Carpet-Bags.
J. B. DCBAW & CO., 171 middle and
116 Federal Streets.

W. E.

Paper Hangings,

J. I.
Cross. Portland.

Portland.

shop and fitted it up with
our wo*

WJLLIAH

manner.

bered

Lands.

River, Baldwin Countv, Ala, known ns
“Hughes Mill Tract.” About eight thousand
acres (8,000) of heavily timbered.l&nd, with water communication to Mobile Bay.
The Mill is nearly new, and the whole will he sold
low, part cash and mortgage. Apply to
ZOPHAR MILLS,
144 Front street, New York,
or HENRY ST. PAUL, Attorney,
38 Roval Street, Mobile Ala.
jyl2dlm

ON

No. 2

FOB SAJLE.
Decriug St. Lot 30x110

Signs and Awning Hangings,
done by N. YOENG &
Fore Street.

CO.,

Wo. lOO
my30*2m

nt

Schools.
ENGl.Isn and FRENCH SCHOOL,430

Congress

Street.

Stair Builder.
MBBY.Lo. 053 Fore Street, cor.
Cross St., in Beleno’s mill.
«. 1,.
HOOPEII, Cor. York A maple
Slreels.

*
Ac

1'

Watches, Jewelry,

**•**•

uinn

Ac.

MCmjEFEEjCer.
7

Saw Guminer &

HOUSE
quire at No. 12 Elm
and 2
a. m.

p.

junOdtf

a

throughout.

inch^

Price of Machine,

good cellar,

water

chanceT

fob SALE I
ttnd Provision
S^StoreJni
Wlin??£aQriWry
StoreOD alea.tog
thoroughfare, doing
ip
good
a

gSfB*SS&,®fcH®i!SlSof
*and
ca

Jy28tf

good

2

THE TAINTTE CO..
Stroudsburg, Monroe Co., Pa.

For Sale.
SEBAGO DYE HOUSE, No. 17 Plum St., Is
THE
In good condition with all
apparatus necessary
for the
business. Apply to the proprietor at No. 33
Newbury street or to J. REED, No. SO Middle street,
“yl7
eodt

A

About 5000 feet Land.

_A

A

tf

A PARTNER WANTED
’egitipermanent and
neavy profit, and free
from ary annoying
None but active
competition.
meu of good business
A
need
$7,600
cash,
WITH
mate business, paying
in

in

a
a

qualities

salary
attending to

apply.

of $2,5 0 will be paid sa .d partner for
the general supervision of the business beside an
equal share of profits. Address C. R. BEEBE,
Portland, P. O.
jy26d2w*

Wanted.
GOOD TIN PLATE AND SHEET IRON
WORKER. A steady job and good wages will

A

be given.

jy24d2w

WANTED!
GOLDEN STATE, is the most
beantifully illustrated, and fastest selling book
in America, agents wanted every where;
circulars,
terms &c., sent Tree on application. Address.

MCCLELLAN’S

GOLDEN STATE PUB’G. CO.
No. 9 Hamilton Place,
RONTON MASS.

FIFTY
good

dtf

For Sale in the Town of Westbrook.
FINE

one-half mile from the Railroad
A Depots,residence
Post-office, good Schools and Churches
six miles from

Portland; House and Ell two stories'
thirteen finished roomB, double parlor.' with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40x60 on the
premises; grounds contain 1BJ acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, } acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This Is one ot the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of 3. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.
mar21tf

Steady employment and
Good board readily obtained.

a

own

enoe.

SALE.

A

EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

Real Estate.
Sale, or lease lor a term of years, the property belonging to the estate of Francis O Libby,
formerly occupied by him on the corner of Free
High Street*.
HARRISON J. LIBBY, I
FRANK W. LIBBY,
j A(lm rs-

mar24

tf

call

C. FARLEY
Boston July
^

House,”

The suosenber offers for sale his Hotel
proi rty in Limerick Village, YorkCountv.
The house has 22 rooms all in good
repair,
with shed and two large stables
adjoining;
two wells of water on the premises, and
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
“LlmerickHonse” is well situated for securing
■

patronage.

JOSEPH G. HARMON,
ule.

Real Estate for Sale.
HOUSE AND EOT NO. 76 STATE ST.,

One in Counting
and one in outside Store.
with name and re&id
BOX 593

handwriting,

I

Ilackmatack, Hardwood or White

TAYLOR
tl

SCALE IN BOILERS
I will Remove and
Prevent
SCALE in any Steam
Boilers, oi
make no charge.

Address,

OEO.

my3dtf

All work made on the premises under my persona
supervision trom the

Cuts

W, LORD,
PHII.AOBI.PUA. pa.

or

Drawings

furnished upon
cation.

fciOId

52 Free Street.

TWOApply to

near

Jy3_d2m
GIRLS WAi\TFD
BY THE —

POSTUNIt STAR

MATCH

ju7dtf

NO. 3 COTTON

STREET.
tf

..

To Let.
OF THE BEST OFFICES ON EXCHANGE
STREET. Enquire of
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO,.
mar24tf
No. 46 Exchange St.

TO

Wanted.
BOTTLES at Mains* Wine Store, 203
Middle Street, Portland, Me.
ju28(lafW, S. MAINS.

WINE

Boarders Wanted !

jull

Ceurcli streets—basement
A of Middle andfinished
first floor,
anil
to

and

elegautl*
adapted
jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to
septlldlf

J. H.Chadwick &

Wanted Immediately.
RELIABLE, honest Girl at No. 8 Brown
Street.

Ju»8__dtf
Booms Wanted.
pleasant part of the city, furnished
IN nished,
with
without board.
a

or

unfur-

or

Address

B.,

E.

mayUtf

RR1DGTON, MAINE.
new and elegant House is now open for the
season.
Located on the highest peak of Mt.
Pleasant, 20f8 feet above the level ot the sea. commanding an unsurpassed view of the White Mountains, Portland, the Atlantic Ocean, &c., &c.
The steamers Mount Pleasant and Sebago leave Sebago Lake for Bridgton on arrival o. Iralus of Portland Ac Ogdensbnrg R. R., which leave Portland at
7.10 A. M. and 12.20 P.M. Coach s leave Brtdgion
for the Mountain on arrival of s .earners.
CHAM. E. GIBBS,

TniS

Proprietoi.

CORNER CROSS AND FORK STS,

PORTLAND,

AGENTS

FOR

Pure

W. F.

FRENCH’S NEW HOTEL,
NEW YORK.
RICHARD P. FRENCH,

Disi.no

Rooms

at-

tached.

jiil4d2mw2Jm25

Washington

House!

Summer

furnish

Rooms large and pleasant and
Portland CC Ogdensburg R. R.

at moderate prices.
nearest Hotel to the
Stalion-

JAMES M. GIBSON,
Jul9d3m

Proprietor.

View House !

Peaks Island, Portland Harbor.
subscriber having remodeled and
this elegaut House, is
THE
prepared
now

Sin miner

Bearden,

and

refurnished
to

take

Families,

The locality is one cf the pleasantest
Its facilities ior bathing,
fishing and
boating are unsurpassed by any other place oil the
Coast.
«J. T. STERLING, Proprietor.
jn23dtf
at low prices.
in Casco Bay.

OCEAN

Dost and Gas Tight
Wrought Iron Furnaces 1

JOSEPH P.

invention of the WROUGHT IRON B'URNACE, was the result of a thorough anil painstaking investigation by Dr. James R. Nichols, Ed-

Churches, Stores. School Houses and Dwellings, and

Simplicity

Intelligent

W. NASH.

Portland, July, 1873.

jy28dtf

Those Baked Beans.
THOSE BAKED DEANS
—

WHICH

is

The best

selling BY THE QUART,

at

his Bakery,

have been tested and pronounced

P.

Take

some
or

1873.

Copartneimhip Notice.
undersigned have this day formed
nership under the name of

choice
not,

as

BROWN
yon

THE

a

on

N^o. 17 fPhim

Street.

proprietors of this establishment will Just say
to the public that they are prepared to
dry by
Bteam and also prepared to dry, cleanse and finish
all kinds gent’s wearing apparel, and also ladies’
dresses, shawls, cloaks, all colors, or cleansed and

THE

them not to smut,

mytrdtf

_JOHN

S.

MILLER.

NO. 91 EXCHANGE

ST.

deposits ot one dollar and upwards commence interest on the first day of the month
following the date ot deposit.
FRANK NOYES. Treasurer.
may‘29-dtf

ALL

Maine Savings Bank.
No. lOO Middle Street, Portland.

deposited in this Bank on the first day
of any month begins on interest the Bame day.
It deposited on any other day, begins on interest the
first day of the following month.
A. M. BUBTON, Treasurer.
junl7d&wtf

MONK'S

SENTER,

timekeeping and reasonable price. In every variety of gold ana silver caees—open face and hunters.
Kev winders and stem winders.
mvl2-d9ino

Gulf.

of the

ATTENTION I
Oflicer of the

Nan who served
Army
ic. the Department of the Gulf is requested to be
EVERY
RANDALL & McALISTER, present
at the next annual reunion to bd held in
and will

continue the haziness of dealers in

COAL
at

&

WOOD

Portland, Me., on the
Sixth day or August, 1873.
Per Order,
Lt. Gen’l Phil H. Sheridan,

President Society A. & N. of the G.
HENRY T. CARTER.
Sec’y *,x. Com.

the old stand of the late firm of

RANDALL, MCALLISTER

&

jyl7dtd

CO.,

Commercial

60

NOTICE!

St.

They will settle all demands of the late firm 01
Randall, McAllister A Co.
JOHN F. RANDALL,
henry, f. McAllister.
Portland. March 27th, 1873.
mar29dtf

Dissolution of

Copartnership.

Notice Is hereby given th»t the Copartucrihip
heretofore existing under the firm name of G. L.
Hooper & Co., is this day dissolved by mutual con-

Association to be
undersigned have iormed
THE
known
Chandler’s Band, for the purpose of
an

as

furnishing music for Balls. Parties, Concerts, Levees, &c., after Sept. 1st, 1873.
D. H. Chandler,
Chas. Grimmer,
J. M. Mullaly,
C. M. Richardson,
J. Tyler,
E. M. Gammon.
All engagements must be made with D. H. Chandler. Leader.
fS^*Any number of pieces furnished.

[Advertiser copy.]

GEO. L. HOOPER,
GEO. C. LITTLEFIED,
A. M. WILSON-

HOT

TEA
can

EVERY

Planing mills,

—HEREBY OFFERS A—

ROLLS

be bad from

W. C. Cobb’s

LITTLEFIELD A WILSON’S

The National Board of Fire Underwriters

jy23tf

HOT TEA ROLLS.

sent.

REWARD

or

Bakery

or

Carts

AFTERNOON.
tf

rnylS

REWARD.

$25
THE

of $500

Portland, May

For the detection, conviction and punishment of parties charged witli the crime of arson, in tiring the

Premises

situate

on

Larch

Street,

of Portland, on April 27th, 1873; said
be paid only on due proof being famished
Executive Committee of the conviciiou and actual
punishment of said criminals. By Ord^r ot the Ex-

JAMES BAILEY,)
C. E. JOSE,
J Trnstees.
J. S. PALMER,
)

Mth—d3m

KING WILLIAM

ecutive Committee,
STEPHEN CRESWELL, Chairman.
New York, May 15th. 1873.my24-d2m

$300 REWARD.
City
City

Three

Marshal’s Office, May 14,1873.

Dollars

Will be paid by the city to auy person who will give
information that will lead to the arrest and conviction
person or persons that set fire to the house of
Welch, on Lurch street, April 27, 1873.
GEO. W. PARKER,
myl5d3m
City Marshal.

of the
M.

Headquarters

Infantry,
Me. Volunteer Militia.
}
1
Portland, July 19. 1873.
the purpose of organizing a Regimental
into
mustered
will
be
men
five
Drum Corps
Companies A, (Portland Light Infantry,) and the
same number Into Companv B, (Portland Mechanic
Blues.) to be uniformed anrt'equippod as musicians.
Applications for these vacancies should he made
forthwith to captains of these companies. The corps
Wiil be placed under suitable instruction preparatory
to muster to take
place in August. Further particulars mav be obtained at these Headquarters.
J.vltkltt
MATTHEW ADAMS. Adlutant.
1st Rf.gt.

FOR

Headquarters

Portland

Montgomery,

back in his old trainer’s hands, MR. GEO. H,

BAILEY,

and

serve

limited

a

number of

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.
The three points of excellence which I claim, are,
1st; constant and thorough circulatton of pure air;
ryness, no dampness monl<l nor taint; 3rd; no
Intel mingling of odors; punty and active air, the
elements of its success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt Burnham
& Co.s Tee House, Portland, Me.
jeSdtf

I

New Boarding House.
Subscriber, having leased the new and
modions bouse, recently erected by Geo. R.
THE
the “Blanchard
vis &

com-

Da-

Co., niton
property,” 301 High
St., takes pleasure in announcing to the public that
ho will about the first of April open it for a flraaclnaa boarding house. Rooms can be seen and foil
particulars as to terms, &c., obtained, by calling at
the house from 10 A. M. to 12 M., and from 2 until 8
P. M.
S. S. KNIGHT.
apr3eodtf

v

await the passing of a mail-train the.e; it
gains the right of way on a certain portion of
the track only after a specified time of waiting, and all the calculations on which its
time-table is drawn up assume that every
siding can be reached without a hitch, and
every switch adjusted with equal certainty
and promptitude.
The finer these calculations are made the faster can an enormous
traffic be carried on a permanent
way of very
inadequate extent, and the more tempting
will become the opportunity of
concealing
enormous dividends under an
artificially-expanded stock, and of cheating the public out
of a due return for extensive franchises and
liberal guarantees. But it is possible to shave
too close ou time-tables as well as in other
matters. The sluggish freight-train is apt to
break through the symmetrical arrangements
of ingenious managers, and the heads that
puzzle over the regulations for its devious
progress are apt to become impat'ent or confused over their task, and to adopt some perilous initiative on their own account.
A glance over the tecord of the so-called
“accidents” of last year affords numerous illustrations of these statements. In February
there was a collision, with disastrous results.
on the Rockford, Rock Isluid and St. Louis
Railroad, all because the conductor of a freight
tiain mistook his time for going on by about
four minutes. In July there was another fatal collision on the Pittsford and Auburn
branch of the Central Railroad, because a
coal-train which ought to have waited at a
switch, preferred to go on, and so came in the
way of the Baltimore express. In October
there occurred tlio terrible “accident'’ on the
Eastern Railrood, at Seabrook, owing to a

switch being misplaced, “by some person unknown,” of course, and to the night-express
from Bangor being thereby sent crashiug in-

to a freight-train standing on a siding. In
the same month a passenger-train ran into an
empty coal-train on a branch of the Pennsylvauia Railroad Dear Bordentown.
Then,
about the close of the year, there occurred
the collision near Bergen Tuunel between
the Erie express and a freight-train which
was in process of “switchiug.”
In a double leaded leader the World disof the “Democratic party and its allies’’
which are the Liberal Republicans and the
Farmers. Granges, of the former it says:
What is Liberal Republicanism ? It is Republicanism minus General Grant. It is notorious that Messrs. Greeley, Sumner, Trumbull, Schurz. Banks, Gratz Brown, Farnsworth, and the rest, would not have seceded
from the Republican party last year, if they
had believed there was any chance of defeating Grant in the regular Republican National
Convention. It was personal hostility to that
new recruit, and not waning confidence
in,
much less renuuciation of, Republican principles, which inspired that revolt. Mr. Greeley, or Mr. Sumner, or Mr. Trumbull, or Mr.
Banks would gladly have accepted the regular
Republican nomination it he could have got
it, and have fought and traduced the Democratic party, with all his former zeal.
They
hated Grant and we hated him; and this common personal hatred was the bond of union
in the coalition last year.
Now, it is quite
impossible for the Democratic party to dissolve and euter a new organization of which
the basis is Republicanism minus Graut. It
would-be a sinking of all that is valuable and
And
distinctive in Democratic principles.
yet this is what the handful of Liberal Republicans have the nudacity to demaud as thecondition of uuited action.
The article then proceeds to tell us what

Democracy is:

Democracy,

as

a

distinctive political tenet,

res's upon a profound conviction of the capacity of man for self-government, and an
equally profound sense or the constant tendency of political power to steal from the
It is the chief aim of the
many to the few.
Democracy to curtail and circumscribe the

sphere of governmental action.

For Sale In Portland by HALL L. DAVIS, LOR
IGN, SHORT & HARMON,R. K. HUNT & CO.

aug29«odlv

Guards, Me. Vol. Mili ri a,
Portland, July 19,1873.
|
the purpose of organizing a Drum Corps fivu ;
S.
men will be enlisted in this Company to be unihas removed to
formed and oquipped as musicians.
Applications
must be made at once.
A. J. McMAHON,
; above old place.
sale as nsnal.
jylfldtf
Capt. Commanding Company.

FOR

will

For particulars enquire at Mr. Bailey’s
au4d3t
stable, Deerlng.

mares.

2nd;

ol Portland.

Hundred

M
Is

regards the reptile order,

as

courses

above reward is offered to any person who
will furnish the dog, and prove his ownership,
that destroyed the Swans in Evergreen Cemeterv on
the 27th instart. And SPECIAL NOTICE is
hereby given that Dogs are Absolutely for bidden
within the inclosure of the Cemetery.

like.

ap!5___tf

THE

St-

—BY—

coparfc

Second Examination of Pupils for Rt the City
I
Reward will
Admission to High School.
the
subcommittee

Spectacles and Jewelry,

Department

ated, especially

Extracts from the Jew York Paper j.
In an article on “Collision? with Flight
Trains” the Timea says:
There has been no cause of fatal railroad
accidents more persistent than that a ising
from the careless and reckless wry in which
the time of treight and passenger-trains is adjusted. The slow-going freight train has possession of the track only ou sufferance. It
has to dodge a lightning express'’ here, and

is

York and Maple Streets,
Portland July 22d, 1873,
jy23*lni

Now if you wteli to try them, you can
by sending
n your order have them brought
right from the oven
to your door any morning
during the week. Or, if
you say you want thera Sabbath morning (as is the
custom) Mr. Cobb will hive a fresh lot ready which
he will send you Saturday
evening. Then by putting them in your own ov* n you can find them there
at breaktast time and save the
unpleasant task ot
rising before you are ready and hurrying to the bakery.

50

Foreign and American Make,

Wffl.

soon

35

WATCHES,

Exchange

that many species of
be totally extermin-

Western fauua will

zoological garden with
complete collection of snakes and things.
We would suggestthat the same eud
might be
attained with less trouble and expense by fitting up a hail with empty cages and fumisbng each visitor with a glass of native whi:key.”

The above books for sale by all dealers. Sent, post
paid, on receipt of price
OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
C. H. DITSON & CO..
Bcston.
711 Br’dway, New York.
d&w‘2w
J?3Q_

-A.t 54

Removal.
8.
1»1

ROBERTS,

Commercial Street,

Extra pressed

Hay

next door
and Straw for

junlOt

Thej

good Christian home.

a

1.50

Hirer of Life, for Sunday Schools.

scared look about the

proposes to establish a

REMEMBER Our New' Organ at Home, 9.50
Home is not complete without it.
LOOK AT The Standard, for Choirs, Ac*
Cheerful Voices, for School.

a

Democracv

encircles a group ot more than 100 smaller
Between 4,000 aud 5,t00 priest!,
dancing girls,cuoks and other officials, belong
to these temples, aud derive their support
from the contributions of the pilgrims who
flock by tens of thousands to the twelve festivals held during the year in honor of the
various gods.
The principal one. and the
most treqOent. d, is the Car Festival, in June
“three cars, for Juggeruath
The
and July.
and his brother and sister, aic erected outside
The car of Juggemath is 45
of the temple.
feet high, resting on sixteen wheels, each
The idols are hideous
seven feet in diameter.
wooden blocks, having a rude resemblance to
are
human heads set on pedestals.
placed on their cars, and at a givdu signal,
the vehicles advance a few yards at a time,
the priests, at each pause, coming forward id
recite uddri -ses and songs.
They are thus
drawn to the temple of Gimdicha, about a
mile di-tant.
under
the wheels
Many perish
of ihe ear, sell-devoted to destruction, and
ntee* .lea h in the hope of instant entrance
into Paradise.
Bui other causes of mortality are st work
“It is computed that
among the pilgrims.
several thousands perish annually in consequence of the hardships of the pilgrimage,”
and this is not ail, for disease follows in the
“The old, t le middle-aged
train of the car.
and the young, the delicate female aud the
robust-bodied man, both sexes, all ages and
of all circumstances in life, appeared equally
liable to the attacks of the death-entailing
cholera.” From exhaustion or from weakness, the pilgrims fail on the roadside; their
friends an.'l lelations never slacken their pace
to attend to them;Jackals, dogs and vultures
wait by hundreds for the tearml feast which
is too surely preparing for them.
Yet it was
Orissa of which the Siva Jay Sing, in 1580, exis
claimed, “This country not fit for conquest
and schemes of human ambition, it belongs
wholly to the gods.” These abominations are
transacted about three hundred miles from
Calcutta, the seat of English Government,
the headquarters of English education and

temples.

chastening influences of

Cincinnati, fearing

Best Opera Songs.
book, Bd9. $2.50: Cl. $3.00: Full Gilt

The above volumes are quite unsurpressable, as
each one is filled and crowded with the
very best
Vocal Music of its kind. Books are large, and
wonderfully cheap. Pages full sheet music sire.
(200 to 250 pages.)

Corner

GOOD J

a

Vocal Duets.

Hereby given thrt the firm of RANfor the.Superior Waltham Watch**,
NOTICE
DALL, McALLISTER & CO., is hereby disAGENT
which maintain their well earned reputation
solved by mutual consent.
for

Portland, March 27,

au | principal stronghold of Hindu supetstition, containing a population ot some
30,000 souls, i^ the great temple, nearly 190
feet high, standing within a high stone wall,
which inclose.. an area of 660 *het by 650, and

power,

from the folds of which the blood

little more bald, with
eyes that tells of the

Operatic Pearls.

Copartnership.

JOHN F. RANDALL,
HENRY F. McALLISTER,
EDWARD H. SARGENT.

flag

grand temperance reform, by voting to
home, instead of to the
lockup. Not even the most confirmed inebriates require second treatment.
They
generally come out about the third day, a

PEARLS.

All demands of the late firm will he settled
by
either of the above parties at the old stand.

NOS. 28 & 30 PEARL STREET,

BREAD with them

Dissolution of

feels “neither veneration nor affection

for a

send its drunks

Shower of Pearls*

Proprietor.

—

W. €. COBB

CHAMBERLIN,

Ga.,

to a

Gems ol Sacred Sons*
Gems of German Sons*
Gems of Scottish Sons*
Wreath of Gems.

telegram

At Poorer, the Mecca of Hindustan, the
chief seat, in eastern India, ct Brahminal

Louisville has unwittitngly committed itself

GEMS.

HOiSE!

junlOdtf

|

OF BOUND MUSIC!

Chronometers and Clocks,

This old and popular Sea-Side House is
now opened for the season.

—

BOOKS

$4.00.

Boarders and Transient
WILL
Company with good accomm^ctionsand board

documents must

of two hundred thousand Southern men is
We are sorry for Alexander
dripping.”
Saint Qlair Abrams, and suppose that any
emotions of which he is capable are wholly
absorbed in his contemplation of his name.

lvTTJkS

Price of each

CONWAY, N. II.,

NOBTH

Co.,

and a

aud "thither the tribes go up” to take part
in the revolting ceremonies ot the most debasing idolatry. It has ever beeu celebrated
for its scenery and its temples. The Hindus
declare that, “of ail the religions of the
earth Orissa boasts the highest renown.
Those who ever visit it and bathe in its sacred rivers obtain remission of their sins,
though they may weigh like mountains.
*
*
*
Tne tanks contain the water of
immortality. * * * The people are all
aud
“all the celestial deities would deholy,”
light to become incarnate there.” This fartamed country, on the western shore of the
Bay of Bengal, is every year the scene of
atrocities the most heart sickening, and of

Alexander Saint Clair Abrams, of Atlanta,

46 & 48 MIDDLE ST.

VALUABLE

sending for public

hereafter forward stamps to prepay the poslage. But this won’t have any effect on the
circulation of these standard works.
The
American people will have the patent office
reports, whatever the price.

AGENTS FOR THE CO..

COR. CORTLANDT & NEW CHURCH STS.

& Gextlemex’s

&

Phillips

terribly avenge.— Carlyle.

more

The treasury department has decreed that
persons

Our Pure White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
we warrant to be strictly pare* and guarantee
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or
American.
5-3F~In order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red ttar, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pare Lead. None genuine witnout it.

fcb!8

Proprietor.

Powers do

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE. TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
and FITTINGS, PUMPS, Ac., Ac.

WH. F. IIUSSEY,

Ladies

Lead!

White

mouth,

that eight women were crushed
under the wheels of his gigantic car. The
Londou Globe says—
This province is the holy land of India,
announces

no creature more fatal than your
safe as he esteems himself, the terriblest issues spring from him. nurnan crimes
are many; but the crime of being deaf to
God’s voice, of being blind to all but parchment and antiquarian rubbish, when the
Divine handwriting is abroad in the sky—
certainly, there is no crime which the Supreme

Dry and Ground in Oil*

In Orissa last

place

pedant;

bostqist

rates.

Nichols’

M.

The Car of Juggernath.
The anuual festival of Juggernath took

BOSTON

and finished
enlarged, remodelled
to suit the times,
HAVING
prepared to accommodate
boarders at reasonable

0. M. & D. W. NASH,
—

the murderer's

of this sort.

manufacturers of

MOUNT PLEASANT HOUSE,

Brown St., Portland.

37

Co., Ag’ts,

Office 22, 24 & 26 Oliver Street,

HOTELS.

American preferred.

An

come

the Guide to Gore.”

is to lecture us, must be a

1829.]

in

or

Mr. Proctor, the English astronomer, who
phenomenon of a
new type.
An English critic calls him a
“perfect glutton for work without an idle
nerve in his whole frame,”
We have had
lecturers of many kinds, but nothing exactly

bostonleadcoT,
[Incorporated

corner

Next will

Complete Handbook,

eod2m

LET.

large brick store In the Rackleff Block,

Bay

—

21 BROWN STREET.

A

A two column “code of honor, beiug the
rules for the government of hostile meetings
between gentlemen,” is being published in
many papers.

kept from

are

ful influence in weakening aud disintegrating
the Republican party; but the moment we
should all be melted together iu one organization. every person who left the Republicans
would be forthwith accused, on plausible
grounds, of having gone over to the Democrats. Such an amalgamation of the Democracy with its allies" would have two bad
effects:—it would arrest the dissolution of the
Republican party, and it would let down the
Democratic spirit of the level of the half-emancipated Republicans. The true thing to do is to
encourage the other organizations, but resolutely maintain the Democratic standards of
political doctrine; for unless Democracy can
be again made a living conviction iu the public mind reforms of the government will never be more than skin-deep.

the first verdict.

ONE

STORE

likeness. The more distinct
the Democratic party, the
stronger will be their hold on the classes to
which they make their appeals. If they are
not identified with us they will have a power-

they

PORTLAND.
CARD,

ju5_

to descend to their level. Democratic

grow "in to its

to

Still another lawyer has brought suit against
Laura Fair for his little bill in defending her
in the Crittenden case. It would have been
much cheaper for her to have been hung on

I take pleasure in recommending Mr. Thompson
and his work to all my old friends and patrons who
maj want a reliable carriage at a fair price. Mr. T.
has been in my employ and associated with me in
business near.y 20 years.
J. M. KIMBALL,

the Lib-

principles would soon die out; but If the
Democratic party is faithful, the members
of these organizations will more and more

ground.

302 & 304 Congress Street,

Rooms to Let

CO.

Jy»_____tt

AT

pose, but a

Appli-

nor

Republicans have beeu baptized into the
spirit of this high mission. They may prove
valuable nurseries of Democracy, but as yet
they are mere shoots and seedling*. If we

precepts
accomplish this purdiamond pin now covers the

required

were once

Repository,”

the central part of the city.
W. W. CARR,
3 Exchange street.

Neither the Farmers’ Granges

eral

were

ju24*lw then tf

To I>et.

It concludes as follows:

“What shall I give my boy to make him
honored and respected ?” writes an affectionate father.
Education and moral

Selected nnd moat Sellable material., un.nrpas.etl in Elegance, Style and
Unrability.

Suitable

Son of the late Col. RICHARD FRENCH, of
French’s Hotel, has taken this Hotel, newly filled up
and entirely renovated the same. Centrally located
in the BUSINESS PART of the City.

Portland Savings Dank,

lowest cash prices.
E.

All the Leading Styles of Light
Carriages

or

tenements,

By the capture of Khiva, it is said, Russia
commands the Oxus. This looks ominious to
the canine Latin scholar.
Will not the command of the Oxus lead to that of the Bosphorus ?

stock

in

—Stirling.

_

manufactory.”
constantly manufacturing and have

am

plaster of

at the

Let.

BOARD, large pleasant
WITH
for families
single gentlemen.
At

tely.

warrant

Portland, Dec. 30. 1872.

jy2tf

growth of patronage and expense, besides its
corrupting tendency, fosters the habit of
looking up to government as an irresistible,
overshadowing influence against which it is
vain for the people to contend.
Democracy
was put back a whole generation by our four
years’ war.

our lives in fresco.
The soft and
the moment hardens
under
stroke
of
the
brush
every
into et-rnal rock

fusi.e

unfur-

or

K/'M'h GOOD Girls of all nations, for housework
in town and country; table girls for
vvy and
Saloon,
Laundry
Kitchen; girls for Hotels, Summer and
Beach Houses; Cooks, Chamber, and Scrub girls.
Forest City Employment Office.
MRS. L. HOVEY, 314 Congress Street.

T

HAVE ttie largest and best stock ot Ship Knees
in tbe State. Also best quality seasoned White
Oak Treenails, and can furnish

.t the

quiet home

find pleasant rooms, furnished
nished, with board at No. 4 Cotton Street.
Also room for single gentlemen.

THE

■...

a

cau

To

OF

Boat

Quiet Board.
GENTLEMAN and Lady wishing

CCNT THE EUROPEAN PLAN]

the High School will examine such of the pupils from the Grammar
I
Schools, who desire it, as failed to be admitted on
Lot contains 34.000 feet of land, with fine niit garthe first examination, such as were recommended
den, cold, grapery, etc. Apply to
and were sick aud not able to be
W* H. FESSENDEN,
present at Hint
time, and children of persons who have become resimarGtf
215 Commercial Street.
dents of this city since the first examination, on
*'r»d”y. a.*. 33d, at 3 o'clock P. M., at
For Sale.
the High School Building.
By order of Com. on High School.
house on State Street, occupied by the unLE IS B. SMITH, Chairman.
dersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
Portland, Jnly 19,1873.
eodtd
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
SEBAGO
DVE
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.
WORKS,
scpl9-tt
■—

jy21tf

17 1873.

jy!9dtf

_Portland, P. O.
500 Good Girls Wanted Immedia-

ft

Limerick,

be accommodated at
TRANSIENT Company
No. 8 Allston street Boston.

is

Clerk,

JyPdtf

CO.,

Sf"iO Years Experience

“Old

been

Wholesale Store.

for Bill

in

O.

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This lot has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet deep, and plans have been drawn by How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, aud adapted for the same. Enquire of

marl.ldtf

boring

the Summer Momths

COM M EEC IA L H 0 U S E 7

Makers.

W.dt W. H. BACON & CO.,
South Windham, Maine.
iyii

&

FINE CARRIAGES.
I

Jyl9tf

Wanted Immediately.
Coat.
wages.

KIMBALL

We paint

Wanted.

in every place where used they have been a periect
success anil given entire satisfaction.
The great distinguishing features of this
Furnace,
are its
of Construction, the perfect saleguards against the passage of Dust and deleterious
coal gases into the rooms warmed by it. The beat
radiating surtaces are made of R-iler Iron rivited
together in the same manner as Stea.n
oilers ano
not a particle oi gas or dust can p ss
through The
original of this Furnace was constructed three years
ago by Dr. Nlct ols, for private use, as a safeguard
against those infractions of the laws of health to
which he himself as well as otherB were subjected bv
the use cf Hot Air Furnaces. Dr Nichols says with
three years use ot my Furnace I am satisfied that no
deleterious gases or dnst can flow into the rooms
irom it.
In the NICHOLS WROUGHT IRON FURNACE
we have a coal burning device much
cheaper than
any Steam Apparatus, less troublesome, one which
supplies air as pure and healthful as that lxom
Steam or hot water. It does away with all the serious objections which have existed against
Hot Air
Furnaces and its sanitary advat tages are such as to
commend it to the attention cf all
Houseowners and heads of Famiies.

The

BOARD IX BOSTON

Democracy'.

newly-arrested Indianapolis criminal whj
had “reporterphobia,”
placarded his cell door
with “Don’t know anything.”

There is

CUSHMAN’S FRUIT STORE,

The “Limerick

A

Mecbanicc Falls, Me.

itor of the Boston Journal ot Chemistry, into the objections or defects in nearly all the Hot Air Furnaces
now in use.
During the past three yearB Five Hundred have been sold. They have proved competent
to supply a delightful, pure current of wcrra air to

Street.

M.

HANIIFACTCBEB
To Let.
GOOD and convenient rent at 23 Fore St. np
stairs, very low. The healthiest part of the
u»ty, and finest view. Inquire
S. MATHIAS,
Jy29dtf
98 Exchange St.

WHITNEY,

HAWKES &

Gossip and Gleanings.

au4dlw*

Address in

jy30

J.

water in the

Boarders wanted at No. 38 Myrtle

few

a

Wanted.
BOY from 15 to 18 years of age.
own hand writing P. O. Box 1398,

THE

and
and

a

Also

street.

interfere

with the freedom and
ction oi private business and
industry
For the lirst sixty years after the
Democratic
into
came
it
had
a
party
power,
great and
victorious career. But the civil war undid
a
great deal of the past work of the party.
War is always unfavorable to
The necessity of putting forth the whole
strength of the country, clothes the government with vast prerogatives, and accustoms
the people to acquiescence.
The enormous
marind as to

A

accommodated

rooms.

K/Y/Y FIRST class Granite Cutters on the 1st of
trvU August fur the St. Louis Custom House
wofk. Steady employment. Apply at Ozark Mountain Granite Works’ office, 319 Trudian Street, St.
Louis, or at the Quarries at Middlebrook, I. M. R. R.
PH. W. SCHNEIDER,
Contractor.
jv30dlw

Can at a small outlay he easily changed Into three
stores, with the tenements over them would then
rent for from $1600 to $1800. Buildings iii good repair. Title perfect. Terms ea-y.
Enquire at

Congress

be

ADVANCE

sel;-4<r

TUESDAY MORNING, AUGUSTS, 1873

Thompson, Jr.,

SUCCESSOR TO

Boarders Wanted.

lodgers
TWOwithGentlemen
good large room; Sebago

r00®'

A

THE press.

eodtf

Lodgers and

Wanted—Granite Cutters.

Willi Buildings now reming for
more than $800 per year.

No* 30G

*u4

Zenas

Of

SALE!

Oak Timber and Plank

Heavier Marhines*#70 and #00,running Wheels up to 24 inches in diameter.
For illustrated Pamphlets or Photographs, address

my8eod3m

This

and gas

ON CONGRESS ST. NEAR CASCO,

$15.

Wheels which bevel'ed. double bevelled and round
face from #2.12 to *7.35, according to thick-

Wanted.
Cook, Washer, and Ironer.
Also a capable second girl.
Apply at
21 PARK ST.
jy31dlw
COMPETENT

TERMS *8.00 PER ANNUM IN

MISCELLANEOUS.

Tenement ot 7 Rooms to Rent,
No. 3 Mayo street.
Id. C. PALMER.

find em-

■In20__dtf_

Ship Timber and Knees.

CHEAP, simple, and durable Machine—easiiv
”
operated and ruunug wheels from « * 4
l2
x lmcb.

can

PORTLAND SUSPENDER CO.

au2d3t*

t

Can be seen any alternoon between the hours of
anil 4.
For further information apply to
EDWARD P. CHASE, No. 3 Oak St.
my27tf

middle

A

years

In-

feet.

between the hours

street

m.

House for Sale

—

Sharpener

(CADY

—

Kaqulte further of the owner,
Street.

BOY about 17

old
AST
ployment at 274 Maiket Street.

—

FISH

liberal

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABWEB LOWELL, 301 Congress

Boy Wanted

in

tf

Real Estate Agents.

Street.

AN

BOYS
Room

Valuable Mill Property and Tim-

of 8

Wanted.
EXPERINCED Salesman in a Millinery jobbtng house. Address with real name and referen e.
P. O. BOX 2912.
Boston, Mass.
aui’dlw__

Address,

FOR SALE-

ness.

fettle,

jyi*

to.

JOHW C. PROCTER, Wo. 93 Exchange

prepared

All persons Indebted to tbe some please

of

FIR

B. F.

to take conami expeditiously,) we are now
tracts of any size In the building line. Plans and
specifications prepared at a reasonable pri* e. We
can on the shortest possible notice furnish the window and door frames and all the inside and outside
finish for any description of building. Those about
erecting sea side houses please take note of the above.
We have superior facilities for the manufacl lire of inBide blinds, and will furnish them all
painted and
hung quick metre. We make a specialty of building
and setting up machinery, and would be
to rehappy
ceive calls from parlies using power who
contemplate
a change of quarters, or that
need any service in
may
this line. We are also prep Ared to contract for the
manufacture ol patented article on mure
favorable
terms than any one in the city.
BUBROWUS.
J. w. BCKE0WES.
myio

*stheowner

or

C. F. WILLIAMS, Jit.,
Atlantic Wharf.

The welland favorably known “BAKER
zdSSMHOUSE,” pleasantly located in Yarmuth,
mi’es from Portland' The trains of the
JJALWten
Grand Trunk road stop within a few rods of
Jm3J|
A^ lthe House.
Terms very favorable. A pply
to the proprietor on the premises, or of
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent, Portland,

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.

Cross *t.

enlarged
the latest improved machinery (by the aid of
HAVING
k accurately
out
wbi« h
enabled to

hare

premises

on

i

of

Photographers.

d2w

WANTED I

HOTEL FOR SALE OR LEASE.

Hcs._

BtRROWEB BROTHERS,
CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,

get

For Sale.
Stable, No. 13 Pine Street.

mar28

A. S. DAVIS & CO., Wo. 80 middle (Street.
J H. LAWSON, ISO middle St., cor. Cross.

tf

of the U. S. Treasury
Department and
Attorney m all the courts in the District, of* ’rfumbia,
will attend to the prosecution of »lairas before the
Court ol Claims and the various
departments at
Washington.
octll-tf

we are

Window Shades, and

Pattern and Model Maker.
BARBOl'B, 333 Fore Street, foot

Formerly

our

HOUSE
Inquire

P. FEEWY, Cor. Cumberland and Frank.
lin

AT LAW

loot of

Bt.

required. Address Box 1116, Portland.

au2

jyl4(Ilm

Falmouth

FOR

Carpetings.

WATER

PIPING.

Planing .Mill,

Masons and Builders.
BEDLOK, 333 1-a Congress

Jobbing promptly attended

np21__
HENRY F. T. MERRILL,

Do ten’*

Company.

ranged and set ap in the best

5 Boon East of Temple lit.,

Exchange St.,

Carriage repairing

Plumbers.
JANIES WIIXEB,No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description ol Wnter Fixtures ar-

FEDERAL STREET,

Wo. 30

eringand Repairing

Sreet and IS Market St.

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also tor sale at lowest market price,
^'ilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittstoa
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessel* procured for the tranportation of coals from
rt of shipment .» any point desired.
tfkpr27

COUNSELOR

All kinds oftTphols
done to order.

LOTHBOP.DE YENS A CO<, 61 Exhnnge

1T9 Commercial St., Portland.

AND

for Sale.

JOSEPH N, PRINCE,

1y24c<xHw*

Furniture and Upholstering.

Moderate

WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS

GAS

Up-

a

is

AN

THE

DAVID W. DEANE, No. S9 Federal St.

ABNER
Asents for Howard Watch

ROSS & STURDIVANT,

103

Street.

and Fine Watches.
LOWELTi, .301 Congrewi Street.

All the new styles, Berlins, Kembrants, Medallion,
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.

W. C.

eral Street*.
HOOPER A EATON, Old Post Office,

Jewelry

PORTLAND, INK.
Copying and enlarging done to order.

Prices.

Fnrnitnre and Honse Furnishing Goods.
BENJ. ADAMS, cor. Exchange and Fed-

Clerk Wanted;
experienced Clerk in
Wholesale Grocery
AN
Store. One who
not afraid of work. Good
reference

ACTIVE and reliable agent in this city to
represent one of the oldest Life Companies iu
the country. Address with reierences
“PENN” Lock Box 55 P. O.
Jyl7tf
Philadelphia Pa.

HOUSE

J'OR

done to order.

Street.

at

Country Cotage

No.

CEORCtK A. WHITNEY, No. 36 Exchange 81. Upholstering of all kinds

Horse Shoeing and

PHOTOGRAPHER,

<n«oU
work
Aim to Please.

SPONAGLE & PATTILLO,
Liverpool N. S. or in
St John to CHAS. McLAUCHLAN & SONS.
Jv29
im

my22

Furniture
oct5-’69TT&Sti
done.

J. II. LAMSON,

No. 132 Middle

Hay’s.

Dye-House.

Exchange

McBonongh Patent Bed Lounge*,
ameled Chair*, Arc.
boxed and matted.

H. H.

L. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street.
holstering done to order.

OF

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,

Parlor

The Port of Liverpool is easy of access at all
of the year.
Terms which will be very moderate, with any further information in regard to the above, can be obtained on application to

a

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
CO., Arcade,

Commissioner of deeds for the several States.

wharf.

two-story house, No, 8 Carleton Street.
house is in good repair, is well located in
THE
Has

WALTER COREY &
18 Free Street.

PORTLAND, MAIISJTC.

loading

seasons

neighborhood.

POSTER’S Dye House, 34 Union Street.*

NO. 84 1-9 MIDDLE STREET,
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

of a

ment.

WHITNEY A .MEANS, Pearl Street, op-

O’DONNELL,

MANUFACTURE It

sevnty-tive yards

This tract of Land is acknowledged to be the best of
tbe River, the Logs named above being the first and
only ones ever cut oil' it, and are estimated to make
Twenty-five Thousand Lumber to the Hundred. It
is admirabl situated for summer work. The Timber is mostly Pine, and remarkably sound. The Mill
was built in 1872, and is in eplendfd
running order.
In connection with the above, can also be procured
a fine tract of 5,000 acres on another branch of the
same river, together with the otlierHalf of the Mill.
To any person wishing to enter into a profitable
Timber speculation, the above offers every induce-

Carpenters and Builders.

STREET.

AT

THE

Confectionery.

tf

COUNSELLOR

New Custom
near fbe Market.

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOGG & BBEED, No.Oi Middle

_

JAMES

Subscribers otter for sale tbeir Valuable
Timber Lands, situated on the Head Waters of
the Liverpool River, Annapolis County and Province of Nova Scotia, consisting of tAx Thousand
Acres, together with Six Thousand Pine Logs and
Half of Steam Mill, located at the Town ot Liverpool

FOR SALE.

Portland Me.

Me.

3w

Land, Logs and
Mill Property, for Sale.

Bakers.
® COBB, Nos. 28 and .*IO Pearl Afreets
^
On direct route between

Street.

FRESCO PAINTER,
RESIDENCE

Agency for Sewing Machines.

Book Binders,
WM. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’*
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL & SIIACKFORD, No. 33 Plnoi

Clairvovant,

JERRIS,

Timber

Jy'Stf

Street.

MRS. PAULDING,

borhood. Paice 81750. Apply to WM. H,
Real Estate Agent, next east of City Hall.
Portland July 30tb, 1873.

with

commence

House and Post Office,

PORTLAND. MAINE.
AH orders promptly attended to.
jyl7d3m

House and Lot for Sale.
Story bouse and lot 30x120 feet. Pleasantly located on Bramhall Hill. Good neigh-

ME.

(Established 18! 6.)

AN

ONE

Homestead of the late Lemuel Hicks consisting of a two story house, a barn and 11 acres of
excellent laud, situated at PresumpBcot lower fells,
* a 1 mouth, 4J miles from Portland.
Also a wood lot of six acres, togother with a field of
16 arces under good culitvation, belonging
toM, J.
Hicks. For further particulars enquire of

Repairing.

PAEVTER

FOR LEASE. Tbe commodious
two storv brick bouse on Stevens’
Plains, formerly occupied by the late
Win. L. Wilsou. The bouse con_tains twelve finished rooms, Including Bath Room, all In goo repair. Tbe lot contains
more than an acre.
Nice Grape Vines, also Apple
and Pear Trees, together with a good stable and excellent water. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent, next East or City Hall.
Portland July 30th. 1873,
3w

FARMINGTON, MAINE.

Commission Merch.aut' —2^2-^___
104 & 166 Washington Street,
BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

“oeoTdTjost-

A Nice Surbnrbau Residence

FOR SALE.

HAMLIN F. EATON, A. M.

CHICAGO.
jy2«13m

au2d3t

THE WILLOWS.
TERM commences First Tne9dav in September.
For circulars and References address the Principal,
MISS S. G. BELCHES.

Wanted.

1873.

TO LEI.

can

AMERICAN woman as nurse to a child two
years old and to do plain sewing. Apply at this
office.
au4dlt

A

tate.

—AT—

FAMILY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS,

For circulars address

BKAULhl.

For Rent.
TENEMENT of six rooms with Sebago water,
on Preble street for 812.50 per mobth.
Appiv to E G. PATTERSON, Dealer la Real Es-

containing five rooms in good order, EllWoodhouse and Stable connected; one and one
fifth acres grass land, gardeu and fruit trees, very
high airy and healthy location, commanding beautiful
views of country and mountains: 13 miles Irom the
city and 3 miles from P. & O. R. R. Depot, price
moderate.
CHARLES M HAWKES,
96 Middle Street.
ju21eoJ3m

FALL

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

Real E.tate and Mortnase Broker,
over EjowelP* Jewelry Nlore,
Cor. Con*re** A Brown St*.
a;>2E(ltf

within

R. O.
jy30dlw&w4w

MARKS

F. «. PATTKBSOS,

A

SPECIAL ADVANTAGES.

on

to

Pupilw

Forty.

1. A location unusually attractive, healthy and
accessible.
2. A complete arrangement of rooms for comfort
and convenience.
3. No day nehoarsl, and complete isolation frim

& Job Printer

ttUMItl

LOCATION

THE

Is in the village of Topsliam, opposite Brunswick,
on the main line of travel between Boston and Bangor, easy of access, attractive and healthy.

limited

am___Um_
PORTLAND

now

WANTED—An

Finl-CtoM
9I.n«iiH> .r Real «•'«»
in
Kcnl K.tntc
Portland nnd vicinity.
boudfat and sold. Bent, collected. Apply

Home School for Boys,

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

TO' LOAN

MO
YET
iUUJIlI

L. A. GRAF,
j?2M2w

Kates of Advertising : Oue inch ot space,
enetli of column, constitutes a “square.”
$i 50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
wok after; three insertions, or less, $ 1 00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, throe insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week. 91 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, oue third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted iu the “Main* State
Press” (whit* has a large cireuJjUion in every part
of the State) for f 14)0 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser-

COUNSELLORS

Information Adalreu,

Agent for the State of Maine fothe best “Family Sewing Machine" in the marr
liberal
terms will be given to the right
ket; very
man ana a profit of $10,000 per year can be
made.
Parlies wishing to engage in the Sewing Machine
business will find it to their advantage to address Box
au4dlw
4187, Boston, Mass.

5.
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WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

ESTATE.

REAL

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

MORNING.

TUESDAY

■

civilization.

Rnsticug in Urbe.
A

dustr, sun-browned stranger stalked into

of the principal hotels early on last evening, laid a big black valise, which had perhaps made quite a smart appearance in its
youth, carefully beside him, and with a hand
unaccustomed to public writing, scrawled,
one

with great exertion, the name of Lorenzo
Smith upon the register.
“Will you have some supper, Mr. Smith,”
asked the clerk.

“Wall, no, I guess not,” returned the rusgentleman. The folks at home put up a
pood bit of grub, and tbaris enough left in
this yer carpet-bag, for a supper, I reckon.”
tic

The clerk smiled and the couutryman and
his corpulent carpet-bag were shown to their
room.
Country was somewhat dazed at its
inagniflceiice, but he was hungry, and placing the sctchel on the centre table he drew
forth a large chunk ofbciled hain, numerous
pieces of cold chicken, several enormous

doughnuts, and half-a-dozen hard-boiled

eggs.
He was about to absorb tbe
meagre repast,
into his starving system, when his eye caught
sight of tbe “rules for guests” tacked upon
the door. He got up and read them aloud. He
came to the last cue,and read “meals in rooms
charged extra.’’ He read it again, this time

slowly. “Wall I’ll be danged,” he ejaculated,
and turning to the table, in an instant he had
removed the ham, doughnuts, eggs.and all into the omnivorous(caipet-sack. and in another
instant he was down iu the office, where he
accosted the clerk, with, “I see, stranger yer
sign up thar in my room says meals in rooms

charged extra.”
“Yes,” responded the clerk, who recognized the customer of a few minutes before, and
could scarcely repress bis risibles.
$1 extra.’’
“Wall, I’ll be consarned,” yawped the verdant, “I guess the expenses of a hot meal
won’t be much more,” and,
beckoning to a
bell-boy, be called our, “hy’ar boy show me
the way to yer kitchen,” aud a moment later
be was in the hands ot the waiters,—Chicaio
Times.

About Alligators. All of our alligators,
well as the crocodiles of the tropics, are
oviparous. 'They are gregarious in their habits, although they do not seagj to act in concert, in obtaining their
During the
winter the alligator remains ii a slate of torin
the
buried
mu«l of the
por,
generally
marshes and irayous. Tbe first Warm weather
restores their suspending vitality, and a few
may then be seen sunning themselves on logs
aud other floating debris.
They fi-h principally during the night, and
lie in the sunshine half asleep on the surface
of the water .luring the day. A
splash in the
water, or any slight noise in fact, will instantarouse
their attention, and as their curiosily
ty is great they will slowly swim here and
there to ascertain the cause ot tbe
disturas

bance.

The whine of a puppy seems to excite them
than aught els**; why, I cannot
tell, lor
equally efficacious where dogs have never

more
it is

previously

been and where it were
impossible
to suppose the alii tutors had ever heard
them
Th* resemblance
the noise or bark of their
young is said to be the cause; but such reasoning is fallacious, as at seasons when their
young :to lorger bark, they are equally attracted by a whine. Their
ferocity and other
dang*Mvu* qualities have been greatly exagerated and overrated. That
they are extremely v rations is unquestionable; but they gene* ally confine their
ravages to fish and other
small piey. The
harrowing tales of familhis
being devouerd by them are the “veriest coinage of the brain/* and have in reality no ex-

ist

Mice

whatsoever.—Galveston Civilian•

does not look upon man as a wild beast that
needs a keeper, or as a slave that needs a
Special meeting.
master, or as a child that needs Icading-strive-",
to * call duly made, I hereby notify
of the shareholders of “tho
but as an intelligent being, capable of -e!.soecial woettnM
IMne Land Company,” to be holden at
direction.
The Democratic party of this Tendscouata
Stevens & Co. on FRIDAY AFa.
of
the office
country has always been distinguished as the tkkmOQN. nt 4f.o clock, Aug. 8th, for the purpose
any reports, settlement of any accounts,
party which denies to the Federal Govern- ! 0f bearing
and considering any propositions for the sale of the
ment all authority to which it cannot make
Company’s property.
out a clear title; the party which has opposed
Jf. 0. CRAM, Clerk,
1
rotund, July 10,1873,
its exercise of conceded powers la such a
Jy3Ud

PURSUANT

"""

The country at large wiH approvs of the
policy of the President to pardon the KuKlux prisoners now sufferiug imprisonment,
of
as the best indication of the good feeling
tbe Administration towards those who have,

PRESS.j

THE
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FOR

GOVERNOR,

NELSON

in their

government,

to the

been

led to commit crimes.

DINGLEY. JR.,

OF

opposition

The Biddeford Times says that it is rumor-

I.KWINTOX.

County Attorney Yeaton, of York
county, will decline a re-nomination, and his
friends will bring forward Mr. Lunt of Biddeford.
ed that

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a card certificate countersigned by Stauley T.

Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat an i hote
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

___

have information that several “bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Press, and we have no dis{K)&ition to be, even pasively, a party to such fraud

journal,

as we

The

guaranty of good faith.
undertake to return
munications that are not usea.
cannot

reserve

or

he has

com-

do so, he addresses

letter to one of his confar as published, fills seven columns of the Charlestown Chronicle.
The same paper also publishes an austract of
what it calls the “strong points” of the long

stituents, which,

a

as

winded epistle, which are published elsewhere. The reader will conclude that if this
abstract, prepared by the General’s cwn organist, embraces the strong points, the Essex member has made a miserable failure iu
his attempted defeuse.
It is not worth while to notice the greater
part of the reasons assigned for the increase
Much of the letter is personal
bbuseand the handling of better men than himself with ungloved hands. As usual he abuses
of

salary.

the newspapers and their Washington correspondents, many ot whom are committee
clerks and eager for their portiou ol the plunAs Is also his custom, he throws dirt

der.

upon other men in public life either to bring
them down to his level or hi nself up to their
stand. Gen. Butler will do well to understand that the men interested iu this

fools,

not

are

and can

distinguish

some congressmen
Are the tax-pavers to support him at
* Paper.
that rate of liviug.—Gen. Hawley
The New York Tribune says of free trade,

“No

j

topic

seems

tirade,

the differ-

in all this

smother of dust that the General kicks up, in
this industrious and malignant application
of black-ball to his betters, that he at length
appreciates the poverty of his cause and is

frightened

at the

intensity

and continuance

protest tus action lias called tortli.
General Butler gives no reason for his per-

oi me

absolutely dead.”
?

How about the Groesbeck platform
The Boston Post has reached a degree of
the ridiculous not attained by its party con-

temporaries in this “third term” nonsense.
Referring to the reports of some gossip that
the President had expressed the opiuion that
the Presidential term should be changed to
six years, the Post sounds an alarm, because
this must mean that General Grant expects
to serve six years after his present term ex
pires, making a continuous service of four-

leen

years.
It is said that Senator

Morton’s plan of

electoral reform is that of dividing the States
into Presidential districts of equal population

contiguous territory aud giving each dissingls vote for President and Vice
President. He expects to carry his committee unanimously for this plan, and hopes to
advance the measure considerably before Con
gress as early as next session.
and

trict a

“The Salary Grab.”
Gen.

Buti.ek

STRUGGLES

rises

to

THROUGH

explain.—He

SEVEN

COLUMNS

AND YET THERE IS MORE.

The Charlestown Chronicle of Saturday
contained seven columns of Gen. Butler's long
and

“salary grab,’’
then gave out, on the ground that the General
The following is an
was unable to finish it.
abstract given by that paper containing alj
the strong points:
promised

defense of the

salary bill that will
stand a moment.
There are, however, sever"
It opens with a defense of the increase of
the pay of the President, whose salary was
In
al propositions worth noticing briefly.
raised from $25,000 to $50,000 by the bill.
the first place, he attempts to justify the inHe shows that President Washington’s salary
crease of the President’s salary,which lew will
was more than five times greater in its purthink needs any justification, and says that if
chasing power than President Grant’s; and
the wealth, population and prices of the
that, taking into account the difference in
wealth, population and prices, Graut’s salary
country are considered, President Grant's would
be $275,000 in round numbers, if in
salary should be $275,000 compared with that proportion to that of Washington.
of Washington. This is certainly a new baHe next shows that the salaries of the
Cabinet officers, Supreme Judges and Memste upon which to fix the salaries of public ofbers of Congress would be treble their present
ficers, and if carried Into practice, at the end
amount, and that Congressmen should have
of the next fifty years, the President would
higher rather than lower salaries than the
receive in the neighborhood of a million a Judges, as their expenses are necessarily
greater.
year and congressmen $25,000 each.
He then proceeds to show that the salary
In referring 10 the salaries of the
Judges of bill docs not so much increase as equalize the
the Supreme Court, Gen. Butler says that the
salaries of members of Congress.
It abolishes mileage, and thus reducing the
pay of Congressmen should be greater than
pay of some members quite fifty per cent.,
that
of these officials, because their
while it raises that of others to a like amount.
expenses are greater, thus puttiug in the plea
It also abolishes all allowances in the shape
that salaries should bear some proportion to
of stationery and newspapers, as well as
the expenditures that the average Congressfranking, so that, instead of it being true
voted himself five
man sees fit to make.
Which is to say, if that every Congressman
sistent

engineering

more

question

between abuse and argument, and will
not mistake sophistry for sense.
They wil]
in all this bluster and

Ohio,
expres-

do!

ence

see

In

more

movement

Washington
$50,000 a year as perhaps

To

engineered throng^ Congress.

recent

names

sive:
The ingenious Senator Carpenter, who is one
of the unblushingdefenders of the salary steal,
says that it costs him $6,500 tor rent of house
and office, and insurance. And he must have
something to live .on. We deny that it is a
public necessity that Mr. Carpenter should
But letting that
have anything to live on.
pass, suppose Mr. Cerpeuter chooses to pay
$10,000 lor a house! Suppose he chooses to
at the rate of $30,000 to
live in

Rises to Explain.
Gen. Butler, the father of the “salary
grab,” has at length found it necessary to
a*tempt to palliate the offense that the sober
sense of* the nation takes at the only measure

the

“Bourbon Sour” is another and

as a

W

to

given

"We do not read anonymous letters and communi
cations. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensab e, not necessarily for publication
but

Political Notes.
“cocktail’’ party is one of the

Gen. Butler
Randall

of the

Senator Carpenter

or

or

Sam.

Trumbull, as leaders
luxury, can show that
their annual expenditures are $25,000 or
$100,000 a year, they have a right to vote
Senator

or

in extravagance and

themselves that
or

Of course, the hundred
of members of Congress, who cannot,

so

in any

$3,000

sum.

not to say earn,
year, will soon see it in the same
and there will be no end o." orders from

employment, get,

a

light,
Washington at the
to haul sand,” and

close of sessions to
it will cot be

“begin
long before

every member will have his mansion
Washington and his summer residences at
at

But eveu on this
popular resort.
ground of increased expenses of living in
Washington, gentlemen who have been in
Congress for teu years or more, say that it is

every

no

greater if

so

great

as

when the pay was

$3,000 to $5,000, or eveu while
it was at $3,000, as was the case prior to 1866.
Outside ot Washington, the cost of respectable living is not, so great as In 1866, and it is
fair to suppose that the same is measurably
true in that city.
increased from

When Gen. Butler makes use of the fact
that the pay of the soldiers during the war
was increased from $11 to $16 per mouth by
their asking for it, as a precedent to establish

his

action

thousand dollars additional pay, there has not
been, in reality, more than one thousand
dollars a year added, if so much.
Considering that the services of an efficient

agent of

currency.
In other parts of his letter he shows that,
almost without exception, every public man
who has returned his back salary, or who has
raised an outcry about it, has himself, iu
years past, vote l for and accepted back pay.
He especially indicates Senator Wilson, the

Washburn family, Daniel Webster, Charles
Sumner, X. P. Banks, A. H. Ilice, John F.
Farnsworth and Htnry J. Raymond of the
New York Times. He shows that Banks and
Rice both voted in 1866 for an increase of
pay at the rate of 67 per cent., with mileage
anil other allowances—made retroactive for
the whole of that Congress—that is, they
voted for back pay for sixteen months, so
that fur that time the salary of each member
was doubled.
lie.

He

same.

says

the

it abolishes

mileage.

Simply by increasing the pay of mema year with no other allowances
except actual traveling expenses from their
homes to the seat of government aud return
How?

bers

by

82,500

the most direct route.

Does he think that

provision will make so great a difference?
Does he suppose that the ‘-grabbers” who
passed his bill will not bring up their mileage
accounts in the course of a few years to the
old figure?
As will be seen Gen. Butler gives no other
this

pretexts

ship
so

championexplanation
salary bill. Evidently he is not
for his

as an

of the

exstatic over his success

as

he was when

he began to send each of his constituents a
three cent stamp as his part of the plunder.
He has come to the conclusion that the people will not forget his offense in sixty days.
As the move of a demagogue, he probably
laments bis false step; but it is very evident
that he had better never have risen to

ex-

plain.
Axothek savings bank is under a cloud in
The
New York. It is the same old story.
directors made no examination of the affairs
of tbe bank, the State officers gave the usual
certificates of an examination they never
made; the cashier fell into the “too prevalent
practice of using fluids not his own;” hence
the result. Some time the name of savings
hank in New York will become a first class

joke.
Quilp, who is a suspicious fellow, says he
can always tell the amount of a man's salary
The fellow
by the length of his vacation.
who gets only a thousand a year don’t think
of such a folly as a vacation, while the gentleman who gets four or five thousand usually gets two months, and lighter work the
other ten months. Who will dare
say the
cynical fellow is not nearly correct?.
We

never

thought it would

come

about;

but it appears that the merchants of New
York are just a bit jealous that Boston is

quietly securing their business.

The New
York merchants say it is the fault of the
lailroad companies which discriminate
them,

They

to see about

are

it,

soon to

have

a

against
big meeting

The City Council has voted to exempt the
property that the Casco Manufacturing Com-

pany propose to purchase for a cotton mill,
from taxation for a term of years. It is to be
hoped that this beginning of cotton manufacturing in this city will be so successful as
>
to lead to still greater investments.
The feeling in the Dominion respecting the
Pacific Itailroad scandal and the ministry, apfavor a
pears to be subsiding since all

parties
royal commission for the investigation of the
Charges against the accused parties.

manufacturing establishment of

any right minded man.
At this point be makes a keen thrust at
Minister Washburn, who has lately had published a letter in which he stated that the
people did not elect members of Congress to
four
go to Washington to support three or
After
mistresses, or to ‘buck at the tiger.’
speaking sarcastically of the Minister, the
General adds that he has not observed any
objection on Washburn’s part to the appropriation of fifty thousand dollars, passed in
1871, for the purpose of defraying the expenses of the Minister to France in 1870, although
that apnropriation was retroactive. He adds
that he thinks with this increase and‘bucking at the tiger,’ it is perhaps a little easier to
support a family iu Paris on $17,500, gold,
Ilian to do the same in Washington on $7500,

increasing his own pay
$2,500 a year, he not only insults the
men who left families at home to stiuggle
with poverty to face death lor a mere pittance,
but indicates at how comparatively a low value he holds their services in comparison with
his own iu Congress and how willing this
demagogue is to create unjust distinctions
John
among our people.
Alter snowing the necessity ci an increase
of pay or lather attempting to do it, Gen. Butler says that his bill does not really increase
the pay of congressmen but only equalizes the

a

any considerable capital cannot be had for less
than seventy-five hundred dollars a year,
while our railroads pay twenty-five thousand
for their presidents, the General cannot see
how this increase can be deemed too large by

aiou

aauno

ki*u>v,

wv

-’

B. Alley, Oakes Ames, Baldwin of Worcester, Dawes of the ninth 1 'istrict, Hooper
of the Fourth, and Gov. Washburn did not
vote at all, but dodged the question, and that
if any one of those six representatives who
thus sneaked had voted in the negative the
bill would have been defeated.
In dealing with members who have joined
in the outcry against back pay, he does not
seem to have written with gloves on.
He says that from the beginning of the
government to the present hour, every
State
Legislature and every Congress
which lias increased the salary of its
members, has made that increase back to
the beginning of their servic.s; that every
executive officer, every judge on the bench in
Massachusetts, when his salary was increased
lias always taken back pay; that the soldiers
petitioned Congress to give them increased
pay and bounty, and that Congress gave it,
although in so doing they voted them back
pay ; that tbe mechanics in government employ, before the eight hour law was put in operation, by the President’s proclamation, petitioned Congress to have increased hack pay;
and, therefore, if tbe members of the present Congress are back pay grabbeis, thieves
and robbers, so also have been all the illustrious statesmen of the past, from Washington to Grant, who accepted increased pay. as
well as of the purest of the judiciary, the
most beloved ot the Executives, the bravest
of the soldiers and the working men.
After an elaborate examination of the contract theory, the General shows that it is utterly groundless; that the action of the late
Congress was in strict accordance witli the
Constitution and with precedent; and that
the requirement of the newspapers, that no
man shall ever vote to raise his own pay,
would simply have rendered an increase of
of tbe Govpay impossible from the beginning
ernment down to the present day. He then
states of his personal knowledge that among
the most zealous lobbyists for the hack pay bill
were certain special correspondents of the
leading newspapers who have since denounced it; although they themselves, as clerks of
an increase of fifteen per

committees,received
cent., going back to March, 1870.
In this last salary bill, the back

pay feature
of which the newspapers so much denounce,
I he pay of these very newspaper correspondents, clerks of the House, were raised fifteen
to March, 1870, ami
per cent., going back
there was a large mini
every newspaper—and
back
her who had clerks on committees—took
it as a sweet morpay for two years, rolling
sat down
sel under their tongues, and then
the
and wrote virtuous articles denouncing
•‘back pay grab.”
...
Let me state further, what is within my
clerks
personal knowledge, that these very
were upon the floor of the House, when the
them back pay was under considbill

giving
eration, lobbying furiously, and exhibiting
And
most nervous fears lest it should fail,
although by their calumnies and slanders,
these newspapers have frightened a few men,
who, I believe, mistake cowardice for conscience—against their better judgment for
some of them voted and spoke for the increase
of salary—into sending back their increased
salary into the Treasury, yet, if any newspaper man has sent any part of hin hack pay into the Treasury be has not made himself visible to the naked eye.

KMr. William Lloyd Garrison believes iu a
moderate cultivation of muscle, but disapproves of regattas, and is astonished that the
college faculties should allow them. His points
are, that they involve a great waste of mouey,
breed jealousy, variance, unprofitable emulation
and absurd vain-glory, and, besides, are bad for
the boys' health.

The Agricultural
Commencement
College.—The Commencement exercises of
the Maine State College of Agriculture and
the Mechanic Arts, began Suuday evening with
the delivery of the Baccalaureate sermou by
President C. F. Allen, D. D., based on Heb.
13, 9. “Be notscarried about with divers and
is a good tiling that the
strange doctrines; for it
heart be established with grace not with meats
which have not profiled them that have been
occupied therein.” The sermon was an able
its teaching.
one, logical and catholic in

“The Fort Snel.ing Swindle.”
Democratic press
have the hap-

at

The

little.

faculty of making much out of
only necessary that they should

It is
have a molehill of truth to create a mountain of f alsehood.
This Fort Snelling business is an illustration.
They have represented it as a brazen swindle,
for which the preseut Administration is respon-

py

sible, aud. of course, intimate that the swindle
was engiueered by aud has enured to the beneconnected with the government.
But, like ninety-nine hundredths of
all the charges which have been made against
the Administration, this is wholly unfounded,
as may be seen by the following statement:
Washington, July 31.—Gen. Belknap today, upon his return, permits to be published
the report in the matter of Fort Snelling. This
report gives a very different character to the
action of the government from that ascribed to
it in certain quarters. There lias been complete
fit of some one

or more

publicity every stage of the transaction. The
report, although of an old dab', has never been
printed. In Oct. 1870, the Secretary of War
visappointed a commission of army officers to was
This commission
it St. Paul aud repmt.
Gencomposed of Gen. H. B. Macy, Inspector
eral; Gen. W. M. Dunn, Assistant Judge Advocate General; and Col. John i£. Smith of the
14th infantrv. The following is a brief synopsis of the report: The claimants represented
that they purchased the property iu 1837 for
$90,000, which was its full value at that time
that in accordance with the contract, Steele,the
purchaser,paid the first installment,$30,000,and
furnished the Secretary of War ample security
iu government bonds for the deferred paymeuts.
At the request of the House of Representatives, pending an investigation, the Secretary
of War declined to fulfill the contract.
Tins
aeglect caused the claimant much expense for
plotting aud surveys. The government then
assumed possession which they have since reSteele declined to fulfill bis contract
tained.
by reason of the actiou of the House of Representatives. In 1858 a majority of a committee
of the House declared the saic invalid. A minority declared it valid. Tlio Attorney Geueral, Jeremiah S. Black, informed the then Secretary of War that in law he must fulfill his
contract and make a conveyance to Steele.—
There are 7,910 acres in the reservation. Of
this 1,500 acres are low morass; the rest is mainThe value averages $20 per acre.
ly arable.
The large majority of witnesses before the
House Committee testified that $90,000 was a
fair valuation. The ferry privilege was of great
value to Steele.
The
following is the account stated upon
which the War Department made its settlement
with Steele: Price of 1521 acres purchased for a
reservation at $23 per acre, $38,030; for fort
and buildings $12,029; for use and occupation
of premises, being (i per cent, on $30,000, the
amount of the first instalment paid by Steele
for the nine years of occupancy by the United
States, from April, 1801, to November, 1870,
$17,230. Total $08,200. The Board recommended a settlement on this basis, that the
government pay Steele $68,200, and Gen. Belknap approved this report in his report to the
Iu 1870 the Secretary of War rePresident.
ferred to this transactieu in these words; “The
act setting apart a portion of Fort Snelling
military reservation for a permanent military
post, and the settlement of all claims in relation thereto has been earned out by baviug the
locatiou aud the facts concerning the claims referred to be examined by a board of officers,
who made a report recommending a settlement,
which settlement was concurred in by myself
and accepted by the claimants.”

Alfred High School.—The fall term of
the Alfred High School will begin Monday,
August 23th, and continue ten weeks under the
direction of Mr. Marcus \V. Towue. A limited
tho

News and Other Items.
A City Councilman of Piqua, Ohio, has been
arrested for disturbing a Quaker temperance

at

illL

VAaa

ur

cember last Mr.
and held in bail

brought against

iibrini

Henry

H

n.

duup 1.—All

Boody

XJti-

arrested
in $100,000 in a civil suit
him by the Rockford, Rock Iswas

land and 8t. Louis Railroad Company. It was
charged that Mr. Boody, while a director and
the treasurer of that road, had received for his

personal benefit share in the
for constructing the road, and
a

contract

price

commission
bonds which

a

for negotiating the company’s
went to pay the contractors, amounting in all
to $277,221.14. This sum, the company claimed should have been paid over to it aud not appropriated by Mr. Boody to his own use.
On complaint of the company an order of attachment was issued in addition to the previous
order of arrest. Recently the case has come
before Judge Daniels of the Supreme Court of
New York on a motion to vacate both the orders of arrest and attachment, and the Judge
holds that while plaintiffs are entitled to either
one of the orders, they are not entitled to
both,
aud must elect which they will retain. Plaintiff ’s counsel chose to continue the order of arrest and the attachment is vacated.
On the matter of the right of Mr. Boody to
hold the money in dispute Ur Judge says ‘that
while lie was a director and the treasurer it was
liis duty to use his best endeavors to secure the
construction of the road ou the best terms possible. He had no right to take a share in the
contract without the cousent of the
directors
And any interest in it would
naturally induce
him to violate his duties as director by
stipulat
ing for tile payment of a larger amount to tlie
contractors than was reasonable and just.
Tlie
Judge concludes, therefore, that the luonev retained bythe defendant as his share the profits
made by the contractors, being the sum of $32,221.14, and that retained as the amount he was
to receive on the sale of bonds, being the sum
of $245,000, was tbo money of tbo pltkiufifl'n
and held by him for their benefit, and that
when he refused to pay it to the company he
became liable to arrest.
Tuf. Aroostook Quarrel.—A correspondent of the Presque Isle Sunrise, writing from
Hodgdou iu that county, gives the following
solution of the situation:
1st. The so called Reform movement inaugurated at the Bridgewater Convention is entirely uncalled for and impracticable so far as
regards Aroostook politics. The leaders of
this movement have been the controlling clement in the Republican County Conventions
for three years past, practically nominating
such men as they saw fit and otherwise shaping the Conventions. Therefore is is with singularly bad taste they now appear to reform
their own work. If the Republican party of
the County is so exceedingly corrupt as they
would have us believe, surely they, the hitherto acknowledged leaders, cannot be altogether
blameless, and hardly the ones to set themselves up as immaculate reforaiers for us—the
masses—to follow uuquestiouingly,
2nd. This reform party would never have
been in existence had the Houlton Custom House
contest resulted differently.
The whole thing
is but the ghost of that disgraceful wrangle—
whose sickening details I would gladly forget—
warmed into fictitious life under the muchabused name “Reform," and an attempt made
to spread it out over the whole County.
We
protest against either party iu that local affair
honest
to
the
names
of Aroosget
attempting
took to take sides with them. We are willing
to allow them tlie Custom House, but want
them to fight their own battles, and rather they
would struggle for the supremacy until both,
are worn out by attrition than involve tlie reputation of the County in their senseless

wrangle.

This movement being tlie outgrowth of that
struggle for place in Houlton does not offer very
flattering promise of true reform unless the
stream shall rise very much higher than the
fountain.
3d. Political reform could be more successfully reached inside the present major party,
especially so iu Aroostook, where that partv as
a “County Organization” has
always iucliiied
that way.

Death op a Native of Portland.—Died,
Ula, C. T., July 7th, Charles I1'. Davis, aged
28 years, son of Frederick Davis of Portlaud,
Maine. He was actively engaged in business
in Chicago for several years, where he leaves a
large circle of acquaintances and many warm
friends. On account of failing health he left
Chicago in October, 1872, and came to this
place, where he has resided up to the time of
liis death. Uy his death his parents have lost
a dutiful son, his brother an affectionate companion, liis wife a loving and devoted linsband,
and the Church a consistent and active member. It is indeed a “mysterious Providence,”
which has thus early called him from a home
where lie was so useful.
Bright hopes have
been suddenly extinguished, and the tenderest
of earthly ties have been rudely severed. But
it is the hand of God, and who shall say his
death was untimely?
Had we Rpace we should love to speak of the
many amiable traits of his character—of his
geiille refinement; of his manly dignity; of his
candor and
magnanimity of soul; of his tender
affection for liis family and devotiou to their
interests; of the universal respect, confidence
and love lie won from his associates in business; and of the facility with which he drew
the hearts »f men to him in warm and lasting
friendship wherever be became well known, in
such hearts lie has a record which can never be
effaced.
There, ami in the memory of the many who
knew hut to admire and love him, we must
leave the memory of his name, encircled bv the
modest hut brilliant virtues which adorned it.
at

—[Canon City(Colorado) Times.
Sunstroke

Treatment of it.—
Prof. Tollmans, in the Popular Science Monthand the

ly,

says of suustroke:
“It is produced by exposure to the artifical
heat, as in the lauudry of a hotel. Heat is the
principal exciting cause, but other conditions
aid to it, as overcrowding and insufficient venl
tilaiioii, and produced by prolonged exertion*
W ant of acclimatization is a
predisposing
cause; and spirit drinkers are more liable to iit
than abstainers. A victim of sunstroke should
be taken immediately to the shade; out doors is
better than in doors, on account of the ventilation. The clothes should be stripped from the
body, and the head, neck and chest should lie
continually drenched with cold water, until
there is a preemptible diminution of the temperature of the body. The patient should be
encouraged to drink freely. To avoid sunstroke,
the function of the sain should he kept free by
bathing; hard labor in a highly heated atmosphere should be shunned ;the dress worn should
be light and loose fitting, and the hat light and
so made as to permit a free circulation about
the top of the head.
Prince of Wales.—The heir apparent of
England has been dubbed a “royal poulterer”

by some disrespectful satirist, and it would
seem justly so by tho following paragraph from
the Gardener’s Magazine:
“Some one has described the Prince of Wales
a ‘royal poulterer,’ and so long as he has
pheasants driven into corners that by the aid of
several servants to load and hand guns to him,
he may shoot them at the rate of 120 an hour,
and take care to have the deed recorded in the
newspapers—so loug as the Prince of Wales
does this, he must endure to be called the ‘royal poulterer.’ and he
really ought to take out a
license as a dealer in game,”
as

A

lady in Hartford, Conn., gives notice

that

•he will assume no debts of her husband’s ooo

trading.

pupils will be admitted on passing
required examination.

number of

meetiing.

“Howard Glyndon” (Miss Laura C. Redden),
the deaf and dumb writer, is at Whipple’s
school at Ledyard, learning the process of

lip

reading.
A terrible railroad accident occurred in England. Saturday, on the Northwestern railread.
Twelve persons were instantly killed and about
thirty others wounded.
There is considerable recruiting in New York
in aid of the Cuban insurgents.
Nearly four
bundvod men have already been recruited in
time.
that
city^ witbiu a short
The belle of Cape May is a Baltimore lady,
very beautiful and very rich. She receives on
an average, ten baskets of flowers every day
from her admirers.
The Republican nominee for Governor of
West Virginia is a brother of H. J. Ramsdell,
who was imprisoned
for refusing to tell wehre he got the treaty of

the Tribune

correspondent

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Portland, Oregon, Saturday, was
entirely to the oldest portion of the
which nearly all the buildings were of

The fire in
confined

[

town, in
wood, and of little value. The best and most
substantial part of the city escaped.
Tbc Turkish Minister, Blacque Bey, now in
New York, states that he sees no evidence of

I
|

warlike intention in the recent order of the
Sultan for lurge supplies of ordnance for the
Turkish Army,
Sixteen years ago a North Carolina father,
who knew the virtues of the rod, thrashed his
big boy and sent him out to hoe corn. The
first seen of him since was last week, when he
returned from California with $30,000 as the
result of his westward ho-ing.
John A. Bingham, our new minister to Japan, will not sail for Yeddo as soon as be intended, in consequence of some unfinished
business in the department of State. In all

probability

he will not leave this country before

October.
It is now

probable that the case of the American citizeus, imprisoned at Fort Garry for attempting to kidnap Lord Gordon, will “become
a matter of diplomatic negotiation between our
effected at a point south of the
forty-ninth parallel, which is now being located
by the British and American joint boundary
commission. The line has not yet, however,
was

been accepted by either party.
A terrible affray took place iu Providence
Saturday night. Two officers, in attempting to

JAMAICA

GINGER.
This elegant preparation is prepared from the true
Jamaica Ginger, combined with choice aromatics
and genuine French brandy, and is vastly Superior to
every other Extract or Essence of Ginger before the
public—all of which are prepared with alochol by the
old proccess.

CHOLERA

Ik

*»

STIMULANT

loUru,

sntf

DEALER IX

—

sntf

junl3
To the Public.

therefore lequested to give prompt
information to him of any cruelty to animals that
may come to their knowledge, and he will see to it
that the offenders are brought to speedy and strict
Per order.
justice.
sntf
aie

invigorates the stomach and organs ot digestion, and
is therefore a powerful ally for those desirous of abandoning the use of intoxicants, and for those whose
systems have become enfeebled by long continued indulgence in spirituous liquors.

SAGADAHOC COUNTT.

Bath is indulging once

in

more

the

veloci-

pede.

THROUGH TICKETS to Chicago, San Francisco
and all points West via the

j

YORK COUNTY.

The Republican County Convention will assemble at Alfred on the 13th inst.
The house of Thomas Chadwick of Berwick,
was struck by lightning Suuday afternoon; the
The
family were all stunned for some time.
damage to the house was slight
The first religious services on the Old Orchard Camp Grounds were held last Sunday.

SANFORD’S

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway.

Baggage Checked Through

from

Pot timid.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway
have completed arrangements whereby passengers
transferred across Boston and Baggage is checked
through from Portland to Chicago, San Francisco and
all points West and Southwest. Tickets for sale by

ROLLINS A ADAMS,

JAMAICA

General Ticket Agents, Portland.

GINGER

jy26__sn2w
To Lcl.
commodious four storied Brick

firmly established in the cobfidence of physicians and the public. It should be in every fam ily, on
board every ship, and the constant companion ot
every traveler. It is at once the most grateful and
effective medicine ever compounded, and no other,
however highly lauded, can possibly satisfy those
who have once tried this elegant aud effective.
Is

now

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY.

<5* I fW"|Wlll he paid for a bottle of any other GintJP AY/\_7 ger if round to equal it in fine flavor,
purity and prompt medicinal effect.
Samples free.

Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—immediate posession given.
THE
of
ELIAS THOMAS «&

Inquire

CO.,

W. W.

Or ot

No. 90 Commercial St.
THOMAS, Canal National Bank.

septl2sntf
MARRIED.
In Skowhegan, July 24, Charles Whorff and Miss
Jane Holden.
In Camden, July 26, Edwin Morton and Miss Emma Allen wood.
In Union, July 27, Emerson R. Miller of Appleton
and Esther C. Light of Liberty.
In Bath, July 26, Frank Partridge and Margaret
M. Shaugbnessy.

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO-

Auburn, Chaplain of the
Androscoggin Light Artillery,has been appointed by Col. Mattocks, Chaplain of the 1st Regi-

of Alaiue Infantry.
The mail service from Hancock to South
Hancock is to be increased three additional
weekly trips from August 1st.

ment

Critical Seaton.
Towards the dose of the warm season the long
continued heat begins to tell upon body and mind.
Both becomes exhausted, and we feel instinctively
that nature, after fighting a gallant battle with a deA

bilitating temperature is drooping at last and requires
stimulated and reinforced. This therefore, is a
period of ttie year when a course of Hostettei’s
Stomach Litters is especially useful. The immediate
to be

effect <»f this unequalled vegetable restorative is to
strengthen the stomach, sharpen the appetite, tone
and regulate the bowels and give steadiness and vigor
to the nerves. As a preventive of the endemic sod
epidemic complaints that prevail at this season,
and as a remedy for indegeslion, liver dtetnrbaice,
nervous debility, constipation, languor, headach and
all irregularities of tue bowels, tliis pure and
wholesome vegetable tonic and alterative ha# no
equal among medicines.

NOTICES^

SPECIAL

Dutchess Lightning Fly Killer
Flies to their Immediate Destruction.
Butcher’* Bead Mhot for Bugs.

Attracts

Agents.
aut

sn‘i6t

k A

t

5 .U .i

)

In this city, Aug. 4, Harriet Mussey, widow of the
late Domnicus Harmon, aged 80 years 5 months.
[Funeral services Wednesday afternoon at 3£ o’clk,
at N-->. 131 Oxford street.
Relatives and friends are
invited to attend.
At Fort Preble, Aug. 2, of cholera Infantum, Henry
iulant son of Capt. H. F. and the late Josephine G.

Brewerton.
In Harps well, July 27, Hannah Alexander, aged 71
years 4 months.
In Bath. July 30, Carrie E. daughter of John F.
and C. E. Skolfield, aged 20 months.
In Brunswick, July 24, Mary J. Stimpson, aged 10
years 5 months.
S3F~The funeral services of the child of B. A. and
Sadie M. Norton, will take place this afternoon, at
2 o’clock, at No. 30 Stone street.

DEPARTURE OFOCEAN STEAMED*

Wilmington.New

York.
Star. New York

LEICESTERSHIRE
T-A-B L-E

S-A-U-C-E-

Tlic best Sauce and Relish
World

Made in any Fart ot the
—FOR—

B'-A.-M-I-I,-Y

Pints

live the Killer

BY ALL BBIJGGIMTM.
fcodlw

Association, Philadelphia, Pa,
An Institution having a high reputation for honorable conduct and professional skill. Acting Surgeon1
J. S. HOUGHTON, M. D, Essays for Young Men
sent free of charge. Address, HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
wy7
sn3m

FRECKLES^

And TAN, use PERRY’S Moth and Freckle Lotion.
It is RELIABLE and harmless. Sold by Druggists
everywhere. Depot, 49 Bond St., N. Y.
inai22
d^wsnGml7

Co.,

Manufacturers ot

WHITE

I

AND

NEWS.

30 Cents.

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.
splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable

and Instantaneous; nodisappointment; no ridiculous
tinls or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill fleets of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a superb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The Genuine, signed W. A.
■wcbelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. F.
Ivrg n
ldftw

Dr. Bicknell’s Syrup
Bowel

Cure.

or

Complaint*,

Sommer

Dysentery, Diarrhea, Cholera
Cholera, Colic, Sick
Ac.

or

Contains

no

.Vlorbu*

Stomach,

Soar

opiate and does

prodnee Costiveness. Druggists sell

no

it.
sn3m

ju20

Direct from the Manufactory.
unpacking Chamber Suits daily
at 130 Middle Street (opposite Woodman & True’s),
which we will sell to everybody at wholesale prices.
The subscriber is

GEO. H. MERRIAM. Manufacturer’s Agent.

Jn25tfd&wsn
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NCHENCK’H PELMONIC NYKCP,

SCHENCK’S BANDRA&E PIEES,
Are the only medicines that will

care

Pulmonary

consumption.

Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of the very
organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and ayspepsia are the causes of
two-thiids of the cases of consumption. Many are
now complainingwlth dull pain iu the side, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes to loose, tongue
coated, pain in tlie shoulder blade, feeling sometimes
very restless, and at other times drowsy; the food
that is aken lies heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acidity and belching of wind. These symptoms usually originate Irom a disordered condition of
the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons so affected, if
they take one or two lleavv colds, and if tho cough in
these cases lie suddenly stopped, the lungs, liyer and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient Is aware of liis situation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, and death is the

inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup Is anexpectorant which
does not contain any opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily,
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulation of the blood. When the bowels are costive, skin
shallow, and the patient is of a billlous habit,
Scheuck’s Mandrake Pills are required.

These medicines are prepaired by Pr. J. H.
SCHENCK & SON, Noit beast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and tor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, "Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 College place, New York.
For sale by Druggists generally.
septSsneodtf

COES

CALISAYA TONIC !
One of the bent Preparations extant for
creat'd# an appetite, promoting digestion
and invigorating the system.
Prepared and sold by

COE.
AT HIS NEW APOTHECARV STOKE,
Cor.
ONLY
jy29

Temple and Congress Sts.
50

CENTS

SPECIAL

PER

August 5.

Sun rises.4.57 I Moon sets.1.00 AM
Sun sets.
.7.14 I High water.8.15 AM

This

Howard

PUREST

..

PORT OF PORTLAND.

FOR .SALE BIT ALL GROCERS.

uv

AveriH Chemical Paint

.Havana.Aug

5
.Aspinwall.Aug 5
Rising
Siberia...Boston.Liverpool. ...Aug 5
Manhattan.New York. .Liverpool.Aug 6
Columbia.New York Glasgow.Aug 6
Java.New York. .Liveri>ool.Aug C
New York. .Livorpool.Aug 7
City of Limerick
City of Havana— New York. Havana.Aug 7
Atlas. New York .Jamaica.Aug 7
Caspian.Quebec.Liverpool.Aug 9
Claribel. .New York. .Kingston, J. .Aug 9
City of Paris.New York. .Liverpool.Aug 9
Palmyra.Boston.Liverpool.... Aug 9
Vflle de Havre.New York. .Havre.Aug 9
Cuba.New York. Liverpool.Aug 13
City of Mexico.New York.. Hav& VOrtw.Awg 14
Saruiution.Qiiehee ...Liverpool.Aug 1C

&0 Cents

....

Killed—'Two important
that you may

FOR MOTH, PATCHES,

TT-S-E.

Half Pints

requisites in order

sleep in peace.
BUTCHER’S ORIGVNAL and CJK^UltfK PBEPABATIONS and you will exclaim with the poet—
“Death to the Living.”

At at Helvoet 10th uit, barque Southern Belle.Robbins, New York.
At at Cuxhaven 17th ult, ship Laurens, Snow, from

Philadelphia.

Ar at Sydney, CB, 25th u!t, sch Carrie Walker, McFarland. Portland, to load for Boston.
Cld at Pictou 30th ult. brig Wenonah. Russell, Portland; sch L Dorian. Reynard, do.
Cld at St John, NB, 1st inst, ship Virginia, Buck.

Bombay

BOTTLE.
pti2w

NOTICE.

Proprietors ot Boarding-houses, and private families, desiriug or willing to receive as boarders the
members of the

American Association for the Advancement of Science,

23d nit, brig Castillfan. Crcuchen, frn
Portland.
Sid 23d. barque Daiiug, McDonald, for Delaware
Breakwater.
Cld at St John.

NB, 2d inst. ships Edw O’Brien,
Oliver, Liverpool; T J Southard, for Bristol, E.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

to have ween in the water about lour or five days.
The vessel was apparently about 150 tons; the wood
is sound and looks as if the vessel was about five

years old.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
INDIANOLA—Ar 22d, sch Franklin, Clark, from
New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Cid 29tl». ship Caledonia, Patten. Bremen.
DARIEN—Cld

28th, sell Jus O*Donohue, Warren,
Waldoboro.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 2d, brig J B
Brown, (from Baltimore) for Cuba.
BALTIMORE—Ar 1st,seb HJ Ilolway,Thompson,
Sierra Morena.
Ar 2d, brig Caroline Gray, Robinson, Matanzas.
Cld 1st. seb H Prescott, Mcrrimau, Boston; Hosannah Rose, Gilkey. do.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 1st. brigs Abby Thaxter,
Parker, Bath; Princeton, Wells, Boston; schs Mollic
Porter, Megathlfn, Portland; F Coffin, Marr, Newburyport; H G King, Crowley, Boston.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 31st, sch Delhi, for
Jacksonville; 1st inat, ship John O Baker, for Ham-

or

Color,

Immediate Application.

SOLD By The GALLON OTSTTiY

DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL, ECONOMICAL.
D. M.

YEOMANS,

General Eastern Agent,
Commercial St. Portland.
sn

FOR PIMPLES ON THE

FAcIi

Blackhead and Fleshworm. use PERRY’S
improved Comedone and Pimple Remedy, the great skin
medicine.
Prepared only by Dr. B. C. PERRY,
Dermatologist, 49 Bond St., N. Y. Sold by Druggists
vwywhsre.
m»r22d&wsn6ml7

security in Portland or vl*
Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer In
Real Estate, Cor. Congress and Brown Sts. auMIt

Wheat Flour!

New

CROP OF ’73.
We have

just received

an

Choice New
Wheat Flour, the first arof

invoice

rival in this market.
Barrel warranted

Every
at

W. L. Wilson & Co.’s,
Cor. Federal & Exchange St.

Jy»
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BONDS
FOR

SALE.

City
“

Portland

Bangor

■

•

11

vauiiuxv.i)

•

“

Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R
Stock and Dcf. Rent Scrip

Swan

uiunnun,

ur-

&

Barrett,

lOO MIDDLE STREET.
feb24eodtt

ELM. PAYSON & CO.,
Bankers and
—

Portland

Brokers,

OFFER FOR SALE

—

6’s
#’s
7’s
7’s
8’s
8’s
8’s
8’s

.....

Rockland
Cook County

...
....

Chicago
Toledo, Ohio
Dayton, Ohio.
Zanesville, Ohio,
Scioto County, Ohio

....
...

...
...

Leeds & Farmington R. R., guaranteed fit's
Portland & Rochester R. R.
7’s
Maine Central R. B.
7’s
•
Northern Pa,iflc R. R. Gold
7-80’s

ceased. Petition for allowance ont of personal estate,
presented by Sopbronina P. Senness, late widow of
said deceased.
ELIZABETH POTTER, late of Brunswick, deGovernment Bondi. Bank
Stocks and
ceased. Will and petition (hr the probate thereof
Gold Bought and Sold.
presented by Horaee P. Chandler the Executor
therein named.
LEVI A. CATES late of Freeport, deceased. First ! 32 EXCHANGE STREET
and final account presented for allowance by Eddtf
PORTLAND.
aj>3
ward P. Oxnard, Administrator.
GEOROE BACON, late of Freeport, deceased.
Will ami petition for the probate thereof; presented
by Rbenezer Wells, the Executor therein named.
MARY E. PLUMMER & AL, minor children and

BONDS.

heirs of Ai Plummer late of Raymond, deceased.
Petition for license to sell and convey real estate,

presented by Judith Plummet, Guardian.

?'

New York City
.<<<«.

FRANCIS BLaCKSTONE, late of Pownal. deceased. Second account presented for allowance by David Grose and Samuel L. Try n, Executors.
First
ANDREW LIBBY, late of Gray, deceased.
account presented for allowance by Jacob Clark, Administrator.
PHILIP TORREY, late of Yarmouth, deceased
First account presented for allowance by Charles.
Humphrey, Executor.

RUFUS H. LUFKIN, late of Cumberland, deceased. Fit st account presented for allowance by Frank
M. Knight, Administrator.
CYRUS HAMBLEN, late of Gorham, deceased.
Cony of will and petition that the same uiay he verified and established as the will of said testator, presented by Daniel C. Emery.
REUBEN CHANDLER, late of Yarmouth, de-

ceased. Petition R»i order of Ul-tr (button among the
heirs of said deceased, and such others as
may be
found to be entitled thereto, and that the share of
ot each may be determined, presented by Eliza C.
Kelley, daughter of said deceased.

a>
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Brooklyn City

#’s

;
*

Jersey City
Elizabeth

7’»

City

7’i

Canada Southern R. R., Gold,

7’s

B. & Cedar Rapids R. R., Gold,

7’s

Northern Pacific R. R., Gold,

7-30’

-FOR SALE BY-

R.
97

A. BIRD
Exchange St.teb2G

HULDAH ATWOOD, late of Cape Elizabeth, deceased. W ill and petition for the probate thereof
and for letters of Administration with the will annexed, presented by William Atwood, son of said de-

ceased.

GEORGE FROST, late of Westbrook, deceased.
Petition for license to sell and convey real estate,
presented by Thomas Quiuby, Administrator with
the will annexed.

A true copy of the

original

order

Attest, WILLIAM K. NEAL,
Register.

w3w32

for Buildtiur Sloop-ofWar at Kittery Navy Yard.
Nayy Department,
)
Bureau qf Construction and Repair, [
July 30, 1873. )

Proposal*

will bo received at this Bureau until
12 o’clock m., ou the 1st. day of September
next, from builders or mechanics qualified to do the
work, for tbc raising, framing and ribboning, planking from keel to rail, ceiling, including keelsons,
clamps, spirketting and battery, to rail, pntting in
decks, including all bias, etc., Dutfng on main and
hammock rails/channels and chains, building storerooms, magazines and locker, Joiner work inside and
out, caulking and scraping, building quarter-galleries
and setting head, and painting complete, of a Sloopof-War ot about WO tons. The material?■, tools and
facilltUe* for doing the work will be furnished by the

PROPOSALS

Government.

'J htM niei of the Bureau of Construction aod Repair will be at the Kittery Navy Yard on Wednesday, the 20th. of August next, and in connection
with the Naval Constructor of that yard will meet
to make proposals for the work
persons dt
above mentioned, and will give all necessary explann
tions concerning the work to be done, and in regard
to the character ot th»- materials, tools and facilities to be furnished by the Government.
Plans and specific itlons may be seen and examined
by applying to the Commandant of the Kittery Navy
au5dlaw4w
Yard, after August 1st, 1873.

siring

Copartnership.

NOTICE

Fisk, Clark & Flagg,

Buck&port.
Cld 1st, sch Mary Means, Parker, Baltimore.
Ar 2d, sch Volant, Dodge, Calais.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 1st. sch Hepzibah, Trask,
Bangor, (full ot water, having l»cen ashore.)
Ar 2d, schs Helen Mar, Ward, Hoboken; Ella Presof
accomodation*
&
(statement
with
terms,
sev. Pressey, New York.
to the Local Secretary, the Rev. Charles W. Ilayes,
Below, sch Pavilion. Linscott, from Calais.
Sid 1st, sch Maracaibo, Henley, New York.
05 State Street.
Sid 2d, schs C W Holt, Delay, Baltimore, to load
BENJ. KINGSBURY, Jr.,
tor Boston; Kenduskeag, Wyatt, Philadelphia ; J
Chairman of Com. on Reception.
jy30sntf
Means, Enron, New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 1st. sebs N J Miller, Reed, Wood
A. PARSONS, M. D.,
Hole for New York; Melbourne, Hilton, Providence
for Philadelphia.
H CnrtK HasV
Port Caledonia for New
kell,
York; Ivy Bell, Cox.
Saco for do; M M Pote,
from Boston for
Has removed to
Stratton,
Charleston.
Sid, brigs Mansanilla. Mary F Pennell; sebs Clara
IS MARKET
NO.
SQUARE.
Rankin, C Matthews, Pavilion, Albas, Rival, E M
Branscomb, Balloon, Jos Fish, 11 Curtis, Ivy Dell,
pg—SPECIALTY—Administration of Ether for Edward
& Frauk, and others.
the purpose of extracting teeth without pain.
BOSTON—Ar 2d, achs Ella Frances, Bulger, HoboI ken; Sarah, Wallace. Bath; Cambridge, Perry, do.
»ntf
Junl3

to Loan !

On first

AT

Men’s

Furnishing Goods,

FOR THE FALL SEASON August 10th.
atMlt

during the Annual Meeting to be held in this city for
or twelve days from the 20th of August, are requested to give immediate notice,

DENTIST.

$10,000

iIASeJ<ret*ry.

BOUGHT BY

Dissolution of
burg.
NEW YORK—Ar 2d, barque Gan Eden, Barker.
9
Matanzas
N
M
17
Haven,
Haven,
Cienfuegos
days;
days; Heiress, Caulkins, Boston; schs Maid of the
is hereby given that the firm of Lothrop.
Mist. Smith,Jacksonville; Gamma, Brown. Port CalDevons & Co. is hereby dissolved by mutual
edonia; Sami Hart. Holbrook, Dix Island; Kioka, consent.
G. L. LOTHBOP,
Look, Portsmouth; Floreo, Hale,Calais; Ellie Grant.
CLIFFORD DKVENS.
Horton, Lynn: New Zealand, Haskell, Salem; Abby
Portland, Aug. 4,1873.
Wel«l, Eaton. Pawtucket; A H Sawyer, Lindsey, do; I
Undine. Emmons. Portland; Mary l^tngdon, Bennett. Rockland; Eliza J Staples, Staples, Boston.
Cl. Id. LOTHROP will continue the business
Ar 4th. barque M W Brett, Petersou, Cardenas;
&c., at the old
brig Altavela, Field, Humacoa; sch Zampa, Jewett, In Paper Hangings, Window Shades,
stand. No. Cl Exchange street, and will settle all acCardenas.
G. L. LOTHROP.
counts ot tbp late firm.
Cld *2d, barque Norton Stover, Sherman. Portland;
au5d3t
Portland, Aug. 4,1873.
brig Angelia, may, for Santa Martha; whs Eveline.
Sawyer. St Pierre; J K Lawrence. Uaack, Jacksonville; Mary A Holt. Higgins, Wilmihgton.
Passed through Hell Gate 2d, schs Charger, White,
Port Johnson for Yarmouth; Velma, Look, NYork
for Saugerties; Baltic, Parker, do for Boston: AK
690 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Woodward. Farrell, from Hoboken for Newburyport;
Mountain Laurel, Langley, fm New York for Salem;
WILL BE READY TO EXHIBIT THEIR NOVELElla, Humphrey. Elizabethnort tor New Bedford;
Alfred Hall, Coleman, New York for Portland : AbiTIES IN
gail Haynes, Smith, do for Boston; Maggie Bell. Hall,
do for Bangor; Ligure, Richardson, Elizabcthport for
Boston.
Sid 2d, ship Yo Semite, tor Peru; brig Maurice, for
Cadiz; sch H C Sheppard, for Jacksonville.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 1st, seb Storm Petrel, Davis,

Thursday evening,

*u3'd_

PROBATE NOTICES.
To all Penan* intmtled in either of the
Estate* hereinafter aaaaedt
a Court of Probato held at Portland, withal
and for the County of Cumberland, on the third
Tuesday of July, in the year of our Lord tlghteen hundred and seventy-three, the following matter having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland
aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court
to be heli at said Portland on the third Tuesday of
September next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon
ard be heard thereon, and object if they see cause,
ISABELLA A. FELCH, late of Brunswick, deceased. WL1 and petition for the probate thereof,
and that letters of Administration with the will annexed be issued to Charles L. Drummond, presented
by Sarah C. Johnson, sister of aaid deceased.
GEORGE R. McMANUS & AI, minor children
and heirs of George W. McManus, late of Brunswick,
deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey
ieal estate, presented by ArtemasCoburn, Guardian.

MEMORANDA.

stern^of a vessel drifted ashore at that station on
night ot the 29th ulr. with the name ‘‘Altavela of
Economy, NS,” painted on it. The wreck appeared

on

UE°‘ A'

(Vs
tf’s
St. Lonis
tt’x
•
•
7’s
Elizabeth, N. J.,
Cleveland “
7’s
“
...
Toledo
8’s
SPOKEN.
Cook County, 111.,
7’s
lat
Ion
48
44.
40.
Southern
from
29,
Marion
July
ship
Chief,
8’s
County, Ind.,
Amsterdam for New York.
Maine
Central
R.
R.
7’s
July 31, lat 28 50, Ion 79 48, brig Emma, fm Sagna
Portland & Rochester R. B.
7’s
for Baltimore.
Aug 1, lat 39 13, Ion 74 15, brig Martha B Berry,
Atchison, Topeka & Saute Ve Gold
7’s
from New York for Matanzas.
Northern Paciitc R. R. Gold
7-80’s
7’s
, Chicago, Dau. & Tin. R. R. Gold

iacht to let.

ten

Any Drain'd Shade

uropean steamers.!
June 27, Hermon, Shaw, Liverpool.
fm Saugor Juue 22, Daniel Draper,

Calcutta—Slil
Clark, Dundee.
Ar at Cadiz 15th ult, Waldo, Pressey, New York,
lu ELinore Sound 19th ult, Ironside's, Tapley, from
New York for Stockholm.
Ar at Leith 21st, Sunshine, Clark, Havana.

The Livht-kecper at Tenant’s Harbor reports that

tlie
the

A.

Association, will be held at Llb-

Mechanics’ Hall,

EL]atest by

Monday, Aug. 4.
JOHN CARNEY, late of Portland, deceased. First
ARRIVED.
account presented for al.owonce by William L. PutSteamer New York, Winchester, Boston for East- |
Administrator.
nam,
port and St John. NB.
JOSIAH DUDLEY,, late of Portland, deceased*
Sch S E Fabcns, Bragg, Savannah—lumber to Ryan
First
account
presented for allowance by Edward P,
& Kelsey.
Sch Henry
Chase, Executor.
Perkins, Philadelphia.
Whitney.
Sch Mary Louise, Hutchinson, New York—cement
MANUEL PETERSON, late of Portland, deceasto C A B Morse & Co.
ed. Will and petition for the probate thereof, preSch P L Smith. Upton, New York—coal to Rounds
sented by Martha Ellen Peterson, the Executrix
& Sargent.
therein named.
Sch Frank Maria,Wood, New York—coal to Rich &
HENRY ADAMS, minor ch id and heir of Eben
Judkius.
Adams, late of Portland, deceased. Account presentSch Marcus Hunter, Henley, Boston.
ed for allowance by Ralph Butler, Guardian.
Sch I) W Clark. (Br) Pock, Boston.
JOSHUA Y. ATKINS, late o. Portland, deceased.
Sch Gazelle, Gardiner, Pembroke.
Will a* d petition lot tlie pr.bate thereof, presented
Sch Liberator, Sewall, Westport—edgings to Rich
& Judgkins.
by George S. Atkins, the Kxecut. r therein named.
Sch Good Templar. McDonald. Western BanksTHOMAS HOUSTON, late ot Portland, deceased.
600 qtls fisli,
Third and final account presented for allowance by
CLEARED.
John J. W. Reeves, Executor.
SteamerDirigo, Johnson. New York—Henry Fox.
THOMAS L. LIBBY Senior, late of Portland, deBrig Agenora, Prince, Pictou NS—B Webster.
ceased. Petition that Aaron B. Holden may be apSch Casco Lodge. Pierce, New York -Orlando Nickpointed Administrator, presented by Matthias Libby
erson.
& ais, brother and sons if said deceased.
Sch Mahaska, Blake, New York—Bunker Bros.
JANE NASON, of Raymond. Petition for license
SAILED—Barques Jas McCarty, and Black Eagle; to sell and convey real estate, presented by William
P. Hayden, Guardian.
brig Ella Maria; and others. |
ABEL SAWrYER, late of Portland, deceased. PeIFROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHAXOE.]
tition for licence to compromise certain claims beAr at Satilla 26th, sch Nellie Star, Poland, from
tween said estate anil Freeman W. Varney, presented
Charleston.
by Sarah A. Sawyer. Executrix.
Ar at Baltimore 3d, barque Ellen Stevens, How,
GEuRGE W. PARKER, late of Yarmouth, deceasCardenas.
ed. Account presented tor allowance by Pliebe E.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 4tb, barque Daring.
Administratrix.
Parker,
McDonald, Sagua, for orders.
ERVIN N. TUKESBURY, late of Falmouth, deArat Montevideo June 30, barque J S Winslow,
First account presented for allowance by
ceased.
Davis, Portland.
Samuel N. Merrill, Administrator,
Sid fin Cienfuegos 17th, brig Proteus, Dyer, lor
Pluladclnhia.
WILLIAM P. HARMON, late of Ham-on. deceasAr at Trinidad 19th. brigs Ernest, Thompson, from
ed. Petition for allowance out of personal estate,
Kingston, J; Carrie Purington, Falmouth. J.
presented by Julia A. Harmon, widow of said deceasAr at Havana 25th, brigs Helen O Pbinney, Bosed.
ton; H G Rich. Strout, Philadelphia.
JOEL ALLEN, late of Portland, deceased. Will
Ar at Matauzas 24th, sch Only Son, from Bath.
ami
for the probate thereof, presented by AlSid 28th, brigs Lena Thurlow. Corbet, lor North of bert petition the Executor
the ein named.
Evans,
Hatteras; Emma, Durgin, Baltimore; 27th, barque
DANIEL'8KILLIN. late of North Yarmouth, deEliza White, do.
ceased. Will uad petition for the probate thereof,
Ar at Cardenas 18th, brig Jeremiah, Ford, NYork;
presented by Sarah M. Skillin, the Executrix therein
21st, Geo Burnham. Staples. Philadelphia; 24th, bark
named.
Caro, from Bath; 26th, A M Roberts. Bangor.
Sid 23d, barque Ellen Stevens, How, for North of
JOnN A. WATERMAN Judge.
Hatteras..
Ar at Sagua

Mech&jjc

Liverpool.

vitiuiiuu

DIED.

HCHENCK’tl SEAWEED TONIC,

IN GENERAL.

Rev. J. C. Snow of

Ukraine, Guptill
*

are

I ntiigestion
WASHINGTON COUNTY.

The Republican says that base ball is one of
the institutions relied upon to draw a crowd to
A
the West Washington Agricultural Fair.
premium of $20 is offered to the winning side.

At Calcutta June 7, ship Frank Flint, Williams,
tor New York, ldg.
Sid ttu Bombay June 23, ship Pocahontas, Duncan,
Liverpool; barque Limerick Lass, Yeaton, Kurraehee, and thence to Hong Kong and Singapore to load
back to Bombay; 24th, Bhip Garden Reach, UUmoie.
Calcut a.
In
June 27, ship Wm Woodbury, Herriman,
for Liverpool, ldg.
At Smyrna 12ili ult,
barque Scliamyl, Snow, from
Naples, ar 1 lth.
Sid fra Cagliari 8th nit, barque Lawrence, Howes,
Boston.
Sid fm Havre 18th ult, barque

Ar at

i*I.

August 7th., 7* o'clock.

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 1st, schs Challenge, Bennett,
Richmond Me for New York; Cynosure. Dillingham,
Rockport for Boston.
Also ar 1st, brig Daphne, Watts, Lingan CB.
BANGOR—Ar 1st, brig Geo W Chase, Patterson,
Boston, to load for Cuba.

ap29_

NEW PASSENGER ARRANGEMENT,

•

a remarkable degree; possessing a flavbut little inferior to the best French Cordials;
purely medicinal in every sense of the word, it will
be found a most refreshing Stimulant for the careworn, the over-worked and the weary invalid.
It is
tree from every injurous property. It strengthens and

Ben-

C.

STATED MEETING of the Maine Charlt*-

ble

Bradshaw. Bath; Eliza
Nulato, Small, Machias;

St John, NB.

The Society for the Prevention ot Cruelty to Animals respectfully gives notiee that Alonzo H.
Libby, Constable, whose office is at No. 80 Middle
street, (up 6tairs) has been appointed Agent of the

or

1*1.

A

port

96 MIDDLE STREET.

Society.
The public

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

FOREIGN FORTH.

HAWKES,

Miniature Almanac.

The Whig says that the railroad bridge over
the Penobscot river at Alilford, one span of
which was recently blown down by a tornado,
will be repaired sufficiently to allow the transit
of trains by Thursday.
At the horse trot at Orono, Saturday, the
first race was won by Lease, in 2.50, and the
second by Charcoal in 2.43J"
The .Jameson Guards of Bangor, will be inspected by Major W. H. Foglerof the First
Regiment, AI. V. M., August 5th.
A. R. Savage of Oldtown, lost a portion of
his hand in a saw mill, Saturday.
A man in Bangor last week purchased 8,000
pouudsof raspberries, at a cost of $900,
Persons wishing for information relative to
the coining State Fair at Bangor, which opens
onthelOtliofnextmont.il, should address the
Secretary of the Association, Samuel Wasson.
Esq., at East Surry, until the 8th proximo, and
after that time at Bangor.

rel2-eodtf

minute,—

Office removed to

and Tonic in

OvI>u\>m tLv

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

83

—

after each meal.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

for

a

CHARLES !U

DYSPEPSIA,

HALFORD

The .Journal says that A. B. Farwell, Esq.,
of Augusta, is in feeble health.
The Reporter says that Richardson & Crocker are doing a good business at
Farmingdale,
catching sturgeon for the Boston market.

Prepared

in

REMOVAL.-

WATER

9th.

au

answer

NEWS.

The Poland camp meeting will begin August
25 th.
The Lewiston and Auburn Railroad will
soou be completed.
A French family of nine persons in Lewiston, were prostrated by sudden illness, Friday.
The symptoms were similar to those produced
by poison. The attendant physician judged
that the illness might have been caused by some
milk which they had drank—they being attacked soou after partaking of it.

FOB MALF

NEWBtJRYPORT—Ar 2d, brig Mansamlla,

son, New York.
Sid 30th, schs Jns Neison,
B Coffin, Hall, Harrington;
Pacific. Ginn, Rockland.

merriam’s Store in Middle Street,
From Pearl, below, some fifty feet,—
The walk we’ll now begin it.

Flatulency, Sluggish Digestion, wantojf Tone and Activity In the Stomach and Bowels, Oppression after
Eating, are sure to be relieved by a single dose taken

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

“Long

wood. Vinalhaven; Areola, Wolston, Bath.
BEVERLY—Ar 29th, sch Gamecock, Robinson,

Calais.

At

and sweetened, forms a mixtuto which as a cooling, healthy and refreshing Summer Beverage has no
equal. Barrels of ice water, prepared in thiB way,
may be drank without the slightest Injury, and hap
py is the man who finds in this a substitute for spiritIts value to the Farmer, Mechanic
uous liquors.
and Laborer cannot be overestimated. It is so cheap
as to be within the reach of all; so
finely flavored as
to be eujoyed by lovers of the choicest liquors.

THE

Powerful

Below, brig Mary C Rosevelt, from Bath for Philadelphia, (supposed in distress.)
Cld 4th, barque Youug Turk. Niekerson, Gibraltar;
brig Wm Welsh, Gay. Pictou; schs A Tlrrell, At-

Western Cl y and County BONDS.

FOR FAMILY USE.

and

I’ll

Cld 3d. schs Josephine, Brown,
Caledonia CB ;
Amadou. Rich,
Metropolis, B®bbidge, Portland;
Kennebec.
Ar 3d, ship Lydia Skoltield, Forsyth, New York;
barque Azelia, Weston, Smyrna; brig Abby Ellen,
Gilkey. Baltimore, sclw Altoona. Fitzgerald, Pascagoula; Jos Fish, Huuper, Georgetown; Jennie Howard, Knight, do; Sailor Buy, Nickerson, Jonesboro;
Traverse, Stinson, Bangor.
Ar 4th, brigs Persia Hinckley, Small, Guantanamo;
Mary E Pennell, Cole, Georgetown; Reporter, Ryder,
Philadelphia; schs Rival, Dun ton. Port Johnson;
Ringdove, Gove, Port Johnson; Sammy Ford, Allen,
Hoboken; Albus, Rich, do; J Baker, Johnson, Portland.

still.

pill,

au2_

fired, all of them taking effect. Several
other officers, attracted by the firing, finally
reached the scene of the conflict, and five of
the rioters were take into custody.

A Rapid

sweeter

Now, where can chamber suits be found ?
My dear, the question you prox>ound

CRAMPS AND PAINS,

were

IS W) leciuie lu

homes much

We’ll say “my dear don’t tease me more.
There’s none but you who I adore,”
I’ll furnish with black walnut.

whether produced by indigestion, improper fo.nl,
change of water or diet, too free indulgence in ice
water, exposure to sudden change of temperature
are immediately relieved by it.
One ounce added to
a gallon of

ICE

our

And to avoid that nauseous
As bitter as a gall-nut,

MORBUS,

arrest two men, who had been disturbing tho
peace, were assaulted by a gang of roughs, who
attacked them with such fierceuess that the
officers, in fear of their lives were compelled to
Five shots
use their revolvers on the crowd.

JNaSC

To make

Cramps, Pains, Diarrhoea and Dysentery are instantly relieved by it. It will render an attack of Cholera
Morbus impossible if taken when the symptoms of
this dangerous complaint first manifest themselves.

For sale by all Druggists and Dealers iu Medicine,

STATE

home of half our lives below,
Where we had birth, however low,
And where we hope to die on,
The bed for bond, the bed for free.
The poorest of the poor is he.
Who has no bed to lie on.

Sweet

government and that of Canada. This is dne
to the fact that the capture of the United States
citizens

NOTICES.

THE BED.

SANFORD’S

Washington.
j

SPECIAL

Port
Ella

A

At

The

going away, the Yacht Alarm
let to parties by the day or week

owner

will be

Afl\ iluring the month of August and Scptem■AI'A.V ber. Cabin and pantry completely furn■^^^-isbed. Orders left at Lyman, Tobcy & Co.

Co™Strlal

S,reCt’

Argus Copy.

°r °n

"Ta^SEWAILl, Capt.

__

For Baltimore.

V^EYAKp-nAVEN-ArUf.schs

Packet Schooner EDITH,
ney. For freight apply to

Capt. Phin-

J. NICKERSON,
IDS COSIMBBCIAI. SXRKKX.
au$

Criminal Invalid*.—Life anti health are God's
gifts. nd it is a sin to imperil them bv neglect. We
relieve the disorders of
can, if we choose,
the stomach bowels, liver and nerves, which lead to
chronic dyspepsia,
diarrhoea, li ver complaint ami paralysis, by haviog recourse to

promptly
dysentery,

Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient.
It has l*een a proven fact for thirty years, that this
wholesome anti arreealde alterative will always prevent the minor ailments of the oody from culminating in dangerous maladies, if administered at the
proper time. Meet the tirst symptoms with this inestimable
Self-neglect In sneh cases is a
crime. Sold by all Druggists.

remedy.

Ivl*_jy29Tu«feSAw2w31

Every Dog

has his

Day.

COAL, COAL, COAL.

$7.00
Good White Ash Coal, Stove
suitable for Cooking Stoves
Ranges, for seveu dollars per
of 2000 pounds, delivered to
part of the city by
ROUNDS, SARGENT

A

size
and
ton
any

CO..

36 ( obukrciai. street.
tCi>

J.vK

“PLEASURE PARTIESAHOY I"
Yacht “Spy”
tons Mon,
very safe and
fast craft in
fitted
THE
take parties anywhere
the Coast. Nathaniel Haskell is her
14

n

now

to

Pilot and
along
is well acquainted with our coast. The yacht will bo
let
the hour, day or week, and will sail from Custom House wharf. Lewis, Whit’en tSr Co., on said
wharf will supply parties with any thing and eveiything wanted at very short notice and low prict».
For further particulars enquire of A. K. PAUL,
••owner,” U, S. Pention Agent, corner Plum anil
Middle streets, LEWIS, WHITTEN & CO., Custom
House Wharf, or Capt. NATHANIEL HASKELL.,
on board.
auhllw

by

Railroad
Sale

Sleepers

for

by the Cargo.

Delivered here

S.

J.

point.

or way

ROBERTS,

191 CO.niTIEBCI.il. STREET.
ti

JUDlO

Sage and PJainCheese
from
of the BEST Factories in
Vermont. For sale by
DIRECT
some

SniTII, GAGE & CO.,
IM CO.TltTIKUCIAI, DTRKET,
au4.l

v>___THOMAS BLOCK.
for Ladies Dresses

Spring Styles
and Street

Garments,

at M18S M.

G. MAGUIRE’S, No.

Block,

11

Clapp’s

up stairs.

»l»rn_p

Have you

seen

them t

If not, go to
HA HER A CO.’S,

Opposite P. O.
_dtf

ju2o

trucks,

trunks.

& MARSTON.
NIXON
MANirACTt’RFUK
OF

THINKS.

VALISE*

AND BAG*.
Portland, i«».

|5j Exfha.ee Nxreel.
Wholesale buyers will find It to their advantage to
before purcall and examine our xtouk and price,
chasing elsewhere.__Jy30dlm
Special Notire.
7 P. M. trip of the Steamer Magnet will be
discontinued on and after to-day.
excursions on
Can be chartered for evening
appliat State street wharf.
cation to the Captain on board,
3t
Aug. 4th____

THE

For Sale.
of land on North street, near
Q \ /ki HI rE'-T
^.y.VrvFvF Walnut. Price low. Terms leash,
balance time. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON. Portland, or WM. I.. SOUTHARD, 5 Pemberton Square,
Boston.
my12eodtf

For Sale.
«

Second hand Clogstou
ONE
power, at Fluent Block.

BOILER. 20 horse

auldlw

THE

PRESS.
MORNING, AUGUST57l$73

TUESDAY

THE PHKBfe
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fc»Bendeu Bros., Marquis, Hobiusou, Branell & Co
Andrews, Weutwortta,
Moses Header:
#on, and Chisholm Broa., on all
out

dlen.lenniug

tralnfSSruu

At
At

Jf

Biddeford, of Pillsburv.

Saco of L, Hodgdon.
•' 8.
At Gorham, of News Carter.
Agent.
At Bath, oi J. O. Shaw.
At LewiRton, of Freucb
Bros.
At Keunebuuk, of C. E.
MLler.

VICINITY.

structions to make an estimate of the cost.
The resignation of E. P. Haines as inspector
of gas metres was received and accepted.
A communication was received from H. T.
Carter, saying that all questions of drainage
to him as abnttor on Summer street by the

New AdTertiiemenu T#-Day.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
A Critical Season—Hostetler’s Bitters.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Fisk, Clark & Flagg—Men’s Furnishing Goods.
For Baltimore— J. Nickerson.
Yacht to Let—T. A. Sewall.
lor Building Sloop-of-War.
Money to Loan.—F. G. Patterson.
M. C. M. A.—Stated Meeting.
Dissolution of Copartnership—Lothrop

B. & M. R. R.

Stated Meetings.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday evening of each month.

YORK RITES.

Blue Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednessecond Wednesday; Atlantic, third

day; Portland,

Wednesday.

Chapters—Greenleaf R. A. C., first. Monday; Mt.
•
R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

Vernon,

Monday.
Mon-

day:

Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday eveniug in May;
Council, Wednesday 3 r. m.; Grand Commandery, Wednesday evening.

Grand

8COTTI8H

RITES.

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first

Friday.

Council—Portland Oouncil P. of J., second Friday.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H., third
Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P. R. S., fourth
Friday in Maich, June, September and December.
I. O.

O. F.

At Odd Fellows' Hally No. 88 Exchange Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
Brothers, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
of
evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D.,
ll., second and fourth Saturday.
Encampments—Macldgonne, first and third Wednesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesdays ; Portland, first and third Saturdays.
Relief association—Every third Tuesday in the
month.

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
At

100 Exchange Street.
and third Mondays In each

Templars' Hally No.
first

Council—Maine,
month.
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday

evening.

Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
First .ThursComer of Congress and Casco streets.
day in each month.
Young Men’s Christian Association-Comer
Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.
Portland Fraternity—No. 353J Congress streetEvery evening.
Knights of Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3,
Thursday evenings; Munjov Lodge, No. 6, Monday evenings. At their Hall, Clapp's Block, Market
Square.
Portland Army axd Navy
Congress and Brown streets. First

Union- Corner
Tuesday in each

month.
Sons of Temperance—Portland Division, No. 95;
SonB’ of Temperance Hall. Friday evening.
Independent Order of Good Templars—Arcana, Monday; Mission, Wednesday;—in Williams’
block. Congress street. Mystic, Thursday; Forest
City, Saturday;—at Sons ol Temperance Hall, Oonat West

Clad,

Thursday,
fress
ocahontas, Thursday, at Arcana Hall.
street.

Iron

End;

Portland Typographical Union, No. 75—CorSecond Saturday iu
ner Congress and Casco streets.
each mouth.
Payson Literary Society.—Meetings every
Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congress streets, at 7; o’clock.
Bosworth Post G. A. K.— Meetings every Friday
evening in Mechanics’ Hall, corner of Congress ana
Casco streets.

Patriotic Order Sons of America—Convenes
at Arcana Hail, Williams’block, corner of Congress
and Chapel Sts., Saturday evening.
Mercantile Library Association, Congress
Hall Bloek. Second Monday in each month. Delivery of books, 2 to 8, 7 to 9. day and evening.
JBrief Jouiags.
As will be seen by advertisement the yacht
“Spy” is now fitted to take parties anywhere
along the coast.
The 7 P. M. trip of llic steamer Magnet has
been discontinued.
The full Portland Band will give a grand
moonlight excursion on Monday, August 11th.
The well known Cunner Club will take its
annnal summering this week, starting from

Bramhall Hill at 5 o’clock, after a breakfast at
the reservoir.
A carriage with no horse attached, attempted
to run away down Federal street yesterday afternoon. It was stopped in its mad career before any damage was done.
There will be a public installation of the officers of Resolute Lodge No. 129,1. O. of G. T.,
The
at Cape Elizabeth Depot, this evening.
G. W. Secretary of the Order, W. F. Morrill,
will assist at the installation. The public are

cordially

invited.
The heat and the flies of August put in an
appearance in force yesterday.
That muster ground seems to be in a heap of
trouble on somebody’s mind. It is now said to
be doubtful if tho Longfellow farm is to be the

spot, and other localities were looked at yesterday.
There are yet four or five vacancies in the
regimental drum corps, and four or five perare wanted to till them.
A Conference meeting of citizens and members of the Maine Historical Society to make
arrangements for “field day exercises” will be
held at the Mayor’s office, City Building, this
evening, at eight o’clock.
the question
“Is lie the coming man?” is
which nearly every one now asks in relation

sons

to President Grant.
The Portland Band goon
sion Monday, the 11th inst.

a

moonlight

excur-

Rev. S. W. Morrill, rector of St. Albans,
New York City, is at the Falmouth.
The storm aloug the Presumpscot Sunday,
resulted in the blowing down of some great
trees.
All

In nUilU

Illicit

lilic

DUBIUII

Ui iuaiuu
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ly notify the Maine Central of the time and
place where they propose making the contemplated connection.
Several members of the Sisters of Mercy,
under the charge of Mother Gonzaga, have
taken their residence in'thc old Furbish house
now beiug converted into an Orphan Asylum.
The Sisters are from Manchester, N. H.
A drunken

man on

day afternoon drew

a

Exchange street yestersidewalk, and then

fall

wanted to light. Deputy Bridges stepped up
o him and the fight was all gone.
A prominent physician of this city informs ns
that there is much less sickness than has been

reported.
Only one man appeared on the Square last
evening to sell, and he was promptly stopped
by the police.
The music at the State St. Church was very
fine yesterday afternoon, so we were told —Advertiser.
Undoubtedly—considering the fact that the
church was not open in the afternoon.
Mr. Wm. Burnham made a very acceptable
City Messenger last evening.
Pnllman car Conductor George Swett, run a
special Parlor car to Boston last night to take
to this city to-day the guests of the Army of
the Gulf.
Officers Burnham and Merrill arrested the
work-house habitue, Mrs. Burrill last night for
drunkenness.
Officers Miles and Rice arrested a woman
near the Stafford block
last night who bit,
scrached and howled much like an infuriated
common

cat.

Three

men

report that the Water Company agree to lay
pipes as soon as possible.
John K. Martin was licensed as Inn Holder,
and J. S. Bailey as auctioneer.
The committee on water works, to whom was
tee

petition of the Portland Water Co.
for $25,000 aid, reported leave to withdraw.
The report was accepted.
Ira HilPetitions presented and referred.
born, for damages by repairs on York street;
Railroad
of Portland
Co., by change of spur
at foot of Pearl street; of A. B. Stevens and
others to accept a street, Brown street, so
called, from Congress to Cumberland; of J. D.
Fessenden and others for a new street, 50 feet
in width, from Congress to Monument street;
of Mary Burnell for damages incurred on Co»street last winter; petition of W. D.
latch and others for a brick sidewalk ou Newbury street; of Neil McCaffertv for permission
to move wooden building from Commercial to
Danfortb streets of Portland Co. to erect a
wooden building on their premises; for the
widening of Oak street between Congress and
Free streetsr. for the removal of remains of
naval officers of Boxer and Enterprise fame to
Evergreen cemetery; for culvert in Madison
street.
Ordered. That the Boston & Maine Railroad be permitted to cross at grade, with only
one track. Commercial street to Smith’s wharf,
under certain restrictions; that the Portland
Railroad be authorized to change their spur on
Middle street; that the committee on fire department be authorized to purchase 1000 feet
of hose for the use of said department: that the
City Treasurer bo authorized to nay the sum of
$200 to Elizabeth Haggett for defect in sidewalk ou Congress street; Jhat a brick sidewalk
be laid on Lincoln street; that $100 be paid J.
W. Clark for daniAge by change of grade on
Middle street; that York street, front Brackett
to a point on Clark street, between Beach and
Summer streets, he graded, and that the committee on streets report a proper grade for
York street.
referred the

MASONIC
At Masonic Hally No. 95 Exchange Street.

ANCIENT ACCEPTED

settled.

Leave to withdraw was granted to Jacob
Pearsou and another for damages ou Pearl st.;
also to E. P. Fickett for damage by change of
grade in Hampshire street.
On petition of James Connellan the commit-

& Co.

fourth

are

ordinance, introduced at a former meeting, was adopted to protect hose during fire.
An

Proposals

Commanderies of K. T.—Portland,
St. Albans, second Thursday.

IMAVOn AND ALDERMEN.

The petitioners for a series of Band Concerts
had leave to withdraw.
The engineers of the Fire Department made
a communication rccommendiug the formation
of a hose company of ten men. The communication was ordered ou file.
An order was taken front the table for the
establishment of a hose company, which, after
some discussion,
was recommitted with in-

Jalervlllerof

CITY AND

City Affair*.

The tegular monthly meeting of the Board
of Mayor and Aldermen, and a special meeting of the Common Council was held last
evening.

escaped officers Garland and Horr

fress

IN COMMON COUNCIL.

The order relating to the exemption of the
Casco Manufacturing Co. from taxation was
taken from the table and passed in conurrence.
Papers from the upper Board were passed in
concurrence.

Adjourned.

Circus Gala Cay,
Auo. 5th.—To-day
the Deu Stone circus and great Central Park
Menagerie, Henry Barnum manager, visits our

city—its reputation having preceded it,

The
most flattering notices from cities where it has
exhibited, viz: Bridgeport, New Haven, Hartford, Providence,Worcester,etc.-, will aid greatly in tilling the auditorium to overflowing at
both performances. The following from the
Bridgeport Farinet tells the story:
This show, which exhibited here on Tuesday,
was one of the best that has visited
this city,
and proves, beyond a doubt, that it is possible
for a circus and menagerie to be of first excellence and complete in all its departments, even
if it has Dot adopted the custom of beiDg transported by rail. All the acts of the circus performance were very interesting, many of them
thrilling enough to satisfy the most critical admirer of
daring feats in riding and displays
of athletic power and ingenuity,
As for that
inevitable feature of every well regulated circus—the clown—this circus possesses three,
chief among whom is the jolly and irresistible
veteran in arenic comedy. Hen Stone himself,
who has the art of grotesque and unlimited
fun uiakiDg in a remarkable degree. The other
two clowns are also first class in their line, and
it was to he noticed that nothing bordering on
vulgarity was to be heard in any part of the entertainment. The horsemanshipdisplayed was
far above the ordinary circus standard.
Madame DeBerg rides with wonderful dash, grace
and daring, and Jas. H. Cooke, in his great
tour horse act,proves himself to he unsurpassed
in the art of riding and managing an equine
quartette. A good iady bareback rider is a
very unusual feature in a circus, but M’Ue Cordelia more than answers that descripliou, performing feats that are generally reserved for
first class male riders alone, with a grace and
confidence that excites the admiration of all
who behold her. The act given by the Iroquis
Indians, who are unmistakably Indians, was
intensely thrilling and was a decided novelty in
This act introduced some
shows of this kind.
superb bare-back riding on.tlie part of Ka-KeWa-Ma who remained on the horse in the mast
difficult and seemingly impossible postures.uml
must have delighted the boys to their fullest
capacity. All the athletic exercises were of
the best order. The Menagerie cousisted of a
rare and select collection of animals, all in the
best condition, and the general character and
management of the whole show struck the vis-

itor

most

favorably.

The Great Excursion.—The greatest excursion of the season will be that of the I. A,
K. A., which comes off at Sebago Lake on
Thursday. Arraugemeuts have been made for
half fare tickets each way on the Maine Central from every station between this city and

Augusto. Tickets on the Boston boat are also
very low, and the excursion tickets over the

to-day.

A

Portland street was horrified last night by
three drunken men who proceeded to divest
themselves of clothing and then go to sleep on
the sidewalk.
A fight took place on High street last night
the conclusion of which one combatant ran
off with his opponent’s coat and the other with
at

his opponent’s hat.
Fine photographs of the members of tlie police force, taken by McKenney, are on exhibi
tion at Schumacher’s.

The prizes
the amateurs of Portlaud.
silver cups worth $15 and $10 each.
nave oeeu six

entries,

aiming

two
There

are

wuum are lu

ue

found some of our best oarsmen. The second
race will be open to New England, and the association safely promise the public the finest
single scull race ever seen in Maine. The contestants arc: Wm. McDonald of Boston, who
with his brother, defeated the celebrated Butler brothers in the double scull race in Boston
harbor last Fourth; Mr. Wm. McNulty of the
noted Sliawmut crew of Boston; W. F. Stevens
of Bath, formerly champion of Maine; M. F.
Davis, present champion of Maine; Chas.
Henry, champion of this harbor; Edward Mca rising young oarsman of this city;
Thos. Butler oF Boston, champion of New Eng
land, will be present, and if he does not row
himself will bring a promising novice from Boston, who will make it warm for our Portland

Sbane,

rowers; Mr. Landers of Salem, is also expected
here, and his friends claim lie is the best oarsman in New England.
Fcnekal Services.—The funeral services
the remains of the late John Widgery
took place from the residence of Geo. A. Thom
as, esq., on State street, yesterday morning,

over

There was a large
Eev. Dr. Hill officiating.
attendance of the Cumberland Bar and of the

Aged Brotherhood.
Mr. Widgery bore

one of the historic names
of the city, being a grandson of Wm. Widgery. At the early age of eleven he entered Bowdoin College, graduating with the class of 1817.
Of that class of eight there are now but three

survivors, Nathan Cummings of this city, Mr
of Cambridge, and Prof. Jacob McKeen’
After graduating Mr. Widgery entered upon
the practice of the law. and settled in the
He was at one time Clerk of the
Southwest.
Mississippi House of Representatives, and afterwards Mayor of Little Rock, Ark.
At the
time of his death he was 71 years of age.
He

Moody

leaves no family, his wife, born Ann L. Woodward of Boston, having died some years since.
During the last years of his life Mr. Widgery
resident of this

city.

Anderson street, near the c lrner of Cumberland. The tire bad its origin iu.a closet on the
first floor, and was apparently the work of an
incendiary. The portion of the house rented
by Mr. Eastman, but not yet occupied, was
badly scorched and considerable damage done
by smoke and water. The damage amounted
to about $800 and is covered
by an insurance
policy at the agency of J. H. Webster. The
other portion of the house,
Mr.

David Webber,

was not

occupied by
damaged.

Abmy and Navy of the Gulf.—Tlie Executive Committee of the Society Army and
the Falmouth Hotel
Navy of the Gulf, met at
and completed the arrangements
last

evening,

A Good Show —We undorstand that the
assessment shows an increase of taxable property ot about 81,200,00 over last
year, aud that
t e rate of taxation
will probably be about ten
cents on a hnudred dollars
less than in 1872,
when it was 82.60, This
outlook is a most encouraging one, showing
conclusively that the
city is steadily gaining by a test that is most

conclusive.

The

trying

men

to

ther explanation.
Cruelty to Animals.—We are informed
that Mr. Libby the Agent of the Society for
ihs Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, has notified two men who have arranged to drive two
horses from here to Bridgton Wednesday, on a
in
wager of $200, that it shall be accomplished
less than four hours, that he shall take measures to prevent this exhibition of cruelty to
horses in hot weather. The distance is forty
miles and it is stated that one of the horses is
uufit to go

at

any rate.

Maine General Hospital Matters.—At
the monthly meeting of the Managers of the
Maine General Hospital, held at City Building
yesterday afternoon, it was decided to finish
the western pavilion this fall, also to erect a
boiler house near and to put in the heating apparatus throughout. A laundry and kitchen
All these will be
is to join the boiler house.
connected with the main building by corridors.
Good. Two "nice” youug men overtook two
young ladies on Congress street Saturday evening and began to insult them. Fortunately one
of the young ladies had a brother not far off,
and the way he piled the “sports” on the sidewalk was good to see. These young men say
they hate “big” brothers; they’re always in the
way.

__

The Haymakers Moonlight Excursion—
pleasure in making uoticeof it being a

We take

pleasant affair. Quite a large crowd were
present enjoying the tine music and sail from

very

beginning to end. We would just add that the
Haymakers will have another excursion on
Thursday of this week, and great care will be
taken to make it the best of the season.
Foot Race.—A lavge crowd assembled on
the corner of Congress and Locust streets yesterday about six o’clock, to see the termination
of a foot race between two young men. Reporters and police saw the crowd and thought it
was a first-class row, but got
The
mistaken.
man

K.

that started last won the race.
or

P.—The Saco & Biddeford Knights of

Pythias go on a grand excursion to
way and Upper Bartlett to-day.

North ConOver 3,000
tickets have already been sold and the excursion promises to be a mammoth one.
The
special train leaves this city at ten minutes before eight o’clock.
A Grand Excursion.
Mr. Editor,—It is not at all surprising that
the people all along the line of the Ogdensburg should prefer the “Old Orchard Beach”
as the place of all others for their annual excursion which comes off Monday, August the
14th. The facilities for reaching this popular
summer resort without change of cars over the

Ogdeusburg and Boston & Maine railroad is
an excellent feature for comfort and safety.
The comfhittee having this excursion in charge
have hired Pine Grove, in close proximity to
the railroad depot and the beach, and in full
view of the large hotels which are now crowded with visitors. The attractions of Old Orchard are of the very finest order. “Fern
Park,” within twelve minutes walk of the station, with its romantic walks and arbors, its
rustic gates and scores of mottoes upon every
hand, is a jov to those who like to rev el in the
deep forest shades. But the beach is the great
attraction of the place. Broad, smooth, and
hard as a trotting park, it makes one of the
finest walks and drives imaginable. Hundreds
of people may be seen every day in bathing
costumes, sporting in the water, tossed upon
the billows as the huge waves come rolling in
upon the beach. This is regarded as a safe
place to bathe, as there is no undertow to draw
one
back into the sea. Shipping can at all
times be seen coming and going along the coast.
This is a great delight to many children and

others

dotted

unaccustomed to look upon the
with the craft of all nations.

ocean

Hart.
Old Orchard, August 4,1873.
!m8CELliA8EOD8 NOTICES.
To I >ay, F. O. Bailey & Go., sell at 2 p. in. ,a
The stock consists of
choice lot of groceries.
nearly everything found in a grocery store,
sugar, soap, spices, canned goods, tea, tobacco,
ten thousand cigars, two show oases, vinegar,

platform scales, etc.,

etc.

Croqcet Sets, hats, caps and umbrellas for
one dollar, at tho Eureka Dollar Store.

jy30-lw
Now is the time to have your window screens
made. Lotlirop, Deveus & Co. have received a
large quantity of German linen and cotton
No. 61 Exchange St.
gauze, green wire, &c.

mayirtf
For Loss of

Appetite, Dyspepsia, Indiges-

tion, Depression of Spirits and General Debili
ty, in various other farms, Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya made by Caswell,
Hazard & Co., New York, and sold by all
druggists, is the best tonic. As a stimulant

for the celebration of that organization on toin the Demorrow.
Every officer who served
and
partment is requested to meet at the Army
Hall at nine o’clock a. m., where tickets

Navy

will be issued for the Excursion. The shipping
in the harbor is reminded by the committee
that their bunting will be appreciated on the
“sixth”

city.

by the strangers

who ore to visit our

tonic for

patients recovering

First to make a little stir in mercantile circles. Leach, 84 Middle St., has marked down
a counter full of good style, fast color priuts to
Also lot of dress
9 cts., look in and see them.
goods, worth from 25 cts. to 50 cts., marked
down to 20 cts. Itwou'tdo you any barm to
take a look at them.
jy31 1 w.

Fihe Yesterday—The alarm of fire about
four o’clock yesterday morning, was caused by
flames issuing from the old Gammon house on

off

brought her into' town and
find Pleasant Place, where she
lives, when they were encountered by officer
Libby. She was taken to her home and there
left, the men driving out of town without furcape.

were

Andrascoggins and Athletics. The great feature of the excursion, however, will he the
grand rowing regatta of two single scull races.
The first race, a two mile distance, is open to

two of them ami went in search of the other.
The circus to-day will be on the grounds at
It is spoken of as
the foot of Green street.
a first-class concern, and there will prob-

large attendance.
The Scandinavian picnic comes
pleasant time is anticipated.

Um^nade

from fever or othif taken during
er sickness, it has no equal.
the season it prevents fever and ague and other
intermittent fevers.
jyl7-4wt

was a

a

New Brunswick, says she was walking along a
street in the upper portion of the city when a
man drove up near her, jumped from his carriage, seized her in his arms, jumped into the
carriage again, drove rapidly out of town and
attempted to outrage her. Her cries brought
two men to her assistance, when he let her
his esjump from the carriage and

All of my

plate and warranted. Ice
Pitchers, Castors, Tea Sets, Urns, plated steel
Knives, Spoons, Forks, &c., also old Table
own

Ware replated in the best
reasonable prices at

Atwood’s,

manner

and at very

Square,
up one flight.

27 Market

jy8eodtf
An extraordinary chance for

business is offeicd to an enterprising man. Full particulars
can be obtained by addressing Box 4187, Bos-

ton, Mass. See advertisement of —“Wanted,
Agent for Maine.”
aug2dlw
Does Advertising Pay?—There is no instance on record of a well sustained system of
judicious advertising failing of success.
“My success is owing to my liberality in ad-

vertising."—Bonner.
“Advertising has furnished

me with a competence.”—Amos Lawrence.
“I advertised my productions and made money.”— Nicholae Longworth.
“Constant and persistent advertising is a sure
prelude to wealth.—Stephen Girard.
“He who invests one dollar in business should
invest one dollar in advertising that business.”
—.4. T. Stewart.
“Without the aid of advertisements I could
have done nothing in my speculations. I have
the most complete faith in printer’s ink.
Advertising is the royal road to business.—Bar-

num.

For Sale on favorable terms, a valuabl
slate property, partially developed, with most

encouraging prospects, in the eastern part of
the State. Owners refer to S. T. Pullen, Esq..
Press office.
jel4-dtf
_

Every visitor, resident, or former resident
of Portland should purchase Loring, Short &
Harmon’s Guide Book of Portland & vicinity,
illustrated with Photographic views. Price 50c

jyl5-lm_
.TUTOR TELEGRAMR.
The United States Circuit Court, Judge
Clark, was in session at Portsmouth Monday,
to hear motions. No important cases.
A party of men Saturday night, tired upon
and killed a negro for attempt:ng to outrage a
white lady a few weeks ago in Elkham township, Ohio.
Prof. S. H. Pearl, principal of the State Normal School at Plymouth, N. H., died at that

place Monday morning.
The Perfect of Lyons has issued an order requiring all public gardeus in that city to be

closed at 9 o’clock in the evening.
William Doherty was found in the streets of
Philadelphia Sunday, suffering from spotted
fever. He was taken to the hospital, where he
soou died.
Louis P. Krumman was fatally wounded in
the face by the accidental discharge of a cun in

Baltimore, Monday.
Yesterday being bank holiday, all Liverpool

markets are closed.
Jno.

F Mattoon was

found

dead in New
out of a

Haven, Conn., Monday, having fell
window, a distance «f 85 feet.

A dozen empty cars were wrecked on the
Boston Railroad near Providence. K. I., Monday.

meteorological.
PROBABILITIES for tee next

twenty-four

hours.

War

Dep’t, Office Chief Signal)
Officer, Washington, D. C
V
Aug. 4, (8 P.’V..) j

For New Englnnd
clear cool weather,

north-easterly winds and

Cheyennes and Arapahoes about Fort Fetterman,and were recently represented in the peace
council at Ked Cloud's agency.
Col. Brackett reports that Iudians made an
attack on the settlement of old Camp Brown,
Washington Territory, on the 28th of July,and
killed Mrs. Richards aud Miss Hall.
Lieut.
Whelan, with a company of cavalry, has gone
in pursuit of the murderers.
The Vienna Exposition.
A large number of articles sent to the Vienna
exhibition has been sold or otherwise disposed
of. It has been determined that one of the
storeshiDS will be sufficient to bring home the
remaining articles. The ‘‘Guard” will accordingly remain for that purpose and the “Supply”
will sail for New York the latter part of July.
The State Department to Insist on Bail
Tor the Gordon Kidnapper*.
New York, Aug. 4.—A Washington special
says that Gov. Austin and Senator Ramsey of
Minnesota, had an interview wite acting Secretary of State Davis, regarding the imprisonment of the Minneapolis officers at Fort Garrv.
Mr. Davis said the State Department would
endeavor to secure the release on hail of all the
parties, pledging that if so released they shall
appear to answer in the Canadian court when
the case is called.
Nouthrrn Claims.
The number of c aims presented to the Southern Claims Commission reach a total of
22,295
aggregating over $56,000,000 under settlement
so far by the Commissioners.
About $1,200,000 have been distributed among 1400 claimants
scattered all over the 11 insurrectionary States,
the awards, except in the comparatively small
number of cases, being for a few hundred dollars each.
At the coming session of Congress they expect to award about $1,000,000, to
he similarly distribute ! and will then have disposed of about 24 per ceut. of the number of
claims filed and 20 per cent, of the amount

BY TELEGRAPH.
MASSACHUSETTS.

Maggie

In addition to the
P. & O. are ODly 75 cents.
usual amusements there will be a game of base
hall in the forenoon between the Resolutes of
this city and a picked nine from the old Eons,

Sunday uight by jumping out of a window.
Last night the officers above named, caught

being
ably be

Attempted Outrage.—Last evening about
11 o’clock officer Libby was stopped on his beat
by a young woman and two men who i nquired
the way to Pleasant street. The woman, whose
name is
Foley, and is but recently from

Ahoddy Mill Destroyed by Fire.
afterAyer, Aug. 4.—A fire broke out this mill
at
noon at a quarter of four, in the shoddy
ownfrom
two
miles
here,
Mitcbellvifle, about
ed by \Vm. Mitchell of Ayer, and was burned
It caught
down iu less than an hour.
from tlie picker. The property was valued at
between $100,000 and $150,000. Not more than
The large
one half is covered by insurance.
bridge was was not injured. One of the small
was
Fire
engines
slightly damaged.
bridges
from Shirley and Ayer were there as soon as
possible. Mr. Mitchell was loser iu the large
Boston fire in 1872.
Drowning Accidents.
Boston, Aug. 4.—Sunday afternoon two men
from Cambridge, names uuknown, while bathing at Revere Beach, Chelsea, became entangled in eel grass and were drowned. One was
a hackman, and had driven a party down, while
the other was accompanied by a young lady to
whom he was engaged. One body was recovered within ten minutes after the accident. The
other was not found. Michael McCarthy, aged
10, residing iu North Cambridge, was drowned
while bathing near the Lowell Railroad wharf
yesterday noon. The body was recovered.
Various Matters.

During the thunder

storm

at

Weston, Fri-

by
day, F.E.M. Patch was instantly killed
the
lightning while playing with his child in in
house. The mother, child and three others

the room escaped unharmed.
At East Boston Sunday night, Patrick McGrath, aged 21, was stabbed by an unknown
person, probably fatally.
Taunton, Aug. 4.—Tbe Union iron foundry
at Weir village was partially destroyed by ore
There was an insurance
on Sunday morning.
of $15,000 on the building testroyed.

contractor, present

Amy Harriagan,
first in a
of

3 1-2 years old, fell headbarrel
water in the rear of a house
in Brooklyn and was drowned.
During a quarrel George Needhain was fatally stabbed by Wm. McCormack in DeJGraw
street, Brooklyn. McCormack was arrested.
During ail altercation :n South Brooklyn between John McCullnm aud Samuel Counor,
the former threw a large water pitcher at the
latter, which missing “him, struck Connor's
child lying in the cradle.indictiug fatal wouuds.
He was arrested.
During an excursion of the Helvetia Maennerchoe to College Point yesterday, a rain
storm drove the excursionists on board the boat.
A crowd of pickpockets endeavored to get on
board and attacked the excursionists with
bricks aud stones.
Two geutlemen had their
skulls fractured, several ladies were seriously
injured aud one reporter knocked down by a
stone.
Several of the injured parties were
carried to the Bellevue hospital.
iynu—orumi

at

an

adjourned meeting

on

gether.

ment to

Exeter,
Exeter, Aug. 4.—At the burning of Brown
jfc Warren’s steam mills a large lot of finished
lumber for building of a new church at South
New Market was consumed.
Loss $12,000 to
$15,000. Brown & Warren had no insurance.
There was a small insurance on the buildings in
favor of Lawrence, Boardman & Co., which
has never been transferred.
Nantucket, Mass.
Nantucket, Aug. 4.—The boot and shoe establishment of Wm. C. Hart was burned yesLoss large, as the "firm had just reterday.
ceived a stock valued at $7000, which was destroyed. Forty hands are thrown out.
N. 31.

vciniip.

The Portland Fire.
San Francisco, Ang. 4.—The total loss
from the Portland conflagration was $1,158,G75, and the insurance $241,000 ill the following
companies: Liverpool, London and Globe, $41,000; Fireinau’e Fund, Union. Home aud Mutual of this city, $30,000 each; Imperial, $00,000;
Ph/nniw rtf Unidford, #90,000.
It is proposed to rebuild the burned district
immediately, making streets wider so as to prevent the spreadlot nre in the future.
Several
sufferers from December fire were burned out
Ben Halliday
proposes to assist the destitute
buying tools for them and rebuilding their
homes. He will be assisted by other
wealthy
men.
Aid is asked from Chicago.
Threatened Riot.
New Orleans, Aug. 4.—A
despatch from
San Antonio, Texas, reports a threatened riot
out
of
a
severe
growing
chastisement given to a
negro soldier by Cnpt. Tobyn, whose daughter
the negro insulted. The officers
commanding
the negro troops sent word to the
city officials
that they could not control their men and the
citizens immediately turned out in force. The
military authorities then ordered the negro soldiers out of the to«rn, aud by their influence
quiet was restored.
The Cholera.

Indianapolis, Ang. 4.—There were two
deaths from cholera to-day.
Evansville, Tod., Aug. 4.—Two uew cases
of cholera were reported at Carmin, 111., but no
deaths. Five hundred families have left since
last Tuesday.
Columbus, Aug.

4.—Several

cases

of

Pittsbuko, Aug. 4.—Saturday evening,

on

cholera

were

new

reported to-night.
Burned to Death.

the farm of \Vm. Preston of Butler, three men
were burned to death.
They were boring for
oil and were in the well house at the time the
The oil had scarcely reached
oil was struck.
the surface before it took fire, blazing np a
hundred feet or more.
The bodies of the men
burned were not recovered until to-day.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Descent of the Grasshoppers.
Omaha, Neb., Aug. 4.—Reports from Oua wa,
Manow county, Iowa, and points in the western
parts of the State, say that the grasshoppers
descended about noon on Saturday aud almost
entirely destroyed the corn and oats. There are
very poor prospects of anything but lipjht crops.
Wheat is out of danger and there is a fine crop.

nriODH luamn.

Base ball; Atlantics, 16; Resolutes, 8.
Postmaster James of this city proposes increasing the letter carriers to 700, thus securing
an hourly delivery of letters throughout the
city, and abolishing private letter boxes, which
latter do not pay.
The Crop*.
The abuses of the commercial community by
Little Rock, Ark., Aug. 4.— Reports from
the harbor masters is undergoing investigafrom some portions of the State represent that
lion.
the crops are excellent, while reports from other
A three days’ schultzenfest commences at
Hoboken to-morrow, at which delegates from
parts stale that the long continued drougth has
all parts of the country will participate.
seriously affected corn and cotton.
A motion for the admission of Fanny Hyde
to nail was again postponed to-day.
Hurdered by Hi* Brother.
It is stated that since the recoinage of light
Cairo, 111., Aug. 4.—Daisy Breeze killed his
gold coins at the mints some $40,000,000 have
brother, Dan Breeze, near Hazelwood, on
been recoined at a loss to the government of
Thursday night, after having stolen some
nearly a quarter of a million of dollars.
in an interview, Mrs. Walworth stated that horses and while on their way to murder Oscar
there was no truth whatever in the statement Grunter. The officers are iu pursuit of Daisy.
that she had presented a petition, numerously
signed, to the Governor, asking the pardon of
Frank. She has not directly or indirectly endeavored to take steps in any way for rhe' mitigation of Frank’s sentance.
One of the safes in the Department of Public
Works, which contained vouchers for money
paid for supplies, was found broken open late
this afternoon, but the Commissiones could not
tell whether any vouchers liad been taken or
Cannonading of Valencia Desperate
not.
Fighting—The Village of latalatcr in
Lovell Purdy, aged 70, brother of ex-Gov.
Flame.-Serious Combat
Purdy of California, and first President of the
Madrid, Aug. 4.—Official despatches from
first jocky ciub^ here, died to-day.
He was
Valencia to-day report that the government
noted for bis patriotism during the war.
A private meeting of the bondholders of the
troops are making their way into the city. The
St. Joseph & Denver Railway was held this af- l forces advancing against Cadiz have entered
San Lucar De Barmeda eighteen miles north of
ternoon to take measurer to euforce their rights
I the city.
and ensure future paymeut of interest
The British, Russian and German Consuls
Personal.
have thanked Gen. Paira, commanding the
Long Branch, Aug. 4.—President Grant left
government troops at Seville for the gallant
for Washington to-night.
conduct of his men and the protection given to
Gen. Dent is better but not out of danger.
foreigners and their property.
A regiment at Meauresa tired upon their Colonel who left his command with a number of
Republicans volunteers. Another regiment at
WASHINGTON.
the same place lias dismissed its officers.
London, Aug 4.—[Special to New York HerTha Church where Ben.
Washington
ald.]—Advices from Cadiz to-day state that the
frigate
Shenandoah, is in that harbor aud she
Worshiped Desecrated.
ordered the frigate Villa I>e Madrid to abWashington, Aug. 4.—Saturday some van- has
stain from hostilities. The frigate remains undal entered the old Christ church, Alexandria,
der the guns of the Shenandoah.
famous as the place where Washington worshiped, turned the fnrniture upside down, de- theNews from Valencia, dated the 1st inst, is to
stroyed all the music, saturated the cloth cush- is effect that cannonading at regular intervals
going on, and that there has been some desions and prayer books with oil, removed the
perate lighting.
silver plate from Washington’s pew, besides
The
government troops occupied the village
It was
committing many other depredations.
tile insurgent
undoubtedly the intention of tlio party to set of Mislata but were dislodged bydeserters
from
fire to the ancient edifice, but the sexton fortuartillery served by old soldiers,
the
was
alternately
Spanish army. The place
nately had occasion to enter the church, and
taken
is
now
and
and
retaken
burning,
having
one
seeing what was done hastened to inform
been set on lire by a shell from Curate tower
of the vestry-men.
Retnrning, ore of the in Valencia.
Great enthusiasm prevails
doors was found open, which leads to the beliet
amoDgst the insurgents, the defenders of the
that the scoundrel wus secreted in the building
the troops are heavy.
city.
The
losses
of
abwhen the sexton first entered and in his
Advices from Valencia, dated August 2d,
sence made good his escape.
state that the bombarpment of Valencia
by the
Treasury Balances.
government troops was expected to begin oil
The following are the Treasury balances to
but was deferred, the commander being
Friday
dav: Currency $9,037,962; special deposits of leunable to get his mortars in position.
Regular
gal tenders for redemption of certificates of de- mortar lire was delivered this morning without
coin $80,039,728: including
much damage. A few citizens were killposit $33,9:30,000;
doing
$42,853,000 in coin certificates; outstanding ed and the curch of San Sebastian injured by
legal tenders. $356,000,000.
shells from the government battery. The pracludiaa Affairs.
tice will improve as they continue.'
A serious combat took place in the Masa
Gen. Sheridan, in forwarding his report to
Gen, Sherman, says the Indians who depredate Vasa, a village near Valencia, between the inin the Mud river valley belong to the northern surgents and government troops and volunteers.

FOKE1GN.

Spanish

Affairs.
—

]

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
Mavoshen

THE PEOPLE,
THE PRESS.
VOUCH FOR IT !

Grand

WONDERS!
FROM ALL

LOOK,

AND

Uppei Bartlett, N. H.,
Over the Boston & Maine and the entire length of
Portland & Ogdensburg K. R.,

BEHOLD

Ben Stone’s Circus,

Leaving Kennebunk in a special train at 6.30 A. M.,
Bid leford 6.50 A. M., Saco 7 A. M.,Oid Orchard
Beach 7.15 A. M., Portland 7.50 A. M.. arriving at
Bartlett at 11 A. M., returning at 5.30 P. M., thus allowing six hours recreation at one »>f the moat delightful atod romantic spots in New England. All
those who wish to enjoy a view of

In connection with the great

Menagerie

—AND—

Zoological

DAILY

DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

Receipts of Flour,

I

Combination!

TIIE

Best Exhibition in America.

HAOXIFICENT SCENERY

will not fall to make this trip. The cars will remain
on the grouno during the day, so in case of a shower
convenient shelter can be had.
Should the day be
stormy the Excursion will be
postponed to Wednesday, Aug. 6th.
REFRESHMENT will be furnished on the grounds
by experienced caterers.
Various amusements will be provided, and a large
floor laid in the beautiful grove at Upper Bartlett.

PORTLAND

TUESDAY, AUG. 5th.
FOR ONE DAY ONLY !
INCLUDING

Panoramic Scenes.

Tickets for the Round Trip
from Portland, 91-30.

Excursion

Hippodramatic Spectacles,
and The Grecian

Gymnasium

!

Tickets for Sale at Geo. A. Hannon’s and IK B.
Swift’s, Loring, Short «& Harmon’s. Tlios. G. Loriug's, Geo. C. Frye’s, and Stockbridges’ Music Store.

THE GREAT MENAGERIE

In order to notify the Railroad Company, so that
a sufficient number of cars to accommodate ail who go,—

they may fum sh

{^"Ponitivcly

l-10-29th Maine

REUNION !
l-10-29th MAINE REGIMENT
w

A1

House, Peak’s

Montreal
contains all the attainable animated Wonders ot the
known world, having any especial iuteiest to the
public. Those who are at all conversant with the
Zoological collection known as the

CENTRAL
will

Receipts

PARK 1UENACERIE

tions at the Montreal House are ample in case of a
storm.
Assurances from
many members indicate that this
reunion will be unusually wed attended.
auldtd

I.

.A.

ot

Blake &

Jones,

No. cars.
corn.1

—

IROQUOIS

WARRIOR,

S E

the only real Indian Circus Rider ever seen.
Near the close of the entertainments in the ring will
be introduced a new and original

D

Cammanche’s Escape

EXCURSION

minoles

—

Full of historic interest and presented w th the fines
dramatic effects, appropriate music, costumes,
war-implements, &c.

Benefit

or

1,214

39,120

1,214

37,270

There will be an abundance of Sebago Ice Water,
free to all, and first class refreshments for sale in the

Pavilion,

In the forenoon there will be

found in the small bills.

GAME

THE €IBCESEN€AHlPItIENT
comprises Five Colossal Tents of Exhibition covering
The Pavilions will acan immense area of ground.
commodate 10.0.0 spectators. The whole interior is
well ventilated ana nt night brilliantly illuminated

In the afternoon there will be
GRAND

throughout.

single scull races. The first open to the Ansa
of Portland, distance 2 miles. Prises.*
Silver Cnps worth $15 and $10 each. This will bes
close race, as will be seen by the following entries
T. J. Welch, A. H. Larkin, John Frazier, A. T.
Stewart. T. F. Donahue and Edward Henrv.
The second race will be open to New Fag land,
and the Association safely promise the public the finest single scull race ever seen in Maiue. The contestants are:—Wm. McDonald, of Boston, who with
his brother defeated the celel rated Butler brothers
in the double scull rate in Boston harbor last 4th:
Mr. Wm. McNulty, of the noted Sbawmut crew of
Boston; W. F. Stevens, of Bath, formerly champion of Maine; M. F. Davis, piesent champiou of
Maine; Chah. Henrv, champion of this harbor: Edward McShame, a rising young oarsman of this
city: Thob. Butler, of Boston, champion of New
England, will be present, and if he doea not row himself will bring a promising norice from Boston, wbo
will make it warm for our Portland rowors; Mr.
Landers, of Salem, is also expected here, and his
friends claim he is the best oarsman .nNew England.
No intoxicating liquors allowed on the grounds, and
the best of order shall be maintainei throughout the
team

Boston Stock fl.inf.

[Sales at the Broker’s Board. Aug. 4.1
Androscoggin Mills.*..T.122
Bates Manutufacnng Company. 98

Railroad.1181
Second Call.

Eastern Railroad Gs. 1874. 98
New York Stock and Money Market.
New York. Aug. 4—Morning.—Money 3
per cent.
Gold 115j}.
Sterling Exchange, long. K)9* do short.

109ft.

place but at the close the market recovered its steadiness.
The largest dealings were in Vanderbilt
shares and North Western common, Ohio & Missis
sippi, Pacific Mail and Union Pacific. The decline in
Vanderbilt shares was occasioned by a report that
Commodore Vanderbilt was sick, though there is nc
probability that the story has any foundation in fact
There was very little doing all day and the market
closed steady.
The tollowing were the quotations of Government
securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881,.119
United States 5-20*6 1862.116
United States .5-20*8 1864.117
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.. ...........118
United States 5-20’s 1865, new,. ...117
118
United States 5-20’s 1867,.
United States 5-20’s 1868,.118
United States 5’s, new.- ..114ft
United States 10-40’e.,coupons.115

young,

reantuui and

popular

artiste, will

per-

form her incomparable series of brilliant feats upon
au un-saddled steed.
the

day.

Train* leave the Boston & Maine depot at 7.10) regular train) and 9.30 A. M. and IP. M.
Tickets 75 cents; Children 40 cents. To be had at
the usual plases and at the depot tbr morning of the
excartion. Members ticket’s for sale at M. F. Davis
cor. North and Congress Sts., M. Michell 115 Federal
W. F. Dyer Commercial loot of State St..
St. an
The boat race will not take place until the iaat train
has arrived on the grounds.
V the day should be stormy the excursion will take
place the first fair day except Saturday, Aug. 9th.
Persons coming to the picnic to witness the boat
race will be carried here and return tbr $2,00 on Boston boat, cabia pa stage. Also from sny point on the
line of the Maine Centre! R. R. at half fare each
way.
Entries to the above races can be made to R. H.
Parke, 60 Middle street.
jy31td

JAMKH E. COOK,
first reinsinan in Europe or America, aud
THE CHAMPION LEAPER.

DeBERG,

MADAME

(late of the N. Y. 4th Street Circus.) This ladv is
everywhere prononneed to l>e one of the most agil*,
graceful and intrepid equestriennes that ever appeared before tne public—here or elsewhere.
MARKEE8E, the distinulshed Rider, in various scenes

of

equitation.

W. O. DALE,
in

daring feats of Hurdle-KIding on a naked horse.
Mme ROLAND,
will display her splendid style of equestrianism.

s y a

i \ \ \

i

closing quotations

EXCURSION TICKETS
and Centre Harbor via
Alton Bay

STEAMER
$4 FOR

celebrated

Chicago, Aug. 4.—Flour steady but scarcely anything doing. Wheat steady; sales No 1 Spring at 1 25;
No 2 do 1 17} regular cash; seller August 115} (gj
l 15}; do Sept 1 07}; No 3 Spring 1 50} @ l 06; rejected 91 @91}c. Cora active and higher; No 2 mixed
37} @ 37|c on ppot or seller Aug; 38} @ 38|c do Sept;
rejected 35c; high Mixed on canal 39} @ 40c. Oats
dull and lower; No 2 at 26}c cash: 26c do Sept; rejected 23} @ 24c. Rye firm and in fair demand at 58c
for No 2. Barley quiet and unchanged; No 2 Fall at
65. Pork—an advance asked but noue established:
mess held at 16 Oft; sales at 15 8 >.
Lard dull and unchanged ; sales at 7} @ 74c. Bulk meats advanced
and iu fair demand; held at 8}c for shoulders; 94
@
95c lor short rib middles. Bacon quiet and
unchanged and nothing doing. Whiskey quiet and unchanged at 93c.

Freights in fair demand but

Buffalo 5}c.

at

low rates; Corn tc

Receipts—6,000

000 ftusb corn,
bush barley,

bbls flour. 15,000 bush
wheat, 231
39,000 bush oats, 0000 busli rye, 0,0iKi

Shipments—7,000 obis flour, 35,000

000 bush corn, 81.000 bush
bush barley, 0000 hogs.

oats,

bush wheat, 428.0,000 bush rye, 0,000

Detroit, Aug. 4.—Flour is quiet and unchanged;
choice White 8 50 @ 8 70. Wheat dull and a shade
lower; extra White neglected; sales No 1 White,old,
1 411.16D@ 165; new do 157; Amber Michigan
Corn is
and unchanged; Yellow at 4<c. Oats
quiet
quiet ana unchanged at 35c.
Receipts—0,000 bbls Hour, 1,000 bush wheat, 1,000

6,0(10 bush oats.
Shipments—1000 bbls flour, 8,000 bush wheat. 0000
tush com, 0000 bush oats.
Charleston, Aug. 4.—Cotton dull; no reliable
bush corn,

quotations.

Savannah, Aug. 4.—Cotton dull; Middling uplands at 18}c.
Cotton Irregular; Middling
Mobile. Aug. 4
* uplands at 18}c.
New Orlea.ns. Aug,
Cotton—demand moderate ; Middling upland e 18| @ 18§c.
—

PEAK’S
FRIDAY.

Bottled

above, consisting
and Tapespart
try Carpets. Maroon Plush Parlor Suits, Black WalChestnut Chamber Suits, Piano, Etagere,
Pictures, Crockery, Kitchen Furniture, Sec., Sic,
The Piano is Guild's best toned, 7 oetavo, and will be
sold at 12 o'clock. House open at 8 o'clock on day of

as

nut and

1873,

round
below

trip including boat fare, $1.05 for all stations
Brownfield, above that point $1.25. *U are
expected to provide themselyes with refreshments.
A general iuvltatlon is extended to all who
may
desire to attend,
Per Order.
Committee of Arrangements.
Cornisli, July 28,18T3.
aul'tw

sale.

N. B.--Any article desired at private mle before
date above mav be disposed of if application for

the

VIA

—

TO

Bridgtou, Maples

Desirable R-al Estate

ON

—

Harrison,

ON

au2

tate.
to a license from tho Judge of Probate tor the County of Cumberland, I shall sell
at public auction to the highest bidder on the promts. s, on Tuesday the 12th .lay of
August next, mt 4
o'clock, P. M., the tallowing described real estate:
A lot of land with the buildings, on the southeasterly side of Newbury street, Portland, Maine, *9 feet
on the street, being
premises recently occupied by the
late Martin Sheridan, bonnded
by the ‘‘senool houee
lot" on the east, and lands formerly of Wm. Bsker
on the west; subject to a
mortgage to the Portland
Savings Bank, for about $2,400.
J. T. McCOBB. Administrator
of Martin Sheridan.
jylOdtd

PURSUANT

Naples.■

Jj-ndtl^

is

upon

A

ABRAHK A BB«»
C.a»“,i“,i*“ ^rrehaut.,
»•
Neal Estate,
give tbeir special attention nf
"JUn*
all
kinds, Horses CarFurniture and Merchandise

Deling.

Auctioneer, and

_

Lost.

Advances made on consignments. Pegrlaees Ac
and second-hand Furniture at the
ular Sales of new
Auction Rooms every Saturday morning. Communications by mailrromptly attended to

TRANSMISSION by mail certificate No. 530

tor twenty shares international Telegraph Company standing in name of the undersigned. AJ1 per-

ABKAns & BK3TBEB,
125 Federal St., under the U. S. Hotel.
Money advanced on Watches, Jewelry,
Furniture, Clothing, and all goods of value.

sons are cautioned
for the same and notice

against purchasing or negotiating
is hereby given that I have

the Treasurer of said company for the issue
applied
of a new certificate
ao!o»w8w
R. M. PULSIEEBto

did

Administrators Kale ol Real Es-

has
hereby given, that the subscriber
himsell
been duly appointed and taken
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
WALTER L. MERRILL, late of Yarmouth,
in the couuty of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law Uireets. Ail persons having demands
upon the estate oi said deceased are required to exhibit
the same; and all |*ersous indebted to said estate
are called upon to make payment to
JOHN C. COBB, Adm’r of
auldlaw$w*F
Yarmouth, July 15, 1873.

IN

Daulorth

SATURDAY, Aug. 9th, at 3 P.M., we .hall
offer at public ar.ctiou the property No. 28 Danforth street. Sabi pro|wrty cnslsts of a three story
wooden House with brick basement, contains 9 large
rooms, with closets, clothes presses, pantiles, Ac.
Said House is finished throughout, has Gas and Sebago Water m Hist, second and third dories. Drrhtage perfect. On the lot Is a g.Ktd stable. lot 30 x
103 feet. This is a very central
location, In the vicinity ol the proposed B. A M. Depot. This sale offers
a line opportunity to
parties wishing real oBtate In a
central location or for investment, as property in this
vicinity must Increase In value. Terms easv.
F. «. BAILKf A CO. Aactiwiseer*.

anil after MONDAY, JULY 2!st the new and
elegant side-wheel Steamer MOUNT BLEASANT, will make daily excursion trips over the Sebago Lake route, leaving Sebago Lake Stationion arrival of train leaving Portland at 7.10 A.M. arriving at
Naples at 10.55, Bridgton 11.45, No. Bndgton 12.15,
Harriscn 12.30.
v.
n
P. M.,>o.
BridgReturning, leave Harrison at2.30
at
ton, 2.45, Bridgton 3.15, Naples 4.05,
connecting^
at 8.90
Portland
at
trains
arriving
wiUi
Sebago Lake
Boston.
for
P. M., in season to connect with steamer
The Eastern Express Company will run a daily
line of stages in connection with this steam! r to and

NOTICE

on

Street at Anctou.

Songo River

from Mount Pleasant House.
Tickets for the trip from Portland to
ton or Harrison and return, 32.50.

5tb.
durfng Tuesday, Ang.
Auctioneer*.

P. O. BAILEY A
au4

—

and

be made

same

1873 Excursion 1873
and

3t

Aug. 7th. at 10 o’clock a. m. win
be sold l»y public auction the Furniture in house
Thursday.
In
of Brussels

ISLAND,

—

Ketchup,

Auction Sale of Household Furniture at the Residence of Hr. Geo.
H. Harding, Recring Street.

Starting on the morning train on the P. & O. Road,
and returning on the 5.30 train.
Tickets ior the

Sebago Lake

Pi unes,

au2

Cornish,
8,

Apple. Cherrirs,

Pine

Mustard, Spices, Cream Tartar, Extracts. Oils, Paper
Collars, Pipes, Stationery, Herring, Brt eras Tubs.
Pails, Toilet Snaps, 5 boxes Davis' very best Soap, 10
do Davis Manufacturing Co. best Soap, 10 d'* F. E.
Laundry Soap, 10 do Electric Laundry, 5 do Family
Soap Peanuts, Walnuts, one Bread Case, also 2 Show
Cates, one Desk, Platform and Counter Scales, B. W.
Counter, Money Drawer, Tin Ware. See.
V. O. BAILEY Sk CO., Aaelimeen.

Excursion to

AUGUST

B. W-

Tapioca, Sago, Rice, Starch, Canned Goods, Oures,

The members and friends of

an

tf

Counter at Auction.
TUESDAY, Aug. 5th, at 2J o’clock P. M., wo
ONshall
sell at office 6 mats Java Coffee, Roasted
hio Coffee, chests |of Tea, Sugar, Tobaceo, Cigars,

Excursion to the Islands !
will make

Superintendent.

Groceries, Store Fixtures,

Doors open at 1 and 7 P. M.
BTAluo will exhibit in all the principal towns in
Maine where satisfactory arrangements can be made
for its exhibition.
j>3Ud6t

Greenleaf Lodge,

THE ROUND TRIP.

AUCTION SALES.

will

THE 3 POPULAR CLOWNS,
Den Stone,
G. Murray,
W. Roland.
in all their oddities, practical jokes and originalities.

quiot

aoledo, Aug. 4.—Flour quiet and unchanged.
Wheat steady; No 1 White Michigan .at 1 65 @ 1 55};
old do 1 64; Amber Michigan on spot and seller Sept
1 40; do Aug 1 39;o Id 1 50; No 1 lted old 1 53; No 2
Wabash on spot 1 39; seller Sept 1 39 (eg 1 40; No 2
Dayton and Michigan Red 1 38}; old No 2 Red 1 50;
new do 1 27; rejected 1 06: No 2 Amber Tlinois 1 45;
old do 1 46. Corn dull and a shade lower; high Mixed on spot and seller Aug43c}; seller Sept44}c; low
Mixed on spot and seller Aug at 43c; do Sept 48}c;
White 54c; no grade 38c. Oats quiet at 32c bn spot
and seller Aug; Michigan 33c.
Lake Freights firm; to Buffalo 4 @ 4}c; to Oswego
at 8} % 9c; to Kingston 8}.
Receipts-0,000 bbls flour, 30,000 busu wheat, 82,000
bush com, 41,000 bush oats.
Shipments—0000 bbls flour, 0,000 bush wheat,00,000
do com, 00,000 bush oats.

Young Rotund

Intticate act called
THE CHRYSTAL PYRAMIDS.
MONS. FRANK RLANCHBTT,
Contortionist and Gymnast.
MR. WILLIAM HURT,
Corde Volante Evolutionist.

Cincinnati, Aug. 4.—Pork steady at 16 25 @ 16 50.
and nominally at 8c for steam; kettle at
8}e. Bulk Meats strong; shoulders at 8c, Bales at 8}c
buyer Aug; clear rib) sides at 9fc, sales at 9|c buyer
Aug; clear sides 9fc. Bacon firm: shoulders at 8|c;
clear lib sides 10}c; clear sides lOfc.
Whiskey ia
steady at 92c

Lard

ROLAND A NON,

WILLIAM

MT. WASHINGTON

Portland, July 15, 1873.

TROUPE OF PERFORMING DOGS.
In their characteristic Stilt Act.
also appear in his difficult and

—

Passengers from Portland can go and return the
same day, and return tickets good until used.
Train
leave the Portland & Rochester depot at 7.45 A. M.
W. H. TURNER,

The Wonderful SNOW BROTHERS,
William, Ben and Dan, in tlieir Acrobatic and Gymnastic Melange. Mr. William Snov, will introduce his

lf«me»tic|VlarkeCM.

@ §d.

—

AND

....

New York. Aug.4— Evening—Cotton dull; sale!
6511 bales; Middling uplands at 20fc. Flour quiet
and heavy; sales 10,200 bbls; State 495@7 10; Round
Hoop Ohio 6 10 % 8 50; Western 4 90 (a) 8 25; Southr
ern 6 25 @ 10 75.
Wheat is heavy and 1 (ft 2c lower
No 1 Spring 1 50; No 2 Milwaukee 1 40 % 142; No i
do 1 23 @ 1 30. Cora quiet; sales 123,000 bush; steamer Mixed Western 50 @ 54c. Oats lirrter; sales 48.00C
bush; White Western 48 (oj 52c; new mixed 41} @ 42c.
Beef quiet. Pork tinner; sales 2000 bbls; new mest
17 75. Lard weak; steam 8}c; kettle 8}c. Butter U
Ann; Ohio 16 % 25c; State 26 (g} 30c. Whiskey easier;
sales 250 bbls Western free 97c. Rice is firm; iCarolina at8}@9}c.
Sugar is in fair demand; sales 173C
bbds; refining at 7|@ 8}«; Cuba 8}. Coffee firmer:
Rio at 18} @ 20c in Gold. Molasses is quiet.
Nava!
Stores—Spirits Turpentine dull; Rosin quiet; sale*
Petroleum declining; crude
at 3 05 for strained.
at 7c; refined at 16}c. Tallow quiet; sales 150,000 lbs
at 8 <® 8}c.
Freights to Liverpool firm ; Cotton per steam 6-lfl

—TO

«

I Wolfboro

oJ

Western Union Telegraph Co.f 92
Pacific Mail.«... 38
N. Y. Centra’ and Hudson River consolidated.... 105
Erie. 59
Erie preferred.
72
Union Pacific stock. 28
The following were the quotations for Pacidc Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
lOOf
Union Pacific do. 824
Union Pacific laud grants.72(
Union Pacific income bonds. 62

Winnipiseogce

For Lake

Currency G’s.. ..114ft
the

a

ROWING REGATTA

of 2

*

inis

a

BALL

OF

between the Resolutos, present champions, and a
picket! Dine from Lewiston and Auburn, composed of
old Eons, Andioscoggins and Athletics.

First in rank and in the order of attraction is
ill’LLR CORDELIA.

1.850

New YoRff. Aug. 4—Evening.—Money easy at 2
(® 4 per cent. Sterling Exchange dull at 108J @ 108ft,
Custom receipts 9506,000. Gold opened weak and declined from 115ft to 115ft, but afterwards became
steadier closing at 115ft; the
Express says the fro*
sales of Gold towards the close of last week indicate*
that somebody had early in5ormatiou about the treasury programme for August; loans trom 1ft to 3 pei
cent, for carrying. Clearances 925,006,000. Tne Treasury disbursal $563,000. Governments are quiet and
steady. State bonds dull. Stocks opened firm with
a slight improvement in prices.
Later a decline took

—

Catholic Orphan

the

—

Balance in elevator.

Stocks:

FOR THE

The amusements will consist of Foot Ball, Swings,
Xc., Dancing in the PavilHon.
.Tlnnir by C’sle’s Qnaurille Band.

Waldron & True, corn.9

SWward«d

were

LAKE,

Asylum.

Particulars of the Grand Street procession will be

Total.10
of Grain at^G. f. R. Elevator.
Oats bush. Com, bush
Balance on hand. 1,214
33,980
Received.
5,140

following

—

THURSDAY, AUG. 7th,

*

cars

Statement

Boston «& Maine

TO

SEBAGO

r. r.

Scribner, Brunswick
Me, ambei wheat. 1

N !

WILL HAVE AM

from the Se-

co.300

GRAND TRUNK R. R.

—

A^_0

entitled the

Bbls.

No.

OF THE

The Irish American Relief Association

Total.565
Grain.

Consignees.

-A.

R.

GRANDEST”EXCURSION
Ka-Ke-Wa-Ma !

John Dennis & co, bf..66

EASTERN

Consignees.

&

Island.

Steamer Express leaves Custom House wharf 8.45
and 10.15 A. M and returns in time for the evening
trains out of Portland.
Fare, including breakfast, clam bake and passage
from Portland to the Island and back. #1.75.
The Grand Trunk Railway will
bring the members
anu friends down and back at '‘one-third more than
faretickets
for
sale
at
all
Railroad stations
single
between Island Pond and Portland on and after Au5th:
till
18tb.
gust
good
Aug.
Th« other railroads will issue free return tickets.
For particulars enquire of local committees.
No postponement for weather. The accommoda-

concede it to be the largest and bes» ever selected for exhibition on this contenent.

m/%

Consignees.

take place

ill

THURSDAY, August 71b,

Arc.

J Randall

Regiment

The Annual Reunion of the

—

Bbls.
Consignees.
Woodburv.Latham&co.lOO
&
Norton
Chapman. .100

after
Jy30dlw

ticket* will ko sold

u©

Mnturdny night, Augaiil ‘id; 1973.

railroad.

eastern

the

Tuesday, Aug. 5, 1873,

Hippodrome & Indian Show
Central Park

—

—

of the Globe.

QUARTERS

TO

NORTH CONWAY

—OF—

SPECIAL

1, Bfddeford,

—

Excursion
—

INDIAN PANTOMIME
Steamboats.
Grand Trunk Railway—5 cars sundries, 1 do
waste. Ado bark, 105do lumber, 1 do slabs, 13 do iron,
1 do tel poles, 1 do cases, 1 do ship knees, 2 do ior
Halitax, 9 do for St John, 4 do for New \ ork.

AND

Mystic Tie Lodge >o. 7, Saco.

GREAT AGGREGATION

—

LodgTso.
—

SEE IT.

LOOK FOR IT,

Railroad* and

Receipts by

The

Ku-Klux Outrages.
Frankfort, August 4.—Near Frankfort,
Ky., it is reported that the Kn-Klx in Owen
and Henry counties, are getting very bold.
They recently visited the Louisville packet with
the evident intention of doing mischief, and
were only deterred by threats of
the officers of
the boat, who were well armed.

of 1873 !

protect.

expenses. The time is not fixed.
A pensioner named Clinton, was arTested
Saturday for bigamy. The action is brought
by his first wife who belongs in Portland, Ale.

tamp.

Commodore Dillon states that four or five
yachts left Newport on Wednesday last, but
that nearly all have been beard from.
We understand the steamer to be either the Bristol or Providence of the Fall River li ne.
The
oflicers of the latter line here to-day, know
The other boats run to
nothing of the affair.
Newport, one from Green Point and one from
New Ijnndnn:
Tke Brooklyn Trust Co.
The City Treasurer of Brooklyn reports a
balauce in favor cf the city on the 1st inst. of
three and a half million,of which over half a
million is held by the Brooklyn Trust Co. The
police of Brooklyn have difficulty in getting
their pay, and all the captains waited on the
controller to-day, but without satisfaction.
The Cue of Rooks.
At the inquest on the body of youDg Jlonli*,
who committed suicide Friday night, Mrs.
Monks testified that she had been living with
him some time; that she had taken $400 from
her husband, the uncleof deceased, with which
they went to Boston, bat after staying there a
feu days returned intending to go to California,
but this latter intention they did not carry out,
and becoming poor she pawned her watch,
bought two pistols with the money and they
agreed to commit suicide. She says that her
husband was always kind to her until she took
up with his nephew, who proves to be a married
The testiman with a wife living in this city.
mony of the uncle of the deceased, who is the
above woman’s husband, corroborated her stateThe verdict was simply suicide, and
ment.
Monks and wife were discharged.
New York Hqondron.
It is expected that the New York Yacht
Squadron will sail on its eastern cruise a week
from to-morrow, and that twenty-six yachts
will comprise the fleet.
John Rorrimey’a Little Game.
The Tribune states that just before the three
mile race on Saturday, at Saratoga, Johu Morrissey made a declaration in front of the pool
stand to the effect that Hubbard being compelled to start would do so, but would uot run
to win as he would be pulled up after starti ug.
Many believing that Wanderer could beat Harry Bassett and that Hubbard was out of the
He did beat Basset,
race, backed Wanderer.
but both were beaten by Hubbard, which horse
it was serai officially announced was not going
to contest the race.
A Flashing, L. I., despatch says that the long
expected prize light between Jack Boylau and
Crocker took place at five o’clock this morning
at Sandy Point, in the presence of a large cum"
berof the sporting fraternity.
Twenty three
roupds were fought, lasting 32 minutes, when
Crocker was declared the victor. Boylan suffered severely, his face being beaten almost to
a jelly.
Croker escaped comparatively unhurt.
The fight was for $500 and the middle weight
championship of America.

Big Show

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Halifax, Aug. 4.—Brown has agreed to row
Biglin for 81000 allowing the latter $250 for

mines of the Wilkesbarre Coal Co., this morning, an explosion occurred, and Luktie Foley,
assistant fire boss, was badly burned about the
hauds and head, hut will recover. John Flaherty, miner, died while being removed from the
mines, and Frederick Fulrod, miner, died while
The mine boss, Thomas
being carried home.
Harkness, rushed to their rescue and was prostrated by the after damp, hut was taken out
before life was extinci, aud will get well. The
flesh fell from the bodies of Fulrod and Flaherty while the assistants were removing them.
The explosion was caused by one of the men
trying to brush back the damp with an open

or crew.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Various .natters.

Explosion in the Wilhesbarrc Coal mines.
Wjlkesbarre, Aug. 4.—At the Diamond

Utah Territorial Election,
Salt Lake City, Aug. 4.—The territorial
election passed off quietly to-day.
The Mormon ticket was unanimously chosen, the Geutiles not voting. The usual number of women
and children, mostly aliens, voted.
The Divorce Case.
The lawyers have not given up the Ann Eliza
Young divorce suit, as represented.
Brigham
Young’s effort at compromise is not successful.
The case comes up before Judge Emerson tomorrow.
Great interest is manifested in the
result.
Tile first copions rain here in three months
fell to-day.

at

The Greul Thunder Storm in England.
Foreign files describe the great thunder storm
on the 21st ult., which broke over Bolton, England. At six o’clock a group of boys were
playing cricket on the moor were struck by
lightning, two being instantly killed and two
others injured, while more were prostrated.
Rain fell in torrents flooding the streets.
Hail
also fell and the river Croole rose three feet in
half an hour. Several bouses were injured by
lightning and the whole town damaged by
water.
The thermometer that day ranged to
112 degrees.
Another Dutch Expedition.
It is now stated that a second expedition to
Atchin will leave Batavia next December to
comprise 7000 int'ant-y, 2000 cavalry and :S000
Coolies. The Dutch government offers high
premiums for medical men to go with the expedition.

FIRES.

The Chambers-Seddons prize light yesterday
was carried out so quietly that the police were
completely frustrated in their attempts to discover the locality. The tight was ou-Long Island between Gravesend and New Utrecht.
The ring was formed in a clump of trees, the
ropes being run around the trunks in lieu of
stakes. There was little formality in the preliminaries, the men walking into the ring in
plain clothes. Chambers was in splendid condition. Seddons showed signs of over training.
Forty-seventh rounds were fought. Chambers
drew the first blood.
The men came to time
promptly until after the fortieth round when
Seddons showed the effect of the heavy pummelling he had received. At the end of the
forty-seventh round Seddons’ face was pummelled to a jelley. and failing *o come to time
his seconds threw up the sponge; Chambers
was not much injured.
Seddons was barely
able to stand up aud had to be carried to a
and
his home. Chamto
carriage
conveyed
bers immediately after left for bis home
in Newark.
Reported Sinking of n Yacht.
The reported sinking of a yacht in Long
Island Sound originated as follows: Commodore Dillon of the Brooklyn Yaclit Club, states
that while lying off Newport, on last Thursday
afternoon he was hailed by a boatman from
the town who stated that the captain of a Newport passenger steamer, which arrived there
Thursday morning, reported having run down
apd sunk a yacht in the sound during a dense
fog, between Point Jndith aud Watch Hill.
The steamer was hove to and remained uear
the spot an hour but could find no sign of the

yacht

Prats
De Llusaues are divided into three corps the
whole force commanded by Dou Alphouso.
Rome, Aug 4.—The fleet of Italian war vessels has been ordered to proceed to Carthagena
to protect the interests of the subjects of Italy
and also to co-operate with other foreign vessels now there in whatever measures may be
deemed necessary, in view of the situation.
The Bourbons and Orleanists.
Paris, Aug. 4.—There is no longer any donbt
that Count De Paris has gone to visit Count De
Cliambourd. He arrived at Vienna to day and
was received by the Emperor Francis Joseph.
There is much excitement here over the circumstance.
In view of the reconciliation of the
Bourbon and Orleans branch, to which this proceeding points, the vigilance commissioners of
the Left and extreme Left of the Assembly
hold daily sessions of their respective parties
together when the time comes to take action.
The conservatives have elected a majority of
members of the general councils in the departments of Savoy, Evre and Arne, and the radicals have carried the elections in the Derome
and the tower Soire.
Terrible Mlorm on the Peruvian Coast.
New York, Aug. 3.—Letiers from Lima
gives accounts of the terrible rain storm of the
!ltli of July along the Peruvian coast. Nothing of the kind had ever been known. The
summer roofs of houses were destroyed and
furniture, carpets, bedding, etc., ruined. Many
houses were undermined and fell in ruins buryiug everything. The Palace of Justice became
a large lake and the great
Library was drenched. The streets were impassable and remained
so many days after the rain ceased.
The damage will reach a million dollars. Summer roofs
arc now being done away with and more substantial ones constructed.
The Shah’s Concession to Huron Reuter.
New York, Aug. 4 —London correspondence says it is officially stated that the English government knew nothing of the Persian
concession to Baron Renter until it had been
granted. Earl Granville stated that he first
heard of it from Reuter himself last September.
The correspondent says Reuter regarded his
concession with the eye of an Englishman,
which he regards himself by residence and interest, and offered Granville an appropriation
to reap the political benefit of the grant for
England. Granville ignored the political significance of the concession, treated it entirely
as a commercial speculation which it was, out
of the ordinary line of policy of the govern-

Thursday, and also to secure tor examination
the Richardson and Bryant and Rogers plans,
which were amoim the original plans for the
old commission and rejected on account of the
It is expected that a decision will be
cost.
made at the next meeting whether to go on with
the Upjohn buildmg or have a new plan alto-

drowned.

rnxc

province.
Barcelona, Aug. 4.—The Carlists

The Credit Jlobilier Mails—The New Capital.
Hartford, Conn., Aug. 4.—On the motion
of sundry defendants in the Credit Mobilier
suits for an extension of time from to-day in
which to file their answers to the government
bill. Judge Shipman has fixed upon the first
Monday iu October.
The new Capitol Commission held its first
meeting in this city to-day, and after looking
over the specifications and the foundation of
the Upjohn building, it was decided to have
Mr. Upjohn, the architect, Mr. Batterson, the

Sunday Crimea and Casualties.
New York, Aug. 4.—Fritz Bush, a German
27 years old, committed snicide by shooting
himself in the heart with two pistols.
Jcse A. Lustus' a sailor, fell from the Spanish schooner Jose Basseveras yesterday and

jldv

Bayonne, Aug. 4 —Don Carlos is in the
town of Guernica, province of Biscay, seventeen miles northeast of Bilboa.
Yesterday he
took the oatn of fealty to the privileges of the

claimed.

NEW YORK.

was

The
One hundred and fifty men were killed.
latest despatch from Madrid says important
seizures of arms were made there to-day.

N. B.

1

*P‘M

«rt

POETRY.

MISCELLANEOUS.

INSURANCE.

RAILROADS.

ATLANTIC

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
ALTERATION OF TRAINS.

_

Text aud Moral.
BY ALICE CABY.

Full early in that
time of year
Wben wheat and barley field* are gay and green
And when the fiag uplift's bis dull gray spear,
And cowslips in their yellow coats are seen,
And every grass-tuft by the common ways|
Holdelh some red-mouth*} i flower to give it praise:

Haply

W^oM«5aTra|118 wui run us follows:
SSPSa Express trains at 7.15 A. M.. for Onr.
ham, Island Pond, Montteai, and Que-

INSURANCE

l*€C.

Mail train 1.30 P. M. (stopping at all stations to
Island Pond.) connecting with night mail train for
Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Night Expiess at 7 P. M. v Gorham, Island Pond.
Montreal and Quebec.
From Montreal, Quebec, and the West at at 9 A.
M., 3 and 8 P. M.

COMPANY
OF NEW YORK,
<14 wt

iyi5____

And all that day and other days I heard
The same low-asking note, and then I found
My beggar in the likeness of a bird.
Surely, 1 said, she hiderh some deep Wound
Under the speckled beauty of her wing,
Tliit she doth seem to rather cry than tiug.

The New

Family

treacherous man and evil-eyed,
Hath spoiled her nest or snared her lovely mate;
But while 1 spoke, a bird unharmed I spied
High in the elm-top, all his heart elate,
And splitting with its joy his shining bill,
Unmindful of that low, sid, '‘trill-a-trill.

Marine

L0CK

Passenger Offices,
74 EXCHANGE ST.

INSURES AGAINST

Machine.

THE EASY RUNNING

—

Risks

Only

At sunset came my bnvs with cheeks ablush,
And fairly flying on thesr arms and legs,
To tell that they had found within a bush
A bird’s-nest. lined with little rose-leaf eggs!
Then, inly musing. 1 renewed my quest
Knowing that no bird singeth on her nest.

Cargoes, Freights &

Proposals

for Sea

is simpler, better made and more
..The hiECOIt
biahly finished then any other machine. Sews everything, aiul is always ready; no change of lension required in sewing from light to heavy work. Agent*
wanted. Get, the latest and best. Scud for Circular.
THE 8KCOB NEWKNO MACHINE CO
jyl?_H97 Broadway New York. f8w

Ooodciiougli

Walls,

in fioMton 19arbor, Filliug a
Mouth Boston Flute, nml for the
'Parrel
Purchase of such Parcel.

I

SEALED

(Patented.)

PER

50

Shoe.

Cores and Prevents

trains.
B ggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor bag**age to
any amount exceeding $50 m value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
oue passenger tor every $500 additional value.
0. J. BRYDGKS, Managing Director
H. BAILEY. Local Suprentendent.
x Portland, June 23. 1873.

CENT,

to the Horse’s Foot.

Policy Holders in this Company obtain perfect seity, costing far less than to insure in anv ther

SIMMER

company in this country.

166 FORE

HORSE-SHOEING,”

OUGH

MRJ. J. T.
Re-opens

GOOD ENjy23|12w

FRENCH & GERMAN

Boaritiag

Day School
for Young Ladin,

and

dim eodllm&wGw

WING

&

SON’S

Week* Cnurnwing
agent’s profit on Bryant’s

*“ *?oul'
? SO was
one

m /W

•

JAbrary of Poetry and Sonq: |TO in one week
The New IIoust;eej)cr's Manual, by Miss Beecher

For Lewiston via Danville at t5.15 P. M.
Leave Biddeford lor Portland at t7.15 A. Al., returning at 5,15 P. Al.
The 6.15, 9.10 A. M, 1.05 and 3.20 P, M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. Al. train from Bangor*
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 6 15 A. AL train arrives in Boston at 10.40 A.
M„ connecting with train for New York via Shore
Line at 11.10 A. AL The 9.10 A. Al. train arrives in
Boston at 1.0 P4. M. in season to connect with the
train for New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. Al.
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fal! River.
Stoidngton and Norwich Lines. The 1.05 and 3.20
P.M. trains arrive in Boston in season to connect
with trains for New York via Springlield at 9 P.
AL;
also with train from Boston at8B. Al. via Boston
and Providence R. R., and steamer Rhode Island
at Stonington for New York.
The 9.10 A. AL, 1.05, 3.20 and 6.00 P. Af. trains
from Portland connect at Conway Juuction with the
Great Falls and Conway Railroad.
The 7.30 A. Af. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad, (via Sebago Lake) for Naples,
North Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford.
The 8.30 A. M. train fro
Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway for Alontreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada East
The 12.30 P. M. train from Boston connects with
steamer Falmouth every Tuesday for Halifax, N. S.
Through tickets arc sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Haliiax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
♦Pullman sleeping car express ram. N. B.
This
train runs Sunday Alorniug, does not run Afonday
morning, and arrives at and departs from the Maine
Central Railroad Dej*ot.
t Accommodation train.

on

and Mrs. Stowe.

(Successors to DOANS, WING & CUSHING.)

Anv active man or woman eau
have an agency. J. B. FORD & CO., New
York,
Boston, Chicago and San Francisco.
jy23 4wt

proposals,

ll EVER
Neglect n Cough. Nothing is inore certain to
lay the foundation lor future evil consequences.

WELLS’ CARBOLIC

wealth.

rureliftse.

are a sure cure

Sealed proposals will l>e also received as aforesaid
purchase of the whole or any portion of s .id
parcel of flats for cash; the purchaser to bui d said
sea-wall and do said filling according to said plans
and speciHcations, and to perform all the obligations
ot the Commonwealth to the City of Boston in relation to said parcel under the Indenture of Four
Parts made between the said Commonwealth, the
Boston and Albany Railroad Company, the Boston
Wharf Company, and the Citv of Boston, dated June

The American Piano.

TABLETS.

for all diseases of (he Respiratory Or-

uans, Sore Throat,,

FIRST PREMIUMS.

Colds, Croup, Diphtheria, Asthma,

Catarrh, Horscucss, Drynessof the Throat, Windpipe
or Bronchial Tubes, and all diseases of the
Lungs.
In all eases of sudden cold, however
taken, these
TABLETS should he promptly and freely used.
They
equalize (he circulation of the blood, mitigate the severity of the attack, and will, in a very short time restore healthy action to the affected organs.
Wells’ Carbolic ’Tablets are put up only in
blue boxes. Take no substitutes. Ift. ev can’t be
found at yonr druggists send at once totbe
Agent
■ n New York, who will forward them
by return

for the

23d, 1873.
The light to reject any and all proposals is reserved
by the Board of Harbor Commissioners, and their acceptance is subject to the approval of the Governor
and Council.
Proposals must be endorsed “Proposals in relation
to the South B.-ston Flats.” sealed
up and directed to
the chairman of th«* Board.
For the Board of if arbor Commissioners.
JOSIAH QUINCY, Chairman.
jy22dlm

mail.
Don’t be deceived
Sold by all druggists.

by Imitations.
Price 25 cents a hox.
JOHN y. KELLOGG. 18 Platt-st., New York.
Send for circular. Sole Agent for United Stares.
d4wt
1.vM_

10 PER CENT. NET.

THE IOWA LOAN AND TRUST
COMPANY will
invest money on first-class Real Estate at
10 percent.
New York and
will garantee the collection of all loans made
its agency. All charges paid by the borrower.through
write, before investing, for New York and New England references, md full particulars. Samuel Merrill, (late Governor of Iowa,) President. Address
JAMES B. HARTWELL, Sec’y, Draw 167 Des Moines,
jy24t4w

Out

Illinois State Fair, 1870.
Alabama State Fair, 1871.
Ohio State Fair, 1871 & 18*2.
Texas State Fair, 18*2.
Numerous County Fairs.

Edward Hoffman, the celebrated Piauist
your Piano is .in
every respect a mo$t maynificeut instrument.”

conscientiously believe that

Form the “Independent”
“The American Piano has
very popular instrument.”

deservedly become

Purchasers’ testimonials from all parts of the U. S.

Interest, net, payable semiannually it

1-lei.e

Iowa._

WORKING
CAASS, male or
A female $60 a week guaranteed. Respectable emat
ployment home, day or evening; no capital required; lull instructions and valuable package ot goods to
start with sent ftee by mail. Aildiess with 6 eent
return stamp M. YOUNG & CO., 173 Greenwich St..
New

Furnace Coal #7.50 per ton
delivered in any

York._jy24-4wt

part of the city by

Thousand in Press. Sale increasing.
U.OOOmore LIVE AI4EMTS Wauled for our
33th

Randall & McAllister,
GO Commercial
OPPOSITE

cltf

•‘CAMPHOKIAE” cures every pain. Ac. Try
Sold by all druggists. REUBEN HOYT, Proprietor, New York.
j v 264 w t

it.

Dissolution of

Responsible Agents

wanted tor
where agencies

Copartnership.

Secret of

OT1CE is hereby given that the copartnership
heretofore existing under the firm name of Evans & Greene, is hereby dissolved by mutual consent.
The name of either par ty will be used in settlement,

1YJ
11

!

Beauty

aplO

the

of

nome

THE

EPICUREAN

copartner-

1 will continue the business of dealers in

COAL
at tlie

AAS> WOOD !

old stand of tlie Into Arm of EVANS &

GREENE,

Epicurean

WILLIAM H. EVANS,
SAMUEL S. MOONEY.
Portland, May 27, 1873.
N. B. Mr. G. II. Greene, will be found at the old
ataud of the late firm.
my28dtf

Tool

How to Beautify the

Co.

LEWHOLIYER & PIEILI.IP8.

Wm. H. Haskell & Co. Rliodelsland Xut Co
READING BOLT AND NET
A. W. GIFFORD

WORKS.

& Co.,

v

I

Manufacturers of

Heavy Hardware and Railroad Supplies.
Marine Hardware &

Ship Chand-

lery.
WRINGER
41 Broad Street,
Ronton Mass.

Ju21dcowlvr

Dissolution of Partnership.
copartnership
firm
of H. P.
THE

heretofore existing under the
Murcli & Co., is this day dis-

name

solved

W.Xaird’s

“Bloom of Youth’

HarmleNM,
Eiatirnly
thing InjnriouK to the IYenlth
ntul

Free

undersigned

16,1873.

or

BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS.

WORK OF INTENSE INTEREST &

C+flFSteffi

I
I

1

INTRINSIC VALUE

By the gifted son of the famous “PETER PABLE Y.” The result of great historical research;
Au nutbcutir history of navigation ard
Us Manifold discoveries since the flood: A hounds
with Startlini; Incidents, Fearful /disasters,
Lawless Piracies, Bloody Battles and Glorious
Achievements; also describes Diving. Telegraphing.
Ocean Fisheries, <£c. Over SiOO spirited cuts. Ssheet New. Price Low. Ageing Warned HUBBARD BROS., Pub’s 63 Washington Street
Boston.
jy2514w

will continue

name

of Sam-

Rounds & Sous, is this day dissolved by mutual
SAMUEL ROUNDS,
GEO. H. ROUNDS.
CHAS. F. ROUNDS.

Copartnership
*r,

Notice.

'lay
l'?vu,his
Ule Bnn

formed acopart-

ot Rounds, Sarthe faxiafiss of dealers
tne old statu* of Simnoi
Koulids.

fo C„?l iV™
nV,ho', ’i"'r
wood, at

name

Sons, No. :a> Comiin*retal Street
They will settle all demands ot the
th. late
i„t.. linn
„_
ot
Samuel Rounds & Sous.
SAMUEL ROUNDS
GEO. H. HOUNDS
EDWARD H.

«prs

I

MNlfli^gun

SOUTH AHT> WEST.

d3m

The t6.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.30 A.
M., connecting with train for New York via Sihore
Iiinc at 1.1. A. M.
The 19.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston in s ason
to connect with the 3 P. M. tram for New York via
Springfield; alto with 5.3J P. .vi. (steamboat) trains

Patent Pure Dry Air Refrigerator]

ior New York via

The best and Only Reliable One in
the market.

Stoniiistou

than Its cost every Summer. Butchers
who
in its best form, will soon find their meats
recommended by their customers. The internal arrangement is such that a current ot cold air is kept
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerator. The Patent upon this has been fullv tested in
the U. S. Courts and its validity established in
eighteen cases.
For LICENSE, RIGHTS, &c., apply to
save

SCOTT D. JORDAN,
AfiKMT FOR MAUVE.

No. 2 Park Street

1

or

No. 80 Middle St.,

and Norwich

SARGENT
‘dtf

Is the most powerful cleanser,
strenglbcncr
and remover of Glandular Obstructions known to
Materia Medica.
It Is specially adapted in constitutions “worn
down” and debilitated by the warm weather of
Spring ami Summer, when the blood is not inaetivo
circulation, conaecjnsntl.v gathering impurities from
sluggishness and imperfect action of the secret!r,
organs, and is manifested bv Tumors, Kruptiouse
Blotches, Boils, Pustules, Scrofula &c.. <Sc.
When weary and languid from 0Ter work
and dullness, drowriness and Inertia take the place
of energy and vieor, the system needs a tunic to build
It up and help the Vital Forces to regain ihelr recup

erative power.
■ a the beat of Summer, freipiently the Liter
and Spleen do not properly perform their functions;
Ihe Uterine and Urinary Organs ate inactive, producing weakness of the stomach and intestines and a
predisposition to bilious derangeroe.it.

Dr. WELLS’

NOTICE

ail taxes paid within four months from the date
of the commitment thereof*
After the expiration of said four mon hs legal interest will be ejarged upon all taxes remaining unon

W. N. GOOLD,
of Deering.

Treasurer

Lumber and Dock Timber Wanted
In exchange for
Eoromotive Boiler*, Horizontal Engines,
Feed Pump* un,| Other Machinery*

H. ANDREWS.
Pearl St., New York,

G.

2?2S2Hkc,i,i
MOV^ir

lNL>EN^EBi!^S°NS

_-

so, General

Canvass
4=91-9

LEAVITT,

Exchange

St

eodSrn

Agent

for

depart from this station.
Passenger Depot in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight received at Portland
Ogdensburr R.
Freight Depot, West Commercial street, until 4

R.
P.

jv26-3m

PORTLAND.

Notice to Onuers of Lots in Evergreen

Cemetery.'

owning lots

in Evergreen Cemetery,
by calling at the Office nl the City Treasurer
and paying ino sum of one dollar for each lot, will insure the best of care for the same bv the Superintendent for the current yeai; and any person paving the
sum ot twenty-live dollars will secure the care or
thoir lots by the city lor all time.
JAS. BAILEY, )
J. S. PALMER, J Trustees.
C. E. JOSE,
DOGS—Any Dogs found in the inclosure after his
date without the presence of master will be in perils
JAS. BAILEY,
J. S. PALMER,
C. E. JOSE.

ANY

person

)

my!9dtf

J, Bradford,
Manufacturer

of
Deaier in

j

and

Coopers’ and Carpenters’ Tools.
Also orders for Cuba
promptly attended to.
Jy;a> 800 Pore Street, Portland, Mr.

tf

Copartnership Notice.
***, “•HC88EL1,
ner under
the

PnrM.TiH

firm

name

T
Portland, July
14,1873.

Is admitted as'a part-

ot
D. M.

CENTRAL

Portland

for

Catoi* and St. John
J»«l!S^SBooltcn,
(sleeping and

f-ww-

t»-

day

Bangor,

at 12:15

ears tin

this

tram.)
For Bath, Lewiston, Bockland, Anmtsta SknwheDexter
and Bangor at 1 :(io a m
Belfast,
gau,
For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland. Augusta. Re'adfleld.
Winthrop, Skowhegan, Belfast,
St. John and
Halifax at l:0op. ni.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augnsta at 5.20
n m
F
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:15 p.
Trains are Hue at Portland.
From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 8 *55 a tn
From St. John, Bangor, and North and
E ist at

C. DUNN & CO.

Jy22dtf

2:45 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewij^on at 5:C5 p. xn
From St. John, Bangor. «Src., at 1:20 a. m
Through Tickets are sold in Portland andbae"3#
checked through to Houltou, Calais, St. Joln» Hali1
fax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, Ac.
L. L. LINCOLN, Superintendent First niv

Augusta, July 1K1873.

PORTLAND

&

MUMMER
w.i..n

jv28tf

ODDEySBUR(P£
ARRANGEMENT.

On and after

further
gS!*??S!l!a|antil
follows:

Monday, July 7th. nod
notice, train* will run

Leave Portland fnt North Conway at 7 In A M
A‘
12.20 P. M. and 5.30 P. M.
Leave North Conway for Portland at B15
A
M
0 A'
12.35 and 5.30 P. M.
Connections by 12.20 P. M. train from Portland
with Stages at Baldwin for Cornish, Porter Ker.ar
Falls, Freedom, N. H.; at Brownfield for Denmark
and Bridgton; at Fryeburg for Lovell and North Lovell; with steamer at Sebngo for Naples, Brideton,
North Bridgton, Harrison anil Waterford
Stages leave eiorth Conway daily
Crawford
House and Glen House.
The 0.45 A. M. and 12.35 P. M. from No Conway
connect in Portland with Boston & Maine R ]{ for
Boston, artiving in season for all lines South 'and
West, via Springfield, Providence or Sound Steamers.
Trains leave Portland from B. He M. R B station

f„'r

J-HAMILTON, SuperintM.
Portland, July 5.1873.
jy7tI
D

T

WOOD!

pan

WOOD

and SOFT WOOD for sale at No. 43 Li»I

coin street._ Also Dry Edgings.
HARD
JiunUNk—i

'■^asuuuusi...

is

LINE

no

remedy 80 good for

LANGUOR & DEBILITY,
general

whether
Medical

following

or

acute disease.

The

Faculty indorse it, for DYSPEPSIA,
JAUNDICE, NEE VO US DISEASES.
Price $1.00. Sold by all Druggists.
GILMAN BROTHERS, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.
eod.3m
myl3

HAGAN’S

TO

new

*

AMDS

PHILADELPHIA.
Clyde’s Iron Line

SAMPSON, Agent,
Jn23-1y70 Lang Wharf, Bot ion.
Portland. Hnmror
Macliia* Steamboat

of Steamers!

minYM. HOSE.

row as

and

—

Magnolia Balm
A

FEW APPLICATIONS MAKE A

Blooming Complexion.

Pure

It is Purely Vegetable, and its operation is seen
and felt at once. It does away with tho Flushed
Appearance caused by Heat, Fatigue, and Excitement. Heals and removeo all Blotcheaan Pimples,
dispelling dark and unsightly spots. Drives away
Tan, Freckles, and Sunburn, and by its gentle but
powerful influence mantles the laded cheek with

YOUTHFUL BLOOM AHD BEAUTY.
Hold by all Druggists and Fan y Stores. Depot,

Offer far sale

a

—

THE GREAT REMEDY FOR

CONSUMPTION
which

bo cured by a
timely resort to this standard preparation, as has been
proved by the hundreds of
testimonials received by the
proprietors. It is acknowl-

CO.,

troduced for the relief and
cure of all Lung complaints,

and is offered to the public,
sanctioned by the experience
of over forty years. "When
resorted to in season it seldom fails to effect a speedy
cure
in tho most severe
cases of
Coughs, Bronchitis,

—

Cedar Rapids & Minnesota Railway Line.

At

90 and accrued intercut in currency.

At which price they yield

SUPERIOR SEA.HO
INC STEAMERS

over

9 per

strongly recommended

Safe

MONTREAL,

Profitable

and

cent., and

Croup, "Whooping Cough,
Influenza, Asthma, Colds,
Sore Throat, Pains or Soreness in tho Chest and Side,
Liver Complaint, Bleeding
at the Lungs, &c. Wistar’s
Balsam does not dry up a
Cough, and leave the cause

are

as a

lureatinent.

Tills Railway is a corporation organized under tbe
laws of tbe State of Iowa, which is the most prosperous State in the Northwest, being the
only State in
the Union free from debt. The Minnesota Division, running from Burlington, Iowa, to Austin,
Minnesota, a distance of 230 miles,.was completed in
February, 1872, and earned during that year an average of $83,000 per month, being a monthly increase
of $35,000 on the earnings of 1871. The
earnings for
1873 are estimated to exceed $1,500,000, or more than
$125,000 per month. The Milwaukee Division, from
Cedar Rapids to Postville, on the Milwaukee and St.
Paul Railroad, a distance of 110
miles, passes through
one of the richest sections of the State of Iowa, and
furnishing an outlet to Milwaukee and the lakes.
The Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Minnesota
Railway bonds have been admitted to the New York
Stock Exchange, and are daily dealt in and quoted on
the official lists, thus furnishing dealers an
advantage
enjoyed bv few of the new issues of Railway Bonds.
Tbe entire loan has been sold, except about $300,which
we
now
offer, to close it out.
000,
All marketable securities takeu in
exchange at current prices, without commission.
For sale in Portland by

Having commodious Caldn and State Room accom modal long, will run
alternately, leaving

Portland,

PAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
AlT © O’CLOCK 3?. INI.

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
day9 at 7 P. M. Fare
BT^Tickets and State Rooms for so), at No 74
Exchange
Freight

Street.
taken at low rates.
W. Ti. BILLTIVG§. Agent
W. COTTIjK JR., General Agent.mch30tf

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington
D. C. Steamship Line.
from

Central Wharf. Boston
Semi-Weekly, for NORFOLK and
BALTIMORE.
of

Steamships:—

Bobt. A,

Lawrence•” Capt. W. A. Hallelt
Crane” Capt. Solomon Howes.
“George Appold,” Capt. Winslow Loveland.
“Fllack*tone,” Capt. Geo.H. ITallett.
William Kennedy,” Capt, Henry D. Foster.
“McClellan.’’Capt. F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady ot the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail: and by the Fa. & Tenn.
Air Line w all points in Virginia, Tennessee. Alabama and Georgia; and over the Sealward ami Roanoke R. R. to all points In North and South Carolina
by the Balt. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and li
places West.
Through rates given to South ana Wrest.

Bird,

97 Exchange Street.

ap26fitf

can

edged by many prominent
physicians to be the most
reliable preparation ever in-

Bnrlingtou,

FOR BOSTON.

dot

deod&weowly

GOUT and RHEUMATISM

THE
relieved in two hours,
the

celebrated Englisn Medicine,

Wharf. Boston.

TRADE

and

BLUE,

FOR LAl'KDRT EJSM.

4 LIBERTY SiL,

Passenger trains leave Portland
^i^Safor Rochester and intermediate stations
—“-“"at 7.45 A. M., and 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,

SMira. GAGE SCO, 92 Com’] St. J.'W. PERKINS & CO., SO Com’l St. FOGG &
HOYT, ooksell-

over

erii-

_jy'jWSTu3n>

DITTMAR’S DUALIN
|

rjIHIS

safe to handle
BEST

At Gorham for West

Gorham, Standish, and No.
Limington, daily.
At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington daily.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick,
Newfield, Parsonsfield and

Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro* for
Limerick, Parsonsfield,
daily.
WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.

Steamship

EXPLOSIVE

heavy blasting.

For sale by

Street, Portland.

J.c. MARBLE &
CO., P„,l., s,,|e agenls
"unetywew

confinement oi
the disease at-

BY

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND TEETH!
ALL MAT HAVE BY USING DAILY

THXJRSTON’8
Ivory Pearl Tootli Powder
no20

Price, 25 and 50 Cents per bottle,

Sewing Machines
AND BUTTEIUCK’S

Patterns of Garments
?PLTTMM8E &
janl 73tf

173

WILDER

M1d<1i.gt„ Ul> Stair*

Hard Pine

Beautiful,

Plank, hard

tor.

GREAT FALLS, N. H.
Great Fail* Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor
HIRAR.
Rt. Cutler nouse,—Hiram Bustou, Prat

prietor.

LEWISTON.
Or Win

House, Waterhouse Me Mellen,
Proprietors.

LIME HICK.
Liuaeriek House, Joseph «». Uurusou, Pro*

prietor.

MACHIAS.
Eusteru Hotel.—E. F.. Stoddard, Prop.
MECHANIC PALLS.
Union Hotel, P. R> Cobh, Proprietor.
NOBTH WINDHAM.
Nemaskel House, W. W. Ntanley. Proprletcri

NORWAY.

BfiilVHete1,
Kin*

House,

Proprietor.

O. If. Green,
Prop.
Main »!. W. W. Whitnanb

NAPLES
Elm

House, Nathan Church

A

prietors.

Sons, Pro-

NOBEUDGEWOCK.
Dauiorth House, D. Ounforth. Proprieto
NORTH ANSON.
Mo me met Hotel. Brown &
Hilton,
etors.

Propri-

ORCHARD BEACH.
Oeean House. B. Heavy, Proprietor.
OI<l Orchard House, E. C. Staples,
PropriOI,D

etor.

NORTH NTRATFORD N. U.
Willard House, C* H. Bailey A Co. Pro-

prietors.

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard. Proprieto
PHILLIPS.
Barden House, Adams A
Proprietors

Robbianoa,

PORTLAND.

Proprietor.

Proprietor.

House, India St. J. H. Dodge,
Proprietor.
City Hofei, Cor. Congress and Green St.
Joins P. Davis A Co. Proprietors.
Falmouth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Propri-

etor.
Preble

House, Congress St. Ctibson A Co.,
Proprietor*.

St. Jnlian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plant
Ots. G. E. Ward, Proprietor,
r. S. Hotel. Junction of Congress and Federal Sts. E. Cram A Co., Proprietor.
Walker House, Opp. Boston Depot, Geo

Bridgbam Jr., Proprietor.
Commrrrinl House—L. O. Nauboru Mi Co

Propiietors.

PEAK’S INLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jonra. Proprietor.
NOUTH CHINA.
Lake nouse, J. Nnrnge, Proprietor

RICHMOND.

Hair

Glossy

Soft,
by constant

use

NKOWHERAN.
Turner House, T. II. Hussey A-Co. Pro

prietor..

Elm House. M. II.

of

THOMPSON’S POMADE OPTIME
Price, 25 and 50 Cents per Bottle,

eodlyr

LIGHT COLORED KID GLOVES
are very stylish when not soiled.

J OUVEN’S
INODOROUS

Kid

Glove

.one

Flooring

FOR SALE BY STETSON & POPE.
B3T*Wharf and Dock, First, corner of E Street.
10 State street, Boston.
my3eodly

Cleaner

will renovate them thoroughly. Price 25 cents
Dealers
bottle. All sold by Druggists and Fancy

F.

WELLS & CO-, Sew York,
Wholesale Agents.

no20

Hilton, Proprietor.

Attention, Sportsmen

!

Sew York State Sportsmen’s Association.

Maine State Agricultural

September^ 17,18 & 19
B3T“Over

$6000,

“All manufacturers sill h'veeventnlly to confomi,
when sportsmen require that their shot shall compare with the standard of excellence which your
committee has fixed
“Upon the most critical examination, your committee have determined to adopt as the “American
Standard’* the Fcnle presented to us by Messrs.
Thou. Ot a Le Roy A Co., of New York.**
R. Newell, Chairman,
N. M. Smith,
P. G. Skinner.
dealers
and
desirous of having the
SpCTtsmen
above scale, or any information relative thereto,
the
same hv applying to THOM.
obtain
CAii promptiv
Jcl’6eod3m
OTIS LE ROY & CO., New Yoik.

Cheapest Book Store
STATES.

stock In the State and lowest prices.
Also some Farms and Timber Land without re*
ard tocost. Call soon for this hall we shall “go South
ALBERT COLBY & SONS.
with the birds.”
111* Exchange St., Portland, Me
jy17dtf

Society LARGEST

hold its

11TH, EXHIBITION AT BANGOR,

mar22

on

Standard for Shot.”

IN THE UNITED

THE

will

AND STEP BOARDS.

QAlce, No.

FOX CKO FT.

FaxcroO Exchange. D. Savage, Proprie-

eodlyr

desire it, all ma y have it

AT T,

Timber

On hand and sawed to dimen
,,on9.

Hard Pine

ELLSWORTH.
Amerieuu Honor.-S. Aordan A Son. Prop
City Hotel.—N. II. Higgins A Son*, Prop*.

Richmond Hotel, H.Springer. Proprietor

ETJAS HOTVi;
r

prietor.

Extracts from “Report of Committee

FLETCHER & CO.,
159 Commercial

Androscoggin Honor, A. Aackooa, Pro-

AmertrnM

no20

NEW ARRANGEMENT.
SEMI-WEEKLY LINK

HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
May 9-dtf ^

powerful

Clark.-Proprietor.

DIX FIELD.

They require neither attention or
any kind and are certain to prevent
tacking any vital parts.

as_common powder, and the

KNOWN

for submarine and

€6

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
will, until further notice, nm as
follows:
Leave Gnlt’s Wharf, Portland,
1
every MONDAY ami THURSDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. It., New York,
every MON DAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are litied up w ith fine
accommodations for passengers, making this the most
convenient aud comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax St. John, and all parts of Maine
Shippe
are requested to send their freight, to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to

as

GLYCERINE,

jun3-tc

Maine

POWDER^

CELEBRATED POWDER is

NITRO

I
as

follows:

BY

R. W.

Albion House, 117 Federal St. J. G Perry,

BOSTON’

FOB SALE IS POBTLAKD

Depot,

Blair’s Gout and Rheumatic Pills.

LONDON, ENGLAND,
and sold by all Drnggists.
nov20
eodlyr

MARK.

way

Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adams

PROUT & PIARSANT

SAMPSON, Agent.

Simpson,

DANVILLE AUNCTION.
Clark’* Dining Hall. Grand Trunk Bail-

of Gout and Rheumatism,
and cured in a few days,

PttEFARBO

Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.

case

PREPARED BT

by

Hammer Arrangement.
Jane 2, I8731

as

as

EETH W. TOWLE & SONS, Boaton, Mass.,
And sold by Druggists and Dealers generally.

Passenger accomriocalious.

Stages connect

is the

with
most preparations, hut it
loosens and cleanses the
lungs, and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of
the complaint.

behind,

excruciating pain

Fare including Berth and Menlo to Norfolk $15.00
Wine 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time Go hour3.
For further information apply to

D.

CARDER.
Bay View Honor, E. H. Demutb, Prop.

limited number of the

OF THE

CALAIS.
W.

Hotel,

Proprietor.

FIRST MORTGAGE 7 PERCENT, CON
VERTIBLE SINKING FUND
GOLD BONDS

Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday anil
Thursday mornings at 6 o'clock, arriving in Portland
same evening, connecting with the Pullman
Night
Train and early Morning Trains for Boston.
For farther particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial Street, or
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Ucn Ag>t.
Portland, May 19.1873.
myl9tf

BRUNSWICK. HE.
Boom*, W. B. Field,

A K.

International

39 WALL STREET, NEW YORK,

Will leave Railroad Wliarl every TUESDAY and
FRIDAY Evenings, at 10 o’clock, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harhor, (Mount Desert,! Millbrldge, Jonesport, and Machiasport.

K ETHEL.

etor.

—

HENRY CLEWS &

Trrmont St. Bingham

Ilouae.

Wriile, Ac Co. Proprietor*.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean Honae-A. P.Chamberlaiu, Propri-

49 1-9 EXCHANGE STREET.
Jan30d3wistostf

The Steamer Lewiston.
CAPT. CHARLES
PEERING,

etor.
Trru.nl

Dining
Proprietor.

\V. D. EITTEE \ CO.,

Returning will leave Bangor every Monday, Wedne3day an«l Friday morning at 6 o’clock, touchiug
at the abov e named
landing, arriving in Portland at
ko’clock P. M.

L.Bir

Parker Horn. School St. H. D. Parker A
Co.. Proprietor*.
Berere Hou*e. Howdoin Square. Bulflnrh,
Bingham. Wriolry A Co.. Proprietor*
St. Aauaco Hotel—A. P. HI. Slel*op; Propri

P.

West, Smith and Northwest, may procure
Through Tickets at tLe lowest rates, via the Michigan Central and Great Western (via Suspension
Bridge) Pennsylvania Central (via New York city),
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, or Buck Island, Chicago & North Western, and all the principal and favorite routes to the Pacific Coast and all other points.
For Tickets apply to the Old Agency if

at 10 o’clock,
evening,
For Bangor, touching at
Rockland, Camden, LlnBelfast, Searsnort, Sandy Point, Buckspon,
colnyille,
n interport and
Hampden.

llan*e,
Proprietor.

ROI.STKR HILLS.
Hancock Houae,—A. N. Hancock, Prop.

And toe

Will eave Railroad Wharf,
every MONDAY. WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY

BOSTON.
Hanover St.

American

Chandler Houae, F. S. Chandler A Co.
Proprietor*.

TRAVELERS FOR CALIFORNIA

CAPTAIN C. KILBY,

BATB.
Sagadahoc House, John S. Milliken, Pro'
prietor.
Bath Hotel, C. JI Plummer, Proprietor

ug °ark Place. New York.

heretofore at

WHERE

Proprietor.

Franhlia Hun, Harlow St., B. Quiuhv,
with .« D McLaughlin At Son., Prop.

NO. 491-9 EXCHANGE STREET,

The Steamev
CITY OF RICHMOND,

Railroads.
Leave Portland tor Gorham at 4.00 P. M.
Leave Gorham for Portland at 4.15 P. M.

At A. Young*

Court. St. W. S.

BANGOR.

Passenger Ticket Agency!
Is

B«>ston & Maine and Eastern Railroads. Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls aud Oonway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
6.15 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
at 8.30, A. M., via Boston & Maine, and Eastern

ALFRED.
Edmund Warren, Proprir-

Proprietor*.

The Old Union

Inside lines between

53 Central

which,

Harriman Houae, J.E. Rarriman At Co.,

direct communication
to and
rom Portland and all other points in Maine, with
and
bevond.
Philadelphia
Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached oy the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R’s., and to all
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Full {information given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 124 Washington St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
janll ly

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to

Fine

at

tor*.

Running l>etween Providence
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives

10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of

William
William

Rmm,

er,

Sat’il’y.

delphia, at

J.

HOTELS.

Cony Houae, G. A. & IK. Cony. Proprie-

PORTLAND

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Whaxf, Phila-

ATLANTIC WHARF,

cleanly,

AUGUSTA.
Allan.in llouw, State St. Harrison Bmk-

JSr* RETURNING will leave Halifax on THURSDAYS. at 8.30 P. M.
For freight and further information apply to J
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
i£ir"Excursion Tickets to Halifax aud Return good
until Nov. Its—at reduced rates.
mar25dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

Wharfage.

and

from place,—indratructihie. The line
spring being coated with hard rubber, light cool,
used In bathing, fitted to form, universally
recommended by all surge? in* as the best mechanical
supports known.—Find for pamphlet.—Kmablit*hroentH 1347 Chestnut St., Philadelphia and 737 Broadway. New York. Complete as-oituitut for sale, with
careful adjustment, by F. Sweetser, L. C. Gilann. W.
W. Whipi.de & Co., and TLos. G.
Luring, Portland.
Beware cf imitations.
myldSm
nor move

Elm

Cape’Breton.

Steamship Line.

BROOKS

soil,

ateel

Proprietor..

PHIL A DELPHI A

JOHN

PILE PIPES.
Relief, Comfort and cure for KcPTmE, FkWeaknesses and Piles, unlike all other appliances known, will never rust, limber, break, chare,
male

t.r.

side wheel Steamship
FALMOUTH. Capt. W.A. Colby,
will leave Railroad wharf, Portland, every TUESDAY, at 5.30 P.
_M., (or on arrival of train leaving Boston at noon.)
FOR HALIFAX DIRECT]
Making close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, and steamers £>r Prince Edward Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s
Stages for
The

—AND—

sjdT"*™

V«S=^TRCSS?S

AUBURN

JB O S T O 1ST

jggggSS

SEELEY'S
Earl Rnijlar

ABDOMINAL SUPPORTERS AND

County Henir,

I

Banner, Mt. Desert
Macula*.

.UMII

l fifo _J

Embracing the leading Hotel? tn the State,
the Daily FiiEsa may always he found.

OWE TRIP PER WEEK.

jelOtf

Portland and

without this Liniment. Tire money refunded unless the Liniment is as represented. Be sure and get the genuine
MEXICAN MUSTANG LINIMENT. Sold
by all Druggists and Country Btores, at
25c., 60c. and $1.00 per Bottle. Notion
style, size of bottle, Ac.

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

fliOB

With connections to Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton.

11.15 A. M, and 5,15 P.M.
Tickets down and back 25c.
Children half price.
Private parties can be accommodated by
applying
to the Contain on board.

RAILROAD.

Commencing July
Arrangemeuf^
Trains leave

______

Co.

DIRECT!

2 and 3J P. M.
Reluming, leave Cushing’s Island for Portland at
9J A. M.. and 2J P. M.
Leave Cushing’s Island, touching at Peak’s Islam!

No

tf

os

Halifax Nova Scotia,

Leave Custom House Wharf foot of Pearl st., for
Peak’s and Cushing’s Islands at 9 and 101 A. M. and

&

Is the Best Aromatic Tonic
and Blomachic ever offered to
the public. It will IMPRO VE
your APPETITE, FACILITATE DIGESTION, GIVE
TONE to the NERVOUS SYSTEM, VIGOR
TO E VER Y ORGAN OF THE BOD Y, thereby
imparting HEALTH and STRENGTH. There

A. B. STUBBS, Agent

is Iw then

HAIL

to

WedVy

BITTERS

On and after MONDAY, June 9th,
1873. the steamer Sebago will leave
Harrison at 4 A, M., North Bridgton
at 4.15, Bridgton 4.45, Naples at 5.45,
connecting at Sebago Lake with the morning train
arriving in Portland 9.07 A. M.
Returning, will leave Sebago Lake on arrival of train
which leaves Portland at 12.30 P. M., arriving at Naples at 3.50, Bridgton at 4.50. No. Bridgton at 5.20
ami Harrison at 5.35.
Bridgton. June 9,1873.
jul3dtf

Cushing’s Islands,

Leave each port every

UININE TONIC

m.

Sebago Steamboat

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

fiangor,

RELIABLE PATTERNS.
S. W. EATON, 13 Free St.,

4wt

Lettering, Ac.,

F. A.

Machine!

o’clock, p.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE lllh,
Running as follows, until further notice:

june2tf

Mme. DEMOEEST’S

for'rT1 f’!:u'es'

AwmaiGs,
TENTS, FLAGS,

Peak’s and

ATWOOD’S

Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annap
olis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Frederiekton, Skediac, Amhetst, Cliarlottetown. P. E. 1., and
Sunnnerside, I*. E. I.
S^*Freight received on days of sailing unK 4

Islands.

trips

her

of

days.

same

The STEAMER GAZELLE,
Capt. C. F. Sands, will commence

E.

The BEST Family Machine in the WORLD. Al-

medwinaPni*1?*1^^"1

BoUle*

For the

Lines.

at and

MAINE

leave Railroad Wharl
State St., every Monday
and Friday, at 6.69 i».
m.. lor Eastport anil St John.
Returning will leave St. Job* anil Eastport on the
foot

Wednesday

Commercial St.
apr24tf

145

end

♦Fast Express.
Passenger Depot in Portland, Commercial street,
Portland & Ogdenoburg R. R. passenger trains ar-

rive

the Steamers of Internat ion30th?
al Line will

HARRIS. ATWOOD * CO..
..

Haa been before the American public
OVER THIRTY years. It haa never yet
failed to give perfect satisfaction, anil has
justly been styled the panacea,for all external Wounds, Cuts, Burns, Swellings,
Sprains, Bruises, &c., Ac., for Man and
Beast. No family should be a single day j

ARRANGEMENT

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK !
On and after MONDAY, June

jun24

Steamships of this Line sail

Tlie *3. 0 P. ’.M. train (Fast Express) arrives in
Boston at G.r-0 p. M., couneccing with trains Jor New
York via Springfield at s P. M.; also with train leaving Boston at 8 P. M. via Boston and Providence R.
R., which connects at Slonington with Steamer
Rhode ImIiiikI ior New York.
Pass ngers ticketed and Baggage checked
through
by either rome.
All Trains stop at Exeter for refreshments at
First Class Dining Rooms,
t Accommodation.

more
use it,

SUMMER

CHARLES HOUGHTON
Alex. Funiliam, Jr., Master, will
•on and after 30th
inst., leave Atlantic Wharf every Wednesday at
6 o’clock, A. M., for Bnothbay, Round Pond and
Waldoboro, and every Saturday at 7 o’clock A. M.,
for Bnothbay, Hogdon’s Mills and Damariscotta.
Returning, will leave Damariscotta everv Monday
at 7 o’clock A. M., and Waldoboro, every
Thursday
at« o’clock A. AL, connecting with the Railroads and
Boats for Boston. Freight and passage cheaper than
by any other route. Freight received after One
O'clotk P. M., days previous to sailing.
Inquire of

Portland, April 23,1873.

John, Digby>

St.

and

Windsor and Halifax.

The Steamer

Fall River,

is indispensable to Butchers, Provision dealers.
ITHotel
Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will

Sewing

l?r*Pnrr«* dircolly from the SOUTH AMKRI®T»<1 is peculiarly suited to all these
*7.-'AIsT’ w,n
^eause the Vitiated blood,
^-GIVING POWERS, ami R ExY
fr°m IMPAUtED
It Hb©ul«l bp
Bair
1
Jnruheba is prononneed by mediT'.i
ftle niost efficient
PUU1FIF.K T()\Ii■
*iUown
in the whole range of
JOHN Q.
Tnrk
Price One Dollar per
send
uu Ior
Circular
a,,4

A'ldrew,

iul2

POINTS

AND ALL

Mummer

Town of DBERING,
1
Treasurer’s Office, July 5, 1873. f
IS here>y given that the tax lists for the
year 1873 were commilted to the Collector of
said Town ou the thirtieth dav of June, 1873, with
a warrant tor the collection oi the same.
In accordance with a vote of the town a discount of Six
per
cent, will be allowed on all taxes paid within 60 days
from the date ot the commitment thereof. A disFive
cent,
will
be allowed on all taxes
count of
per
paid yvitbin 90 days from the date of the commitment
t! ereof. A discount offour per cent, will be allowed

fehl<3lf

Baltimore, Washington,

ST., BOSTON.

WEED

EXTRACT OF JURUBEBA

Jy28tf

Co.,
96 Bf.ACKSTONfE

EaMlport, Calais

For naldoboro and Damariscotta.

For New York, Albany, Philadelphia,

Frei

TAXES 1873.

paid

Table Sauce

the business at the

consent.

£7e‘l

Epicurean

*

IMPROVED

NOTICE
heretofore existing under the firm
uel

t

Should Have It.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

West?™

STEAMERS.

EXCURSION TICKETS.

Table

to wlKm all applications should be made, and who
has full power to settle infringements,
mehleodtf

H. P. MURCH.
JOHN W. WARREN,

Dissolution of Copartnership.
is hereby given that the copartnership

&

TRAIN.

Portland to Wolfboro and return, Price $4.65; to
Centre Harbor and return $5.00.
For Milton and Union t9.15A.M., t3.30 P.
M.
For Old Crchard, Saco and Biddcford
t8.5.i A. Id.
Returning, leave Biddcford at t2P. M.
For Scar boro. Old Orchard, Naco, Bid*
deford and Kennebnnk t8.30 P. M.
Returning, leave Kennebunk tr,30 A. M.

A. S. JLYMAY’S

Anyttkin.

Ask your Druggist, for Geo. W. Laird’s “Bloom of
Youth.” The genuine has the United States revenue
stamn engraved on the front label, and the name,
“G. \V. Laird,” blown in the glass on the back of
every bottle. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND
A

I

nished

Jitinwii

I

old stand..
All demands against the late firm will be settled by
him, and all persons indebted to the la‘e firm are requested to make immediate payment to him.
JylSdtfH. P. MURCH.

>/i Coal «x

THIS

•II'I.V

Every Well Fur-

jyfabltSaufS

front

by mutual consent.

West brook, July

The

Geo.

OCEAN’S STORY:

J. II- WORK, Agent,
*

If there is one wish dearer than another to the
heart of woman, it is the desire to be beautiful.
The wonderful reputation of GEO. W. LAIRD’S
“BLOOM OF YOUTH” is very justly deserved. For
improving and beautifying the skin, it is undoubtedly the best toilet preparation in the world; it is
composed of entirely harmless materials, and while
the immediate effects are to render the skin a beautiful creamy white it will, after a few applications,
make it soft smooth and beautifully clear, removing all blemishes and discoloration.
This delightful toilet preparation has been severely
tested bv the Board of Health of New York
City. Dr Louis A. Sayf.rs,aiter carefully examining the analysis made by the above Board,p onounced

FANCY GOODS DEALERS.jy26t4w

TIIE “PROVIDENCE’’ CLOTHES

CABS

30th. 1873.
C533S3S3S3 Pn.wnjs^r Train, leave Poritew*^PlPlBud for Boston 16.15, t9.15 A. M.,
*3.20 (Parlor Cars), t .30, *6 P. M.
Received the highest
Returning, leave Boston at t7.30, *8.30 (Parlor
at
tfaeAmerpremium
A. M.. tl2.30.t3.30, *6.00 P. M.
Cars),
ican
Institute Fair,
Trains from Bouton are due at Portland
New York City, 1874.
at 12 10, 12.3.1. 4.55, 8.10, 9.45 P. M
For MnnebcMtcr and Concord, IV. H., and
IT IS THE t e NORTH via €.& P. R. R, Junction,
A. M., t3.30 P. M.
, t6.15
For Lowell—All trains connect at Lawrence
BEST
TABLE with trains lor Lowcl'.
For Manchester and Concord via Lawrence
.RELISH IN USE. | t9.15A.M.
For Roche«fer and Alton Bay t6.15, A. M.,
*3.20, t3.30 P. M.
Kept by all First
For Wolf boro and Center Harbor, via
Strnini r Mi. Washington from Alton Ray
Class Grocers.
t6.15 A. M.. *3.20, t3.3J P. M.

TRade^KMAR*

Complexion

and

mr!3-tf_No.

Minntes.

1

281 Commercial Sr., head Merrill's
Whari.

Providence

Thirty

TO

CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER,

^e,n?r.PCM8,?n,J?ou,“Wharf

'tally »t
t 45 A. M. and 1.45 P.M. lor hveriireen
Landing diroc., and at 10.15 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. l,,r
*
1 anding, touddng at Jones’ Landing,
Returning, leave Evergreen Landing at 9.15 and
11.00 A. M. and 2.15 anil 5.00 P.M., and Jones’ Landing at 9.30 anil 11.15 A. M., and 2.30 and 5.15 P. M
Will run a Morning and Evening trip in pleasant
weather, leaving Custom House Wharf at 7.15 A M
and 7.15 P. M., anil Jones’ Landing at 7.30 A. M. ami
9.00 P. M.
Fare down and back 25 cents, children half mice.
Special arrangements eau be made by applying to
the Captain.
junUif

Tickets toNew York via Sound Lines (State Rooms
secured at
office), Fall River, Stonington and
Norwich. *A11 Rail Routes—Shore Line
(via Providence). and Boston and Albany. Tickets to Boston
via Eastern, Boston and
Portland and RochMaine,
ester, and Boston Boats.
Merchants going to Boston and New
York, will
save the time usually experienced at the
depots by
purchasing their tickets at this office. Call and examine our time tables, maps, etc., and be convinced
that we represent all the best roads
running West.
BOLLIN8 Ac ADAMS, Agents,
1 Exchange Street. Portland, Me

---

ATTACHED

WTEAIUKR

express.

Hours.

jt

PARLOR

TABLE
SAUCE.

EVANS & MOONEY,
an

Michig^n^enTrar11 ^

_

Peak'* Inland Mteambont
Company’.

1

ticket

■’ N««H-We»l, S.nth
Paul, New Orleans,

St.

the time in

Three Honrs and

Peak’s Island.
The

agri

Orchard, S«*#, Bidifrfonl, Kcnnr*
Dover, Great Fallw, Exeter,
Haverhill and Lawrence.

making

jyl7dtf

and all points In Plariria. via all the first-class
Rail-Boads-Penn. Cent ral, Lake Shore and
Michigan
Erie, Great
and
36 HOURS BOSTON TO CHICAGO.
Pullman Car. .n all Through Train*.
5^" Passengers who wish to travel without detention, and with ease and comfort, will find the above
routes very desirable.
Continuous Trains, in
Changes, Courteous Employees, Unusual facilities for Meals at Seasonable

Passenger train leaving Portland at 3.20 P. M.
daily (Sundays excepted), arriving in Boston at 6,50,

Xy

Copartnership Notice.
ship under

4'llnth.«rm

FAST EXPRESS.

417 Broome St., New York.

1873.

a

BOSTON

buMh.

WIXC & SOX,

leave Evergreen Landing at 9.30 and
11.15 A. M. and at 2,30 and 5.10 P. M.
rare down and back 25 c
ms; children half price.
Special arrangements can be made
by applying to
the Captain.

RATES LOWER THAN EVER.
can now

of

Landing.
Returning,

Office.

We have made arrangements and
passengers to

s!

street, daily at 9 A. M. for Evergreen Landing direct, and at 10.30 A. M., 1.45 and
3.00 P. M. for Evergreen Landing, touching at Jones’

Ses

Jy2illllf_C.
Union Ticket

July 14th

State

Fridays.

and

MONDAY,

E. B.

VIA
Old

Rockland.
of cars between

At Waldoboro* for North
Waldoboro*, Washington
*
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and PernaauId dailv
Freight Trainsdaily and freight takonat low
A. COOMBS. Sup’t.

U*iy>

anJ after

011

<^fe|fife*teamer MAONBT. Capt. B.
jj^fcsffl^rDean. will leave it. R. Whari, foot

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincomville, Northport. South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and WashIngton, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Tnomaston lor St. George daily.
At Warren lor Union,
daily.
At Warren for Jederson and
Whitetield, Mondays

circular to

WILLIAM H. EVANS.

The undersigned have this day formed

R.—-

PORTLAND TO

tory. In localities
are not yet established, until such aro established, we will sell Pin nos
to the public at Factory Wholesale Prices. Send f

CHARLES H. GREENE,

Portland, May 27,

unoccupied terri-

MAINE

&

—R.

over COO pages, only *2.50. Look out for iulerior works.
Send for circulars and Proof of the greates success
of the season. Reports just ln‘ 184 subs, in six davs.
HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, (3 Wasliington St.,
Iiuston.
jy2if4w

St.,

.Hi27

BOSTON

Quality.

LI VIN GSTON EVA FRICA

HOUSE.

CUSTOM

Prices Low for the

RAILROAD.

P. M.

Wednesdays

_MEDICAL.

FOB THE ISLANDS.

No change
Portland
and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machine. Mount Desert Vlnal Haven
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. m., and 1.00

PRESCOTT,

Supt. Eastern Railroad,
L. L. LINCOLN,
Supt. First Div. AL C, R. R.
GEO. BACH ELDER,
General Agent Eastern & Al. C. R. R., Portland, Ale.
tt
j'29

WARRAJVTEO SEVEN (7) YEARS

fflHE

JfKJfsgJJSScast
p4^i^-—*B£-3Warren and

IlFast Express.
J.

STEAMERS.

Direc rail route to Wiscasset, New
le, Damarascotta,
Waldoboro

____

Brhlgton,

trom Mr
“I

Boston. (Snn-

tl.00P.Af.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Sko-vbegan. Belfast, Bangor, St. John and
Halifax at ||1.05 P. M.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at to.20 P. Al.

PIANOS!

AT No. 7 EAST (2d STREET, NEW YORK
jy23 8wt

runiiUMi QHl-

and

P. M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at H8.00 A. A!., 02.00 AL, *7.00 P. Al.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at t7.30
IJ8.30A. Al. 112.30, 13.15, ||6.00, *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland. Bangor
Iloulton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. Al.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at ||8.30 A. Al.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at t9.58, 1110.35
A. M.; H2.57 P. Al., t5.10 P. M., 1(8.09 *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *10.05 P. Al.
Leave Portland for Lewiston. Bath, Rockland, Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegan. Belfast and Bangor
att7.00A. Al.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Augusta, Farmington, Waterville and Skowhegan at

CORRESPONDENT.

1st, her

ENGLISH,

leave

KNOX

& LINCOLN

exceptod) at *1.30 A. M. t6J5 A.
19.10 A. M., tl.05,113.20 P. Al., ta.OO

STREET, PORTLAND,

fel>17

BENEDICT

October

Mscugci udiun
>r Portsmouth

John W. IVIungcr,

operations
receipt of

ARRANGEMENT,

JULY 21, 1873.

OFFICE,

JUST PUBLISHED:

“RATIONAL

MAINE CENTRALRAILROADS.

EASTERN &

all Diseases Incident

with plates, illustrating how to
perform
and cure foot troubles. Sent bv mail on
one dollar.
Send stamp for circular to
HORSE-SHOE, 41 Dey St., X. Y.

uniformly

Dropped

!

em

PROPO AI-S will be received at this office until WEDNL DAY, August 20th. 1873. a
12 o’clock noon, for enclosing with sea walls and tilling
a pared f the Commonwealth’s flats in South Boston, situated at the j action of the motn and Fort
Point Chan n$l, in Boston Harbor, bounded southwest by flats cf the Boston Wharf Company, and
soutbeapt by flats sold of the Boston and Albany Rail
load Company, and containing about one million
square feet, more or less, as follows:
1. For about 700 lineal feet of light sea wall on
Fort Point Channel.
2.
For about 1300 feet ol heavy sea wall on Fort
Point Channel and the main channel.
3. For filling s lid parcel lo grade 13, with material dredged by the contractor from the mouth of Fort
Point Channel and from a portion of Boston Harbor,
which is to be dredged
to a depth of 23 feet
at mean low water.
4. For filling said pnreel with good clean gravel
from grade 13 to grade 16,
5. For the whole work of building said sea wall
and filling said parcel as aforesaid on or before October 1st.. 1876.
The above work must be done according to plans
and specifications to be seen or furnished at this office
between the hours of nine o’clock iti the forenoon aud
twelve o’clock noon.
The contractor will beat quired to give a satisfactory guaranty that he will execute a contract accordand to give satisfactory bonds
ing to his
forthe faithful performance of his contract.
The legislature of Massachusetts has appropriated
four hundred thousand dollars towards the above
specified sea wall and tilling, but no contract will be
made binding the Commonwealth for any more cf
said work than can be aid for by appropriations of
the Legislature, under the laws or the Common-

The Bottom

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY lain splendid
condition, is well equipped with nrat-class rolling
stock, and is making the beat connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West
P^T*PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
ANI) SLEEPING CARS attached to all through

Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1872,

THE CHEAPEST & BEST.

Coinnouwealth of Wnssnchusett*.
Office of the Board of Haebor
)
Commissioners, No.8 Pemberton square, J
Boston, July 17th, 1873.
)

tor

Horse

Rates I

Northwest, West and Southwest^
J. C. FURNIVAL,
Agt.

$15,571,306

DreHgiuK

Proposals

Vessels

ASSETS:

A text at last of the melodious cry,1
And drew this moral (was it fetched too fur?)
Life’s ineqroaliUe* so underlie
The tilings we have, so rest in what we are,
That eatli must steadfast to his nature keep,
And one must soar and sing, aud one must weep.

OF INDIA ST*

To Canada, Di trsi
Chicago, iVIilwna
kcc. Cinciuunti, tit. Louis, Oinuhn,
Saginaw, Hf. Pauly Halt Lake City
Denver, Han Franciie®,
and all points in the

by the Tear.

And still the softest morns, the sweetest eves.
And when from out the midnight, blue and still.
The tender moon looked in between the leaves,
Ihat little, plaining, pleading trill-a-trill!
Would tremble out, and fall away, and fade,
And so I mused and mused, until 1 made

—

Tickets sold at Reduced

—OK—

^

AND

AT.FOOT

DEPOT

some

iwirded
The Highest
TSSKIOTt
'The Uoill)

anrl after Monday, June 2M

On

dewy

Just as the dawn was at that
primal hour
That brings such tender golden sweetness in,
Ere yet the sun had left his eastern bower
And set upon the hilts his rounded chin.
I heard a little song—three notes- not more |
Plained like a low petition at my door.
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